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Abstract 
 

This thesis investigates optimization of advanced telecommunication algorithms from power and 

performance perspectives. The algorithms chosen are MIMO and LDPC. MIMO is implemented in 

custom ASIC for power optimization and LDPC is implemented on dynamically reconfigurable fabric 

for both power and performance optimization. Both MIMO and LDPC are considered computational 

bottlenecks of current and future wireless standards such as IEEE 802.11n for Wi-Fi and IEEE 802.16 

for WiMax applications. Optimization of these algorithms is carried out separately. 

The thesis is organized implicitly in two parts. The first part presents selection and analysis of the 

VBLAST receiver used in MIMO wireless system from custom ASIC perspective and identifies those 

processing elements that consume larger area as well as power due to complex signal processing. The 

thesis models a scalable VBLAST architecture based on MMSE nulling criteria assuming block 

rayleigh flat fading channel. After identifying the major area and power consuming blocks, it proposes 

low power and area efficient VLSI architectures for the three building blocks of VBLAST namely 

Pseudo Inverse, Sorting and NULLing & Cancellation modules assuming a 4x4 MIMO system.  

The thesis applies dynamic power management, algebraic transformation (strength reduction), 

resource sharing, clock gating, algorithmic modification, operation substitution, redundant arithmetic 

and bus encoding as the low power techniques applied at different levels of design abstraction ranging 

from system to architecture, to reduce power consumption. It also presents novel architectures not 

only for the constituent blocks but also for the whole receiver. It builds the low power VBLAST 

receiver for single carrier and provides its area, power and performance figures. It then investigates 

into the practicality and feasibility of VBLAST into an OFDM environment. It provides estimated 

data with respect to silicon real estate and throughput from which conclusion can easily be drawn 

about the feasibility of VBLAST in a multi carrier environment. 

The second part of the thesis presents novel architectures for the real time adaptive LDPC encoder 

and decoder as specified in IEEE 802.16E standard for WiMax application. It also presents 

optimizations of encoder as well as decoder on RICA (Reconfigurable Instruction Cell Architecture). 

It has searched an optimized way of storing the H matrices that reduces the memory by 20 times. It 

uses Loop unrolling to distribute the instructions spatially depending upon the available resources to 

execute them concurrently to as much as possible. The parallel memory banks and distributed 

registers inside RICA allow good reduction in memory access time. This together with hardware 

pipelining provides substantial potential for optimizing algorithms from power and performance 

perspectives. The thesis also suggests ways of improvements inside RICA architecture. 
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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Motivation  

Weight and size are the bottlenecks of portable wireless systems which are in turn dependent on 

area and power consumption of electronic systems. Electronic systems consuming more power would 

require battery of comparatively big size and weight which the portable systems may not be able to 

afford. There is also not much improvement made in battery technology to scale it comparably with 

the computation power required by the cutting edge technology. The portable devices today 

incorporate many features that require a high amount of computational power. The high computational 

power requires high power consumption and silicon real estate. High power consumption would 

reduce the battery life and the user equipment would require battery recharge more frequently. Take 

the example of physical layer of WiMax system that uses FEC, OFDM modulation and MIMO as the 

major computational intensive blocks of which FEC and MIMO can be considered the bottlenecks due 

to high power consumption and more silicon real estate. Giga operations per second of computational 

power are required for MIMO processing. The situation is similar in the case of FEC coding/decoding 

that also requires huge amount of processing power. 

 

MIMO and LDPC coding are being considered for the emerging wireless standards such as Wi-Fi 

and WiMax. It then becomes necessary to look for ways to reduce power consumption and improve 

the throughput from these algorithms. The objectives of the thesis are summarized below: 

1. to investigate MIMO receiver from a custom ASIC perspective for power optimization. 

This involves developing strategies for reducing power consumption. 

2. to investigate adaptive LDPC coding on a dynamically reconfigurable architecture for both 

power and performance optimization.  

 

The two algorithms are selected for their possible unification in a SIC based LDPC receiver in 

which equalization would be performed using a successive interference cancellation (SIC) based 

MIMO equalizer such as VBLAST and the equalized layers would be decoded using the LDPC 

decoder. The decoded layers would again be modulated to form the replicas and then subtracted from 

the received symbol vector for successive interference cancelation. This type of architecture requires 

optimization of both MIMO and LDPC blocks from power and performance perspective. This type of 

unification is currently being studied for its possible inclusion in the specification. This unification 

necessitates the reconfigurability of LDPC which could either be achieved using a dedicated 

reconfigurable logic in the domain of LDPC or a generic reconfigurable logic such as RICA [127]. 

RICA is selected because it is readily available as a commercial reconfigurable architecture and is 

fulfilling the requirements of reconfigurability that LDPC requires. RICA architecture has enough 
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potential for performance enhancement and therefore another purpose to investigate LDPC 

optimization on RICA is the possible performance enhancement of the RICA architecture. Therefore, 

this part of the research is then restricted to the domain of RICA architecture. 

Table 1.1: Comparison of Computational Complexity [52]  

 

Algorithm 

 

Real Multiplications 

Giga Op. Per Second 

4x4               8x8               16x16 

LMS 8 Nt Nr + 2 Nt     3                  13                   52 

RLS 
rrtr NNNN 6814 2 ++      9                  36                  143 

ZF/MMSE 
rtt NNN

23 84 +     19                154              1,229 

ZF/MMSE-

VBLAST rttrtt NNNNNN
2334 42

3

8
+++  

    

   33                452              6,622 

ML tN

rt MNN4    410               
5104 ×          

1110         

 

 Nt = Transmit Antennas, Nr = Receive Antennas 

 

Table 1.2: ML-APP Complexity Analysis for HSDPA (0.18 µm, 1.5V CMOS) [126] 

MIMO 

config. 

Search 

Steps (2
MQ

) 

Mbps Number 

of LLR 

units 

Complexity 

Estimate 

(mm
2
) 

Power 

Estimate 

(W) 

2x2 QPSK 16 9.6 1 1.12 0.057 

2x2 8PSK 64 14.4 1 1.12 0.082 

2x2 16QAM 256 19.2 2 1.68 0.176 

4x4 QPSK 256 19.2 2 1.68 0.176 

4x4 8PSK 4096 28.8 30 17.36 2.1 

4x4 16 QAM 65535 38.4 480 269.36 32.7 
 

From Tables 1.1 and 1.2 it is apparent that MIMO signal processing requires Giga operations per 

second of computational power and since power consumption is directly related to computational 

complexity, MIMO signal processing will consume a substantial amount of power as is apparent from 

Table 1.2 even for a very low throughput. MIMO signal processing is also a nascent technology and 

has not been researched for power and or area optimization. Therefore, it is a very fertile area for 

research that has been investigated in the first part of the thesis. 

The complexity of LDPC decoder is substantial for high throughput applications for the reason that 

variable and check nodes require parallel processing. This increases both area and power 

consumption. The LDPC encoder and decoder should also be adaptable to cope with varying channel 

conditions. LDPC optimization from both throughput and power perspective on a dynamically 

reconfigurable fabric is another interesting area of research that has been investigated in the second 

part of the thesis. 

1.2 Contribution: 

The thesis investigates the development of novel low power architecture for the MIMO VBLAST 

receiver used in single and multi-carrier environment as well as optimization of LDPC coding on 

RICA type dynamically reconfigurable architecture.  
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MIMO-VBLAST consists of Pseudo Inverse, Sorting, NULLing and Cancellation Modules. All the 

four modules are investigated for low power implementation. LDPC decoder consists of Variable and 

Check node Processors and the Inter-leaver used for interleaving messages between the two.  

The low power strategies used are summarized below: 

The work on low power custom asic for MIMO involves not only a novel architecture for MIMO 

detection but also that the following optimization techniques are applied at different levels of design 

abstraction. 

 

1. System Level: Dynamic power management to selectively switch off the inactive processing blocks 

during execution of the program. 

 

2. Algorithmic level: 

    a. Selection of Square root algorithm that avoids the repeated pseudo inverse computation. 

    b. Implementation of two algorithms for unitary transformation. 

    c. Using the Taylor's series approximation to avoid square rooting in pseudo inversion as well as 

sorting. 

 

3. Behavioural level: Use of grey bus encoding for address buses used for reading and writing data to 

memory. 

 

4. Architectural level: 

    a. Algebraic transformation; 

               i) Strength reduction that involves replacing high complexity multipy operation with low 

complexity add operation 

              ii) Operation substitution that involves replacing CORDIC operation with equivalent divide-

multiply-accumulate operation 

    b.  Resource sharing: Time sharing of resources between different operations and removing 

redundant resources. This optimization does not reduce computational complexity but does reduce the 

capacitance due to interconnect as well as functional units. 

    c. Redundant arithmetic that promises to reduce power consumption 

 

The work on RICA involves the following optimization techniques. 

 

1. Loop unrolling to reduce execution time by exploiting the parallelism to as much as possible. 

2. Register allocation to allocate variables to register for speedy access 

3. Restructure the code for reducing memory accesses. 

4. Recoding the conditional statements to avoid interdependency so that conditional statements 

instantiate multiplexers instead of jumps as jumps are more power hungry. 

5. Techniques specific to the reconfigurable architecture are used to reduce execution time which in 

turn reduces the energy consumed during execution. 
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The objective here is to test a reconfigurable platform for energy efficient code implementation. 

Energy saving is achieved by reducing the time of execution for a given average power.  

 

The techniques that we have not applied due to time limitation include 

i. Bus width reduction  

ii. Redundant multiplier 

 

In the case of MIMO, a novel low power architecture has been developed for not only the whole 

receiver but also the three building blocks which are ‘pseudo inverse’, ‘sorting’ and ‘NULLing & 

Cancellation’ while in the case of LDPC coding, an adaptive LDPC coder and decoder has been 

developed that adapts itself on the fly to various code lengths and code rates. The adaptive encoder 

and decoder are then optimized for both power and throughput.  

 

1.3 Structure 

The structure of the thesis is as follows: 

• Chapter 2 presents literature review of MIMO signal processing, MIMO detection and Low 

Power strategies used in reducing power consumption in generic signal processing 

architectures. It also presents the background information about LDPC coding. It then 

describes different encoding and decoding algorithms that are currently in use in the 

literature. The chapter discusses computational complexity of different algorithms and 

presents various ASIC, FPGA or DSP implementations available in the literature. 

• Chapter 3 models MIMO decoding algorithms. Both MMSE and MMSE-VBLAST are 

modelled in Matlab and the performance graph of BER with respect to SNR is provided. 

• Chapter 4 presents novel low power architectures for computing pseudo inverse of 

augmented channel matrix. Square root algorithm is used for pseudo inverse computation. 

The first novel low power architecture is a mixed CORDIC and multiplier based architecture 

while the second is based on only multipliers. They are compared with each other as well as 

the architecture available in the literature with regard to area, power and throughput. 

• Chapter 5 presents novel low power architecture for the sorting module used in VBLAST 

receiver. Low Power strategies are used to reduce the power consumption. 

• Chapter 6 proposes three VLSI architectures for NULLing criteria used in MIMO-VBLAST 

system. The architectures are compared with regard to area, power consumption and 

frequency of operation. The architecture based on redundant arithmetic is proved to be more 

power efficient compared to other architectures. The chapter also builds combined NULLing 

& Cancellation module. 

• Chapter 7 builds the entire MIMO-VBLAST receiver from the primitive modules described 

in chapters 4, 5 and 6. MIMO-VBLAST receiver is first built for single carrier system and 

then the idea is extended to the case of Multi-carrier OFDM system. Only Low Power 
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MIMO-VBLAST receiver is built for single carrier system. Power, area and performance 

results are provided. For MIMO-OFDM only estimation results are provided. 

• Chapter 8 presents a real time programmable irregular Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) 

Encoder as specified in the IEEE P802.16E/D7 standard. The encoder is programmable for 

frame sizes from 576 to 2304 and for five different code rates ½, 2/3A, 2/3B, 3/4A, 3/4B. 

PCH matrix is efficiently generated and stored for a particular frame size and code rate. The 

encoder is implemented and optimized on two architectures: one is SC140 DSP while the 

other is a Reconfigurable Instruction Cell Architecture (RICA). Different general and 

architecture specific optimization techniques are applied for throughput enhancement.  

• Chapter 9 presents implementation and optimization of Min-Sum belief propagation decoder 

(Min-Sum BPA) for decoding irregular Low Density Parity Check Codes (LDPC) as 

specified in the IEEE P802.16e/D7 standard on two architectures: one is SC140 DSP while 

the other is reconfigurable instruction cell based architecture (RICA). The decoder is real 

time programmable and can decode frame sizes from 576 to 2304, with five different code 

rates. Different general and architecture specific optimization techniques are applied for 

throughput enhancement.  

• Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and provides suggestions regarding future avenues of 

research.
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Chapter 2 

Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output 

Communication, LDPC Coding, and 

Optimization Techniques   
 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter explains briefly the building blocks of WiMax wireless standard and identifies two 

major power consuming blocks which are MIMO and FEC (LDPC). It discusses different decoding 

algorithms used for MIMO detection and LDPC decoding. It presents the literature review on MIMO 

algorithms and LDPC coding as well as their hardware implementation. The chapter provides brief 

insights into the techniques used to build low power hardware, as well as optimization techniques 

used in modern compilers for reducing both execution time and memory accesses and hence 

enhancing the performance of application. 

2.2 Introduction To WiMax Wireless Standard 

2.2.1 WiMax Wireless Transmitter 

 

 

Figure 2.1: WiMax Wireless Transmitter as in IEEE 802.16E 

 

The WiMax Transmitter as specified in the IEEE 802.16E is shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of 

Randomizer, FEC encoder which can be either LDPC or convolution coder, Modulation, MIMO 

Encoding, OFDM processing including IFFT processing and Cyclic Prefix insertion. The front end 

consists of RF processing and filtering.  

Information stream from the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer enters the Randomizer and after 

randomization is applied to the LDPC encoder which adds parity bits in order to decode the 

information bits correctly in the presence of uncertainty in the channel. MIMO encoding is applied 

which can either be spatial multiplexing or space-time coding. The parallel streams from the MIMO 
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encoder are applied to the OFDM modulators which after front end processing are transmitted from 

the antennas. 

 

2.2.2 WiMax Wireless Receiver 

 

Figure 2.2: WiMax Wireless Receiver for IEEE 802.16E 

 

The WiMax wireless receiver consists of front end RF processing, OFDM demodulation, 

Synchronization, Channel Estimation, MIMO Detection, Demodulation and LDPC decoding. 

After RF processing the time domain data is demodulated to frequency domain using the OFDM 

demodulator. The data is then applied to the MIMO decoder for decoding. The channel estimation 

estimates the channel for MIMO communication. After soft symbol detection, they are demodulated 

and applied to the LDPC decoder for correcting the errors in the transmitted bit stream. The 

information bits output from the decoder are applied to the MAC layer for further processing. 

From the literature, it can be shown that Forward Error Correction Decoding [128] and MIMO 

detection [126] are the major power consuming blocks of wireless baseband receiver and, therefore, 

are considered here for power and performance optimization. Below MIMO and LDPC are explained 

separately in more detail.  

2.3 Introduction To MIMO Communication 

MIMO communication is a recent and highly significant technological breakthrough in wireless 

communication. The technology has the capability to provide high traffic capacity near Shannon 

bound in wireless networks. Its invention can be attributed to J. Foschnini [1], Paulraj, Teletar and G. 

Raleigh who published papers regarding MIMO communication at almost the same time. MIMO is 

entering in almost every standard of commercial wireless networks such as GSM, WCDMA and Wi-

Fi etc. 

MIMO refers to the type of wireless communication in which information is transmitted from more 

than one antenna at the transmitter and received with more than one antenna at the receiver. Figure 2.3 

illustrates MIMO wireless communication link. MIMO exploits both space and time dimensions of 
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the wireless channel to improve the quality (Bit Error Rate) and spectral efficiency (Bits/Sec/Hz) of 

communication for each MIMO user. The main advantage of the MIMO system is the use of resources 

currently available for SISO system to increase the quality of service of the wireless network. 

The concept of multiple antennas at both transmitter and receiver can be exploited for many 

purposes including array gain, diversity gain, increasing transmission rate and reducing interference 

[2]. Figure 2.3 shows a typical multiple input multiple output wireless system with M transmit and N 

receive antennas. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: MIMO Wireless Communication 

 

Figure 2.3 represents the case of spatial multiplexing [2] in which four transmit and four receive 

antennas are used. The high rate bit stream is divided into four independent low rate data streams for 

transmission through four antennas. Each independent stream is modulated using any of the 

modulation schemes (BPSK, QPSK, QAM etc) available for SISO system. The symbol after 

modulation is then transmitted from the respective antenna. Since the signals are using the same 

frequency band, they are mixed in the wireless channel after transmission [2]. The individual wireless 

channel elements are assumed to be independent as well as zero mean circularly symmetric complex 

Gaussian random variables [2]. A complex Gaussian random variable is called zero mean circularly 

symmetric only if both real and imaginary components are independent real Gaussian random 

variables with zero mean and equal variance. The identically and independently distributed channel 

elements are estimated at the receiver using training symbols that are sent before the actual data 

symbol transmission. For the given 4x4 channel there will be 16 such channel elements. The estimated 

channel elements are used to separate the transmitted symbols. After separation, the symbols are 

demodulated and the regenerated bit streams are combined again to form the high rate bit stream. 

2.3.1 MIMO CHANNEL CAPACITY 

The channel capacity for a SISO system can be expressed as [3] 

 

)1(log2 ρ+=C  Bits/Sec/Hz                                                                         (2.1) 
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Here ρ  is the SNR. The channel assumed here is AWGN. 

For the time varying channel with h as the unit power complex Gaussian amplitude, the capacity is 

given by [3]  

)||1(log 2

2 hC ρ+=  Bits/Sec/Hz        (2.2) 

 

For a MxN MIMO system, there are M symbols transmitted simultaneously from M transmit antennas. 

Each of the M symbols are received by the N receive antennas, therefore, there are NxM different 

channel elements. These elements can be grouped together in a matrix of dimension NxM called the H 

matrix.  For such a system, the channel capacity is given by 

*)])/([det(log 2 HHI MC N ρ+=  [3]       (2.3) 

Where NI is the NxN identity matrix and H* is the NxN Hermitian Matrix. 

2.4 MIMO Communication 

Communication over MIMO channel is exploited for either increasing the data rate or increasing the 

diversity. Spatial multiplexing is used to increase the data rate while space-time codes are used for 

maximizing the diversity. 

2.4.1 Spatial Multiplexing (SM) 

Spatial multiplexing refers to the case in MIMO communication in which the incoming high data 

rate bit stream is simply divided into low rate bit streams among the transmitting antennas. The low 

rate individual bit streams are modulated and then simultaneously transmitted from each transmit 

antenna. The transmitted signals are received at the multiple receive antennas. The receiver, having 

knowledge of the channel, can separate the simultaneous transmitted symbols. The extracted symbols 

are then demodulated and combined to form the high data rate bit stream. SM offers linear increase in 

the transmission rate for the same bandwidth and power usage of the system [2]. 

2.4.2  Space-Time Coding 

The space-time coding is used for achieving diversity at the receiver. Space time coding is also used  

for coding gain over an uncoded system [2]. In space-time coding, the input data sequence X to be 

sent is coded such that M coded symbols are generated for transmission over M antennas. Alamouti [4] 

proposed ST coding for the case of two transmit antennas in which the complex symbols s1 and s2 are 

transmitted first and then in the next time interval the complex conjugates s2* and –s1* are 

transmitted. In matrix notation, it can be represented as: 

 










−
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The rows in the column matrix denote the antennas while the columns represent the symbol period. 

The signals are collected at the receiver in two symbol time intervals. Having knowledge of the 

channel elements, the signals can be separated and then decoded to recover the original.  

2.5 MIMO Detection 

The signal model for a MIMO system with the assumption of frequency flat fading channel can be 

represented as given below: 

 

vHsr +=                                     (2.4) 

 

Here r is the received symbol vector with dimension Nx1, s is the transmitted symbol vector with 

dimension Mx1, v is an iid complex zero mean AWGN noise. H is NxM channel matrix whose 

elements hij represents the complex transfer function from the j-th transmit antenna to the i-th receive 

antenna. The detection can be classified into three categories depending upon the rate of transmission 

rs. 

 

If rs ≤1, techniques like MLSE, ZF, MMSE and DFE should be used which are also common for SISO 

detection 

If 1<rs <M, In mixed mode case, ML should be used 

If rs = M This is the case of spatial multiplexing. For this case linear detectors like ZF and MMSE, or 

non linear detectors like ML and Sphere Decoding are used. 

2.5.1 NON-Linear Decoder 

 
ML Decoding: 

 

For equally likely symbols, the ML estimate is given by [5] 

2

||minargˆ Hsrs −=
s

        (2.5) 

The search for symbol vector s is made over all possible constellation vectors. The complexity of the 

ML decoding increases exponentially with the number of antennas and is prohibitively high when 

many antennas or higher order modulation is used. 

 

Sphere Decoding 

Sphere decoding is a sub-optimal approach as compared to the optimal ML. In sphere decoding, out 

of the lattice points defined by Hs, only those are searched that lie within a hyper-sphere of radius R 

around the received signal vector r. The radius R is chosen to be the smallest radius of the spheres 

centred at lattice points that cover the entire space most economically. The lattice points inside each 

sphere can be determined using Finke-Pohst algorithm [2]. 
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2.5.2 Linear Decoding: 

 

Zero Forcing 

 
In Zero Forcing, the channel matrix is simply inverted to give  

 

Gzf = H
† 
where H

† 
= (H

*
H)

-1
H

*
       (2.6) 

H
*
 is called the complex conjugate transpose of H. The output of the zero forcing receiver is given by 

[2]   

z = s + H
†
 v      (2.7) 

 

ZF receiver assumes that there is no noise in the channel. With this assumption, ZF is providing no 

processing to take into account the noise and noise induced by the channel is enhanced. ZF reduces 

complexity but degrades performance significantly. 

  

 MMSE 

MMSE receiver is a balance between interference cancellation and noise enhancement. It 

suppresses noise enhancement at the expense of some symbol interference. The linear MMSE solution 

is given by [2] 

r*HH*HIs 1)( −+=
∧

α      (2.8) 

Or 
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*H is the complex conjugate transpose of H  

 

  BLAST:  

BLAST algorithms are used to improve data rates in MIMO systems. There are two versions of the 

BLAST: DBLAST and VBLAST. In DBLAST [1], the data stream is de-multiplexed into M sub-

streams of identical data rates. Each sub-stream is transmitted from each of the M antennas in a cyclic 

manner. This means that each antenna will have all the sub-streams in M time intervals. This is much 

different from the VBLAST. In VBLAST [6] the incoming stream is simply de-multiplexed into M 

sub-streams of identical rate and each sub-stream is transmitted, after modulation, from its respective 

transmit antenna. VBLAST is more efficiently implemented in practical systems because it does not 

include any redundancy between the sub-streams as exist in the D-BLAST. The first algorithm 

selected for area and power efficient implementation is the VBLAST that is developed to increase the 

data rate. The basic steps in VBLAST are explained below: 
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  Transmit side: 

The binary data is de-multiplexed into M sub-streams of equal data rates. Each sub-stream is 

individually modulated and then transmitted from its corresponding transmit antenna. The symbols are 

transmitted in a rich scattering and frequency flat fading environment from the multiple transmit 

antennas. 

 

Receive Side: 

If 
T

M
ssssss ].....,

4
,

3
,

2
,

1
[= denotes the symbol vector transmitted, H denotes the NxM 

channel matrix between the receive and transmit antenna, and v denotes the AWGN i.i.d noise vector, 

the corresponding received vector r is given by equation (2.4). 

Each element in the received vector r consists of the received signal from not only its corresponding 

transmit antenna but from other transmit antennas as well. In BLAST algorithm, the sub-stream to be 

detected is considered as the desired signal while all other sub-streams are considered as interference. 

The desired signals are detected through nulling and cancellation. Nulling is performed by using either 

zero forcing or MMSE or any other nonlinear method. In the case of zero forcing nulling, the channel 

matrix is simply inverted. From the inverted channel matrix, nulling vector for a particular transmit 

antenna is chosen to make all other interference signals zero. In MMSE the channel matrix is 

augmented by the SNR per transmitted symbol and inverse is taken of the augmented channel matrix. 

VBLAST is an ordered successive interference cancellation technique in which among the received 

symbol vector that symbol is detected first which has the highest post detection SNR. The 

contribution of the symbol is subtracted from the received symbol vector. Among the remaining 

symbols the one that has the highest post detection SNR is detected and its contribution is subtracted 

from the modified received symbol vector. The detection process iterates until all symbols are 

detected. 

 

VBLAST operates in iterations and in each iteration, it has two operations to perform.  

1. Ordered detection 

2. Interference Cancellation 

 

The operation in VBLAST receiver can be divided into the following: 

 

1. Inversion 

2. Sorting 

3. Nulling (detection) 

4. Slicing (demapping) 

5. Interference Cancellation 
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1. Inversion: 

We obtain the pseudo inversion of the channel matrix using either ZF or MMSE or other non-

linear method. 

 

2. Sorting 

The rows of the inverted channel matrix are sorted for minimum Euclidean distance. The row that 

has minimum Euclidean distance corresponds to the symbol that has the highest post detection 

SNR and is the strongest interference signal for other symbols. E.g if row number 1 has minimum 

distance, symbol number 1 in the symbol vector has highest post detection SNR and should be 

detected first. 

 

3. Nulling: Complex multiplication between the received symbol vector and the minimum 

norm row to detect the symbol 

4. Slicing: The detected symbol is approximated to the nearest constellation point in the 

constellation map.  

5. Interference Cancellation: The symbol detected is multiplied with the corresponding 

column of the channel matrix and then subtracted from the symbol vector. The modified 

symbol vector is stored in the memory and the channel matrix is deflated by zeroing the 

column that corresponds to the detected symbol. 

 

The process is repeated until all symbols are detected. The process is explained in the flow graph as 

given in Figure 2.4 [6]. The algorithm is described mathematically as below assuming that H is 

estimated and r is received 

for i equals 1 to M 

+= HG          (2.9) 
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Figure 2.4: MIMO-VBLAST Receiver  

 

In the VBLAST algorithm the main computational bottleneck is the repeated pseudo-inverse 

computation which leads to numerical instability (if implemented in hardware) and a computational 

The channel matrix H is updated by zeroing the column of H that 

corresponds to the detected symbol 

All symbols 
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+ 

is the optimum ordered nulling vector w 

Null the received vector r by multiplying r by w to extract the soft 
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vector r, received vector r is updated in memory 
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complexity of the order of O(M
4
)[7] for equal transmit and receive antenna configuration. The 

repeated pseudo inverse computation is a power and area hungry process. If the repeated pseudo-

inverse calculation can be avoided, computational complexity can be reduced which in turn can 

reduce both area and power. There is a method that avoids repeated pseudo inverse calculation of the 

channel matrix. The method is primarily developed for a MMSE based channel inversion. It is called 

square root algorithm and is based on finding the QR
-1

 decomposition of the augmented channel 

matrix. The method is published in [7]. It eliminates division, squaring, square rooting operations, and 

is based on unitary transformations (Jacobi’s transformation in complex plan) to perform the QR
-1

 

decomposition of the augmented channel matrix. Since the method modifies the pseudo inverse and 

nulling operations of the VBLAST, only these operations are explained here. 

The QR decomposition of the augmented channel matrix is given by 
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Here x denotes the entries that are not relevant 

The algorithm first decomposes the channel matrix into QR and then computes P
1/2

 =R
-1

. Once Qa 

and P1/2 are computed, the repeated pseudo inverse can be avoided. Both Qa and P1/2 are computed 

together in a series of unitary transformation. The algorithm is described below: 
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1Nx
i

e is the i-th unit vector of dimension N and 
i

Θ  is any unitary transformation that block lower 

triangularizes the pre-array. After N iterations,  

 

NaN and BQPP == 2/1

|

2/1

0|       (2.18) 

 

2. Find the row of 
2/1P which has the minimum Euclidean norm and permute it to be the last Mth 

row. Permute ‘s’ accordingly. 

3. Find a unitary transformation that block upper tri-angularize the permuted 
2/1P  

4. Use the same unitary transformation as in step 3 to update aQ  

5. The nulling vector for the Mth row is 
∗

MaMp ,

2/1 q  where 
∗

Ma,q is the Mth column of the aQ  
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6. Go back to step 3 and use 
)1()1( −− M

a

M
QP and repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 until all symbols are 

detected. 

This algorithm avoids pseudo inverse computation for each deflated sub-channel matrix. It avoids 

squaring and scalar divisions as well and brings numerical stability to the VBLAST. 

2.6 The chosen algorithm: 

The algorithm chosen for low power and area efficient implementation of MIMO is MMSE-

VBLAST with pseudo inverse calculation through the square root algorithm. The selection of 

VBLAST is made for the following three reasons. 

 

1. It provides good trade-off between computational complexity and BER performance. MMSE-

VBLAST BER is close to ML at computational cost less than ML. ZF and MMSE are 

computationally less expensive, however, they provide inferior BER performance compared to 

VBLAST. 

2. The chances of power reduction in a complex algorithm are more compared to a less complex 

algorithm. 

3. To investigate the hypothesis that VBLAST provides a feasible and practical solution to MIMO 

in current and emerging wireless standards like Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11n and WiMax IEEE 

802.16E 

 

The pseudo inverse could be computed using traditional matrix inversion techniques or using the 

QR decomposition approached as suggested in [8]. The singular value decomposition (SVD) [9] is a 

well known technique used to find the pseudo inverse of the channel matrix. In most cases systolic 

arrays are used to implement the SVD and find the pseudo inverse of the channel matrix. However, its 

implementation in VLSI is not efficient regarding area and power. Implementation of systolic arrays 

in ASIC is discouraged for its huge consumption of area and power. 

The sorted QR [8] decomposition is another alternative to pseudo inverse calculation. However, it 

suffers from performance degradation as it does not always lead to optimum detection ordering. In 

VBLAST algorithm, the optimum detection ordering is extremely necessary to avoid unnecessary 

error propagation. The sorted QR decomposition though less complex than the square root algorithm, 

does not provide a feasible solution. The square root algorithm provides the optimum detection 

ordering. As explained above the algorithm is implemented with simple Jacobi’s transformation and 

Jacobi’s transformation can be implemented using CORDIC algorithm or combination of lookup 

tables for angle calculation, multipliers and adders. The VBLAST together with square root algorithm 

is chosen for area efficient and low power hardware implementation for mobile platforms. 

2.7 Hardware Implementation of MIMO Algorithms 

MIMO has been introduced almost ten years ago. Since then it has been target of extensive 

research. However most of the research is limited to imparting theoretical knowledge. Some work has 
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been done on prototyping and quite small amount of research has been done in realizing MIMO in 

ASICs. 

In [10], the researchers in Lucent developed a prototype of MIMO ZF-VBLAST and MIMO-ML 

decoding for a 3G wireless system in UMTS FDD downlink DS-CDMA environment. The prototype 

MIMO system consists of 4 receive antennas in a 4 transmit and 4 receive wireless link. Initial 

implementation and performance simulation of the system was carried out in ANSI-C. The code was 

then targeted to a flexible prototyping platform equipped with a XILINX Virtex2-6000 FPGA, a TI-

C67 DSP, and a Motorola 8260 PowerPC. The base-band front end was mapped to the FPGA and the 

MIMO detector was realized in DSP. The computational complexity of ZF-VBLAST was calculated 

to be 140M cycles/sec with 1.5M divider, 20M multiplier and 15M adder/comparator operations. The 

work in [10] is a straight forward implementation of MIMO without regard to area and power 

consideration. 

In [11], the authors have demonstrated development of two ASICs for MIMO 3GPP-HSDPA 

receiver. The MIMO detection is incorporated in one ASIC while High Speed Turbo Decoding is 

implemented in other chip. The MIMO detector generates ML solution as well as soft outputs 

approximating the Log-likelihood ratios (LLR) of the a posteriori probabilities (APP) for each of the 

transmitted bits. The control and other synchronization parts have been implemented in an FPGA to 

build the entire MIMO-HSDPA solution. The core area is 7.3 mm
2
 in a 0.18um technology using 438K 

effective logic gates and 100kbits of on-chip memory. The device operates at 122.88 MHz and the 

power consumption ranges from 101mW for 4.8Mbps to 192mW for 19.2 Mbps. The implementation 

in [11] is also not targeted for power or area reduction. If it is 192 mW for 19.2 Mbps, it will much 

more for data rates which is in the range of 400-to-600 Mbps. 

A test-bed for spatial multiplexing of a 4x4 MIMO system has been implemented in FPGA by the 

authors in [12]. The test-bed emulates base-band MIMO fading channel with period of output signals 

sufficiently long enough to evaluate the BER performance accurately. The test-bed also includes 

multiple modulators, PN generators, and AWGN generators. Only one FPGA (APEX 

EP20K1000EBC652-3) has been used to implement all the components described above. The test-bed 

is a useful tool to test real-time MIMO receiver signal processing hardware. 

The author [13] has suggested a pipelined VLSI architecture for the K-Best algorithm for MIMO 

detection. The architecture consists of M+1 pipeline stages. Each stage is similar in data and control 

path. However, the memory used in between the stages is different in size and the way it is used in 

each stage. The architecture is made scalable with respect to the transmit antennas. The number of 

pipeline stages depends on the number of transmit antennas. The K-best architecture is modelled using 

VHDL for a 4x4 MIMO system and synthesized down to gate level using TSMC 0.35µm process 

technology. The area overhead is equivalent to 52000 gates with critical path delay of the processing 

element equal to 10ns. The throughput of the architecture is estimated to be 10Mbps. No data for the 

power consumption has been provided.  

A rapid prototyping system has been designed in [14] for a 4x4 BLAST-over-UMTS system. The 

system supports four data streams from four transmit antennas through a 4x4 channel. The transmitter 
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block consists of four replicas of WCDMA transmitter implemented in [15]. The four replicas of the 

transmitter have been mapped onto a single V1000 FPGA from Xilinx. The receiver consists of AGC, 

synchronization unit, square-root raised cosine (SRRC) filter, receiver front end (RFE) and MIMO 

Decoder. AGC has been implemented as first stage in receiver to reduce the dynamic range of the 

ADC from 14 bits to 8 bits for the SRRC filters. The AGC together with the SRRC filters requires 

about 40% of a V1000 XILINX FPGA. The RFE block is also implemented in FPGA and consists of 

scrambling and OVSF codes generators for pilots (PCG) and user codes (UCG), frequency offset 

compensation mechanism (FOFF), channel estimation, a rake receiver, and a finger assignment 

subsystem. MIMO detection involves intensive signal processing and is, therefore, carried out in TI-

C67 DSP Processor instead of a FPGA.  

The author in [16] has implemented MMSE-VBLAST in ASIC and used the square root algorithm 

for finding the pseudo inverse of the augmented channel matrix. Only MIMO detection part has been 

implemented in ASIC and it has been indicated that the ASIC could be used in HSDPA downlink 

WLAN environment for speed enhancement. The pseudo inverse of the augmented channel matrix has 

been calculated using a supercell consisting of three pipelined cordics. The supercell was proposed by 

[17] for performing the LU decomposition of matrices. The basic function of the supercell is to 

perform Jacobi’s transformation for making any element zero inside a matrix. A series of such 

transformation can lead to the LU decomposition of the matrix. The author of [16] used the same 

supercell to implement the pseudo inverse of the channel matrix. The paper describes full MMSE-

VBLAST implementation and therefore lacks some key information necessary to evaluate and 

compare the performance of the implementation. Some of the key information missing include the 

number of stages in the pipelined cordic which in turn determine the latency of the pseudo inverse 

computation. However, it was mentioned that the pseudo inverse of a 4x4 channel could be found in 

400 clock cycles. Other important detail missing is the power consumption of the chip.  

The same author has also implemented in [18] Schnorr-Euchner decoding algorithms for MIMO 

systems that reduced the complexity of the MIMO detection. Some of the companies have either 

developed or interested to develop MIMO systems.  MIMO development in these is briefly explained. 

Intel is much more interested to incorporate MIMO in to wireless standard IEEE 802.11n. The 

company claims to have developed chips that support MIMO into wireless standards IEEE 802.16 and 

802.11a. Intel intends to implement MIMO in all WLAN standards and make wireless LANs as faster 

as wired lines [19]. 

Mark McKeowan in his EngD thesis implemented a scalable VBLAST receiver on FGPA and 

evaluated the power and performance of his scalable architecture. The implementation was carried out 

from scalability perspective without regard to area and power optimization. The implementation was 

aimed to exploit fully the available resources on the FPGA. It was not intended to save power and or 

area in implementing the VBLAST architecture.  

The authors in [36][37] have developed two VLSI implementations of MIMO detection using the 

sphere decoding algorithm. With one ASIC, the authors achieved an average throughput of 73 Mbps at 

a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20 dB. With the second, they achieved 170 Mbps at the same SNR. 
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They used depth-first tree traverse with radius reduction, L-infinity and L-2 norms to reduce the 

complexity. Both ASICs use 16-QAM modulation with depth first tree traversing. The area of the first 

chip is equivalent to 117K gates with addition hardware for pre-processing. It operates on 51 MHz 

clock and consumes 360 mW of power. The area of the second chip that uses approximation to reduce 

complexity is equivalent to 50K gates with additional hardware for the pre-processing. The frequency 

of operation is 71 MHz. No data about power consumption has been provided.    

The authors in [38] have developed a testbed for rapid prototyping of MIMO systems used in 

realistic wideband channels. The testbed is built using FPGAs as baseband engines. The FPGAs 

provide the flexibility and computational capability required by the wideband processing. The channel 

selected is the unlicensed 2.4 GHz and spread spectrum as defined in the IEEE 802.11b is used as the 

implementation system. The testbed has three major hardware parts that perform baseband, RF and 

wireless channel emulation processing. MIMO implementation is regarding Alamouti’s transmit 

diversity scheme [39] for the case of two transmit and one receive antenna [40]. Both transmitter and 

receiver for the MIMO have been synthesized. The transmitter takes 20% of the FPGA resources and 

runs at 100 MHz while the receiver uses 25% and runs at 60 MHz. The throughput achieved is 7.5 

Mbps at 2.4 GHz.   

The authors in [41] have implemented a MMSE based low complexity hardware decoder for MIMO 

system used in WLAN. It employs a 2x3 MIMO detector. It takes only 15 clock cycles to detect 

modulated symbols. The throughput achieved is 216 Mbps using 64-QAM modulation scheme. The 

area taken by the module is 1503 gates in Virtex II XC2V8000 FPGA. No data about power 

consumption has been provided. The packet error rate is appreciable compared to MMSE-VBLAST. 

A brief overview of the literature on MIMO communication has been provided that shows the lack 

and gap in research towards efficient implementation of MIMO algorithms specifically from area and 

power efficiency perspective on hardware platforms. MIMO has been thoroughly investigated from 

algorithmic perspective with high level simulation and modelling. However, little research work has 

been found that investigates MIMO for energy efficient implementation. This lack of research 

provided the opportunity to investigate MIMO for low power and or low silicon real estate. The 

investigation is also motivated by the fact that MIMO is being considered in almost every wireless 

standard. Therefore, the research work would provide useful insights into the implementation 

complexity of MIMO algorithms with regard to the power consumption and silicon real estate. 

2.8 MIMO-OFDM System 

The authors [42] developed a convolutional coded MIMO-OFDM system based on VBLAST 

algorithm and compared it with group wise space time trellis coded (GSTTC) systems. According to 

the authors, VBLAST outperforms when MMSE is used as the detection criteria while GSTTC 

performs either similar or better than the VBLAST systems for ZF used as the detection criteria. 

The authors in [43] have implemented a MIMO-OFDM base-band receiver for wireless LAN 

standard, IEEE 802.11a with two transmit and two receive antenna configuration and achieved the 

data rate of 108 Mbps expected from the emerging IEEE 802.11n standard. The packet error rate 
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computed is 10
-1 

at an Eb/No of 30 dB. The entire implementation is carried out in software. No 

hardware overheads have been provided. 

The authors in [44] have developed custom ASIC implementation of a MIMO-OFDM transceiver 

for Wireless LAN achieving a maximum throughput of 192 Mbps. The spectral efficiency achieved 

with this implementation is 9.6 bits/s/Hz. The MIMO implementation uses four transmit and four 

receive antennas. The MIMO-OFDM architecture is derived from the basic SISO IEEE 802.11a 

physical layer. The algorithm used for MIMO detection is a low accuracy algorithm based on ordered 

successive interference cancellation in which the channel matrix is decomposed into a unitary matrix 

Q and a triangular matrix R. Detection involves multiplication of the received vector for a particular 

tone with the unitary matrix Q. After this multiplication, back substitution is used to recover the 

transmitted symbols. Since the algorithm is less accurate compared to VBLAST, it is also less 

complex. The clock cycles needed to complete one QR decomposition is 65 and for all 64 tones, total 

clock cycles required are 4160 that correspond to 52 µsec. The total area for the entire implementation 

is 12.8 mm
2
 using 0.25 µm 1P/5M 2.5V CMOS technology. No data about the power consumption has 

been provided. 

The authors in [45] have implemented a MIMO-OFDM system for software defined radio system 

prototyping. The authors have implemented MIMO in spatial multiplexing with two transmit and two 

receive antennas. The OFDM used consist of 64 sub-carriers in a 16 MHz bandwidth. The cyclic 

prefix is 16 samples long. With the cyclic prefix, the length of OFDM symbol becomes 5 µsec. The 

transmission of OFDM symbols were carried out in 200 msec data packets. The carrier frequency 

chosen for the system is 2.4 GHz [46][47]. Many of the parameters in this implementation were made 

programmable like the frequency at which training symbols are sent. The equalizer used is Zero 

Forcing which is considered the simplest MIMO equalizer. The platform is a good approach for 

providing environment to study the performance of different MIMO algorithms.  

The authors in [48] have implemented a MIMO OFDM-based wireless LAN system and analyzed 

per antenna coded soft output maximum likelihood (PAC-SOMLD) and PAC VBLAST). The WLAN 

[49] parameters used are 64 sub-carrier based OFDM system in 20 MHz band with 800 nsec guard 

interval. The authors have shown that for low SNR the PAC-VBLAST is better in BER performance 

than PAC-SOMLD while for higher SNR the situation gets reversed. The authors have developed a 

complete testing platform for the OFDM based MIMO system. 

For further discussion on MIMO implementation, the reader is referred to references [49] to [57].  
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 Introduction to Low Density Parity Check Code for 

mobile WiMax (IEEE 802.16E) Applications 
 

2.9 Introduction 

This section presents the basic background information about LDPC coding. It then describes 

different encoding and decoding algorithms that are currently in use in the literature. The chapter 

discusses the computational complexity of different algorithms and presents various ASIC, FPGA or 

DSP implementations from the literature. 

  

2.10 Basics of Low Density Parity Check Coding (LDPC) 

Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes are attributed to Gallager who proposed them in his 1960 

PhD dissertation [82]. The research was lying in dormant due to high complex computation for 

encoders, introduction of the Reed-Solomon codes and the concatenation of RS and convolution codes 

were considered perfectly suitable for error control coding. In 1981, Tanner [83] generalized LDPC 

codes and introduced graphical representation well known by Tanner graphs or Bipartite graphs. After 

that no further research was conducted in this field till mid-1990s when Mackay, Luby and others 

[84], [85] and [86] resurrected them and noticed their importance apparently independently of the 

work of Gallager.  

LDPC codes are classified as linear block codes which can provide transmission capacity 

approaching Shannon’s limit. For rate ½, the author in [87] suggested LDPC codes that can achieve 

within 0.0045 dB of the Shannon limit of the binary-input AWGN channel. A code developed by [88] 

has achieved capacity within 0.04 dB of the Shannon limit at a bit error rate of 10
-8

 using a block 

length of 10
7
. They can accommodate quite large code lengths up to 1 million [88]. The codes can be 

regular or irregular. They can also support different code rates while simultaneously allowing decoder 

to be feasible practically. They have good block error correcting performance and can even perform 

better than turbo codes.  

LDPC can provide high data rate, longer communication ranges and better transmission due to its 

consistently high error correction performance. LDPC processing has a high degree of parallelism. 

LDPC error correction makes it possible to pump data over twisted pair at 10 Gbits/s Ethernet, to 

distances of up to 100 m. It also increased the transmission capacity of a single satellite broadcast TV 

transponder in the 36 MHz waveband to 80Mbits/s, representing a 1.3x improvement. 

2.11 LDPC Representation 

2.11.1 Matrix Representation 

“Binary LDPC codes are described as a k-dimensional subspace C of the vector space
n

2F  of binary 

n-tuples over the binary field )2(GF . A basis B in the field is defined such 

that { }110 ,,, −= kgggB LL which spans C so that each Ccε may be written as 
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111100 ...... −−+++= kk guguguc for some vector }{ iu . In matrix notation, uGc = where 

],......,,[ 110 −= kuuuu and G is the kxn generator matrix whose rows are the vectors }{ ig . The (n-

k)-dimensional null space 
⊥C of G comprises all vectors

n

2Fxε for which 0xG =T
 and is spanned 

by the basis { }
110 ,,, −

⊥ = kpchpchpchB LL . Thus for each Ccε , 0hc =T

ipc for all i. In 

matrix notation, 0Hc =T
PC  where PCH is (n-k) x n parity-check matrix whose rows are the 

vectors }{ ipch and is the generator matrix for the null space 
⊥C [123]”. The parity check matrix 

performs m = n – k separate parity checks on a received word. The parity check matrix is kept to have 

very low density of 1’s. A regular LDPC code has a uniform distribution of 1’s in each row as well as 

in each column. If cw  is the number of 1’s in each column then exactly )/( mnww cr =  is the 

number of 1’s in each row where mwc << . If the number of 1’s in each row or column is not 

constant, the code is considered irregular. 

A sample PCH matrix is given below: 

 























=

0101001000

1010000100

0100010010

0000110001

0000000111

PCH  

Figure 2.5: Parity Check Matrix 

2.11.2 Graphical Representation 

The graphical representation of LDPC codes is the contribution of Tanner [83] who worked on 

representing them through bipartite graphs known as Tanner graphs. A bipartite graph has two disjoint 

sets of vertices such that no two vertices within the same set are neighbours or adjacent to each other 

as well as every pair of vertices in the two sets is adjacent. The two types of vertices in the Tanner 

graph are called check and variable nodes. The check nodes are equal to m=n-k which is the number 

of rows while the variable nodes are equal to n which is the number of columns of the parity check 

matrix. The Tanner graph can be drawn by connecting the i-th check node with the j-th variable node 

if hij=1 where h is the element of PCH matrix, i is the row index and j the column index. The matrix 

PCH given in Figure 2.5 can be represented by the Tanner graph shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Tanner Graph 

 

2.12 LDPC Codes Construction 

2.12.1 Random Code Construction 

In pseudo random construction, the PCH matrix is populated pseudo randomly with the number of 

1’s. Often, PCH is sub-divided into smaller sub-matrices to ensure that 1’s are well dispersed. 

Processing on PCH is done to distribute 1’s such as to avoid unnecessary cycles specially cycles of 

length 4 and to ensure that a generator matrix can be constructed. Random construction has the 

advantage that irregular codes constructed randomly can outperform all other codes while such 

construction has the disadvantage that due to lack of structure, it is difficult to analyse the parity check 

matrix. 

2.12.2 LDPC Codes from Circulant Matrices 

The parity check matrix is constructed from t circulant matrices [89] each with column weight wc as 

given below 

    [ ]t21 H......HHH =  

A circulant is a square matrix in which each row is constructed from the previous row by a single right 

circular shift. A parity check matrix of size rT x nT can be constructed from r x n circular matrices of 

size T x T [90]. The Tanner graph constructed from this matrix is called the protograph [90]. The 

generator matrix G can be found by row-reducing PCH.  

2.13 LDPC Encoder: 

This section describes the encoding algorithms commonly used for LDPC encoding. A total of four 

algorithms are presented and out of the four the one having less computational cost is selected for 

implementation on SC140 and RICA.  

The algorithms are described below 
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2.13.1 Algorithm1: 

The various steps of algorithm 1 as explained in [82][83][84] are explained. 

• PCH is constructed pseudo randomly  

– 1’s are randomly inserted into PCH martix 

– Gallager Construction of PCH is used to ensure 1’s are well dispersed 

• Processing is done on PCH 

– To make PCH fit to a desired weight distribution 

– To eliminate undesirable cycles usually cycle of length 4 using either column or 

row permutation 

– To ensure that a generator matrix can be found.  

• Generator matrix is constructed such that HG
T
=0 using either dense, mixed or sparse 

representation (using forward and backward substitution). In either case complexity is 

substantial. 

• Mapping of source bit vector s to code vector x is done according to x=G
T
s. Computational 

Cost is O(n2).  

• A rough estimate of the cycles required is n * k. For r=1/2, k=n/2, cycles are n
2
/2 

2.13.2 Algorithm 2: 

 The various steps of this algorithm are explained in [91][95]. 

 

1.  PCH is constructed from block circulant matrices. 

• Encoder is constructed from erasure correcting decoder. 

• A set of K linearly independent variable nodes are selected as the systematic symbols, and 

initialized with K information bits to be encoded. 

• N-K parity symbols are computed iteratively with the standard erasure correcting algorithm. 

• Computational Complexity is O(n
2
) 

2.13.3 Algorithm 3: 

 

This algorithm has been explained in [96][115] and briefly described below: 

• PCH is constructed pseudo randomly similar to algorithm 1 

• Processing is done on PCH 

– To make PCH lower triangular using Gaussian Elimination 

• Making PCH lower triangular has cost of O(n
3
) 

• Code vector x is split into systematic part sε F
n-m

 and a parity part p € F
m

 such that x=(s,p)  
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• Systematic part is filled with n-m desired information symbols 

• The m parity check symbols are determined using back-substitution 
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• For a parallel processor  

 

 

 

 

 

• Actual Encoding has computational cost of O(n
2
).  

• AND : n
2
 r(1-r)/2+n(1-r); XOR: n

2
 r(1-r)/2: 

2.13.4 Algorithm  4:  

 

This algorithm as described in [96][115] is explained below:  

• PCH is constructed from block circulant matrices using right circular shift permutation 

• PCH is divided into sub-matrices (A, B, C, D, E, T) as according to the IEEE specification.  

• The T matrix is made lower triangular without losing the sparseness of the PCH matrix using 

column and row permutations.  

• Since the PCH remains sparse, encoding Complexity is O(n+z
2
) which is almost linear with 

the length of the code.  

• Various length codes can be accommodated easily.  

• For code rate 1/2, number of effective cycles of computation are 0.0172n
2
+n 

2.14 Encoding Steps 

• Construction of PCH as according to the IEEE 802.16E/D7 standard for variable code length 

and rate [115] 

• Permuting PCH row as well as column wise to make T approximately lower triangular 

• Base Model Matrix according to code length and rate 
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• Splitting PCH as according to Algorithm 4 

• Encoding the information bits as according to Algorithm 4  

 

Figure 2.7: Encoder for Algorithm 4 

2.15 Current LDPC Encoder Implementations  

This section briefly discusses the previous implementations in the literature. It will discuss DSP, 

FPGA and ASIC implementations.  

The authors in [97][98][99] have identified the subtle gap between designing LDPC codes and their 

potential limitations and constraints when it comes to either software or hardware implementation. 

Therefore, they considered LDPC code construction while taking into account the underlying 

performance and implementation oriented constraints and limitations of encoder/ decoder hardware 

design and called their approach joint LDPC coding system design. The encoders developed in [97] 

are fixed for a particular rate and size and are not real time programmable. The objective of the 

implementation is primarily focussed on performance and not on power saving. 

Comtech AHA Corporation [100] has developed a real time programmable LDPC encoder/ decoder 

using Altera Stratex III FPGA that promises to provide a maximum data throughput of 30 Mbps. The 

architecture can be programmed for a variety of data rates and code sizes. However, its not clear from 

the limited data available whether the chip can be adapted to operate in a WiMax environment.  

The authors in [101] have implemented a rate ½ LDPC Encoder for frame size of 2000 bits on a 

Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V4000-6 FPGA. The generation of the PCH matrix and its associated pre-

processing has been implemented in software while the actual encoding blocks are implemented on 

the FPGA. The encoder is programmable in the context using software to generate the PCH matrix for 

the particular code rate and length, pre-process the PCH matrix for generating the sub-matrices 

necessary for actual encoding and then reprogram the FPGA. Such type of configurability does not lie 

in the context of real time programmability as the title indicates. However, it’s a good effort in storing 

efficiently the sub-matrices and reducing the complexity of encoding. 

The authors in [102] have developed LDPC codes using extended irregular repeat-accumulate codes 

(eIRA) of [103]. Matrix PCH1 is randomly generated to meet the prescribed degree distributions. The 

matrix PCH2 is selected to be lower triangular. By selecting PCH2 to be lower triangular, the 

multiplication of PCH2
-T is implemented with a simple accumulator. The eIRA encoder is 

implemented for just one code rate ¾ and one code length of 9792 bits. The encoder was implemented 

in Altera Stratix II 2S60 FPGA and developed in VHDL. The encoder though computationally less 
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complex supports only one code rate and code length. Also there is no data about the throughput. It is 

an implementation directed for digital television system. 

The authors in [104] have developed asic implementation of encoder based on convolutional LDPC 

codes for information frame length of 128 bits with code rate ½. The architecture is targeted to 

0.18µm CMOS technology. The area is 52588 µm
2
. The maximum operational frequency achieved is 

250MHz. The encoder consumed 8.6 mw of power. The encoder can encode only one frame size and 

code rate and is therefore not adaptable to changing channel conditions. 

The authors in [105] have asic implementation for rate 8/9 LDPC encoder of 576 bits. The encoder 

is based on parallel concatenated parity check (PCPC) codes developed in [106]. The number of gate 

count consumed by the encoder is 5952 2-input NAND gates. The delay is equivalent to the delay 

caused by ten 2-input NAND gates.  

A software implementation of the LDPC encoder has been performed in [107]. The encoder 

encodes 19200 bits in 2.3 msec employing only ½ code rate that corresponds to a throughput of about 

4.17 Mbps. The implementation is carried out using Athlon XP 1.5 GHz processor under Linux 

operating system. This sole software implementation is carried out for UTRAN Physical Layer 

implementation. 

These were a few examples taken from the literature about LDPC encoder implementation in ASIC, 

FPGA and DSP/Processor. In almost all cases the LDPC implementation is fixed in code length as 

well as code rate. Dynamic reconfiguration of LDPC either in general or in the context of WiMax has 

not been addressed in detail. Dynamic reconfiguration adds flexibility at the cost of computational 

complexity. Therefore, implementation and optimization of a dynamic reconfigurable LDPC would 

provide more chances, due to its being very complex as well as practical, of finding the bottlenecks 

inside the RICA architecture that if not addressed could prevent RICA from achieving high data rates 

at low power consumption which RICA is promising. At the same time, this implementation can 

figure out the extent to which a reconfigurable LDPC could be optimized for a given maximum 

throughput. Therefore, a reconfigurable LDPC is considered for optimization on RICA. 

2.16 Decoding Algorithms     

The crucial innovation of Gallager was the introduction of Message Passing Algorithm used to 

decode LDPC codes. Gallager showed in his work that the Message Passing Algorithm could achieve 

a significant fraction of channel capacity at low complexity. Different variants of the Message Passing 

Algorithm are available in the literature. Some of them are described below: 

• Probability Domain Sum Product Algorithm   

• Log Domain Sum Product Algorithm 

• Message Scheduled Message Passing Algorithm 

• Min-Sum Decoding Algorithm: a variant of LLR-SPA 

A simple hard decision decoding algorithm is explained here for pedagogical purposes. 

2.16.1 Hard decision decoding: 

(This section is based on Bernhard M.J. Leiner Tutorial [125]) 
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Consider the following parity check matrix 
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Figure 2.8: PCH matrix [125] 

 

Figure 2.9: Tanner Graph Corresponding to the Parity Check Matrix  

Consider a code word c = [1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1] transmitted through the encoder. Lets assume that only bit 

c1 flipped to 1. 

1. In the initialization step every variable node vi receives the i-th bit of the code word c from 

the channel. This is regarded as the message that every variable node contains initially. Every 

variable node sends this message to the corresponding check nodes to which it is connected. 

This implies that v0 sends a message to c1 and c3 containing 1, v1 sends a message to c0 and c1 

containing 1, v2 sends a message to c1 and c2 containing 0 and so on.  

2. Upon receiving the messages from the variable nodes, every check node cj decides about the 

bit which it believes to be correct for every variable node to which it is connected. The 

message calculation for a particular variable node is based on the assumption that the 

messages from all other variables nodes are correct. From the Tanner graph in Figure 2.9, it 

is evident that every check node is connected to 4 variable nodes. So, a check node takes 

messages from three variable nodes and calculates the bit that the fourth v-node should have 

in order to fulfil the parity check equation. The message calculation by every check node for 

the variable nodes to which the check node is connected is shown in Table 2.1. If all the 

check equations are fulfilled then the decoding algorithm will terminate, otherwise it will 

iterate till it finds valid code word or it reaches a fixed number of iterations. 

3. Every variable node receives the messages from the neighbouring check nodes and uses this 

information together with the information that it have from the channel to decide whether the 

originally received bit is a valid code bit or not. A straight forward way to do this is a 

majority vote. If the number of 1’s is more then vote for 1 else vote for 0. In this example, a 

c0 c1 c2 c3 

v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 
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variable node has three information bits, the original bit it received from the channel and two 

suggestions about the bit from its neighbouring check nodes. Table 2.2 provides detail about 

the majority voting. The v-nodes then send their hard decision bits to the neighbouring check 

nodes. 

4. Start from step 2 

 

 

Table 2.1: Messages sent and received by check nodes in step 2[125] 

c-node                         received/sent 

c0 Received:    v1 -> 1    v3 -> 1    v4 ->0    v7 ->1 

Sent:            0 - > v1   0 -> v3    1 -> v4   0 -> v7  

c1 Received:    v0-> 1    v1 -> 1    v2 ->0    v5 ->1 

Sent:            0 - > v0   0 -> v1    1 -> v2   0 -> v5 

c2 Received:    v2-> 0    v5 -> 1    v6 ->0    v7 ->1 

Sent:            0 - > v2   1 -> v5    0 -> v6   1 -> v7 

c3 Received:    v0-> 1    v3 -> 1    v4 ->0    v6 ->0 

Sent:            1 - > v0   1 -> v3    0 -> v4   0 -> v6 

 

Table 2.2: (Majority voting used in step 3) [125] 

v-node yi received Messages from check nodes decision 

v0 1 c1 -> 0        c3 -> 1 1 

v1 1 c0 -> 0        c1 -> 0 0 

v2 0 c1 -> 1        c2 -> 0 0 

v3 1 c0 -> 0        c3 -> 1 1 

v4 0 c0 -> 1        c3 -> 0 0 

v5 1 c1 -> 0        c2 -> 1 1 

v6 0 c2 -> 0        c3 -> 0 0 

v7 1 c0 -> 1        c2 -> 1 1 

 

In this example, the second execution of step 2 will terminate the decoding process because c1 has 

voted for 0 in the last step. Since all the check equations are now satisfied, valid code word is 

detected. 
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2.16.2 Soft Decision Decoding: 

The hard decision decoding is used only to get familiarity with the Message Passing Algorithm. 

Due to high error rate, hard decision is not employed in practice. The soft decision decoding provides 

better performance and is, therefore, employed in practice. 

There are various variants of the soft decision Message Passing Algorithm (MPA). MPA is also 

famous by the names Belief Propagation and Sum Product Algorithm. There are four decoding 

algorithms of which the min-sum is of more interest and is described below: 

Variable Node Processors:  Each variable node receives one message 
)0(

vLLR from the channel and 

one message 
i

cvLLR  for the corresponding check nodes to which it is connected to. In every iteration, 

a variable node has to calculate two messages: one 
i

vcZ  for each check 

 ∑+=
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i
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ε

                                                              (2.20) 

node and the other  a-posteriory LLR estimate
i

vA  for the bit in the frame which it represents. Here 

C(v) is the set of neighboring check nodes of variable node v. 
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Check Node Processors: Each check node gets the LLR values from the variable nodes to which it 

is connected to and performs parity checks. The valid codeword is the word for which all the parity 

check equations from all the check nodes are satisfied. The message from check node ‘c’ to a variable 

node ‘v’ is given in equation (2.22).  

 

                                                                                                                        (2.22) 

 

(The V(c) represents the set of neighbouring variable nodes of a check node c) 

There is an approximation for (2.22) similar to the Max-Log-MAP algorithm known as min-sum 

decoder 
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The performance of the min-sum is improved using offset belief propagation with density evolution 

of β=0.25 
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2.17 Current LDPC Decoder Implementation 

This section briefly explains ASIC, FPGA and DSP implementations of some LDPC decoders.  
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The authors in [109] have implemented a (3,6) regular LDPC decoder for fixed code length of 9216 

bits. It’s a partly parallel implementation targeted to Xilinx Virtex-E XCV2600E device. The number 

of variable and check node processors used in parallel is 36 and 18 respectively with each variable and 

check node processors processing 256 variable and 256 check nodes respectively. The throughput 

from the decoder is 54 Mbps with maximum of 18 decoding iterations. 

The authors in [110] have developed an ASIC implementation for a (1200, 720) LDPC decoder 

based on an irregular parity check matrix. The architecture is partly parallel with 600 BNUs (variable 

node processors) and 240 CNUs (check node processors) connected to each other through two 

memory blocks MMU-1 and MMU-2. The area occupied is 21.23 mm
2 

using 0.18µm CMOS 

technology. The decoder is developed for an application requiring throughput in the range of 3-5 Gb/s 

with 3.33 Gb/s for the current implementation.  

The authors in [111] have implemented a semi parallel architecture of multi-rate LDPC decoder on 

Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V8000 FPGA. The architecture supports three types of code rates which are ½, 

5/8, and 7/8. The decoder is configurable at run time through two input pins to support the code rates 

depending upon the channel conditions. Each code rate supports only one frame size. The throughput 

ranges from 30 Mbps to 66 Mbps. The architecture has limited on-the-fly configuration, however, its 

application to WiMax has not been addressed. 

The authors in [112] have implemented an off-line reconfigurable LDPC decoder for a fixed code 

rate of ½. Regular LDPC code is used. The reconfiguration is carried out for a range of frame size 

from 500 to 10,000. The title of the paper is a bit misleading as the author mentioned real time 

programmability whereas its off-line configurability. The architecture is implemented in serial, 

parallel and semi-parallel structure targeted to Xilinx VirtexII-3000 FPGA. The semi-parallel structure 

for frame size of 1536 resulted in 127 Mbps data rate. 

The authors in [113] are among the pioneers who have taken the step to offer a flexible and 

programmable solution for LDPC decoding on a DSP processor. The target is a specialized DSP 

processor known as Vector Signal Processor (VSP). This processor has identical processing slices. 

Each slice has two data rams, an array of register files, and a fixed-point calculation unit which 

performs addition, multiplication, shifting, and some logical operations. The slices are connected to a 

global arithmetic unit and a global bus. The program sequencer has the program counter that generates 

address for a very long instruction word (VLIW) in the program memory. The authors have 

implemented a regular (3,6) LDPC decoder on this platform and have provided results regarding 

throughput that range from 2.3 Mbps to 36.1 Mbps subject to different number of slices. The 

operating frequency is 200 MHz and power consumption is 150 mW. The implementation is done 

using assembly of the underlying processor for a fixed code rate and variable code length using 

regular LDPC coding.  

The authors in [114] have implemented a min-sum LDPC decoder for a fixed ½ rate and fixed 

length 10228 bits using regular parity check matrix. The target DSP is TMS320C64xx running at 

600MHz. The authors achieved a speed of 5.4Mbps by using packed computation to execute two 

variable or check node processors simultaneously. 
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A brief literature review for the decoder implementation has been provided. It is not possible to 

cover all the implementation as a huge amount of research work has been done on LDPC decoder 

implementation in either ASIC or FPGA or even DSP Processor. However, the objective remains 

restricted to either throughput enhancement or simple realization of the decoding algorithm on 

specific platforms. The literature does not contain any material about real time decoder targeting 

WiMax application.  

2.18 Low Power Strategies 

2.18.1 Sources of Power Consumption in CMOS Technology 

In any typical CMOS circuit, power consumption is divided into three categories: dynamic power 

due to switching activity, short-circuit and leakage power [58][59]. The dynamic power is consumed 

in charging and discharging the load capacitance. This power accounts for about 80% [60] of the total 

power consumed in a typical CMOS circuit. The dynamic power equation is given below: 

fVCP ddLdyn ∗∗∗= 2α                           (2.26) 

Here f is the frequency of operation, Vdd is the supply voltage, CL is the load capacitance and α is the 

switching activity factor. The switching activity factor is the average number of switching transitions 

that a gate makes in a clock cycle. The effective capacitance that switches is equal to LC*α . Short 

circuit current occurs when the rise/fall time of signal at the input gate is greater than the rise/fall time 

at the output and due to this a conductive path gets established between the supply and ground. This 

short circuit current causes power dissipation. Leakage current [61] is due to reverse-bias diode 

current and sub-threshold leakage current through the channel when the device is off. 

The dynamic power varies as the square of supply voltage. Reducing supply voltage causes 

significant reduction in power consumption. The dynamic power varies linearly with the frequency 

and reducing frequency also reduces power. In a single processor system, the trend is to increase the 

frequency of operation to increase the throughput. However, a multiprocessor system can be operated 

at a reduced frequency in order to reduce the power consumption. The switched capacitance can be 

reduced in order to reduce power consumption. Reduction of switched capacitance can be carried out 

at different levels of design abstraction from algorithmic to the technology level [62]. From the 

literature [63], it becomes evident that power consumption can be significantly reduced at algorithmic 

and architectural level.  

Architectural and algorithmic modifications have been investigated in this research work to achieve 

reduction in power consumption. 

2.18.2 Low Power Techniques for Reducing Switched Capacitance 

As described earlier, switching contributes to 80% of the total power consumption for a given 

supply voltage and frequency of operation. Switching activity reduction then becomes very important 

for power reduction. The techniques presented here are already available in the literature and cover all 

design abstractions algorithmic, architectural, logic and physical. 
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2.18.2.1 Clock Gating 

Dynamic power varies linearly with the frequency, and clock switches at the highest frequency in a 

particular circuit. Also clocks are distributed among the entire circuit, and therefore, clock switching 

has a considerable impact on power consumption. The power consumption due to clock can be as 

much as twice the logic power for static logic and three times the logic power for dynamic logic [64]. 

Clock gating is used to disable clock to those portions of the circuit that remain inactive for some 

clock cycles during the entire execution time. It saves power by barring the logic from unnecessary 

switching as well as by eliminating the power consumed in the clock distribution network [65]. Clock 

gating is used in this research work for power optimization. 

2.18.2.2 Minimization of Number of Computation Operations  

Minimizing the number of effective computational operations [66] reduce the switched capacitance. 

The computational operations can be reduced by transforming the algorithm so that it can be 

implemented with less hardware. The number of operations can also be reduced by using alternative 

algorithm to perform the same operation. For example in the case of VBLAST, the repeated pseudo 

inverse computation can be avoided if pseudo inverse computation is carried out using the square root 

algorithm. The number of computational operations can then be reduced from O(M
4
) to O(M

3
).    

2.18.2.3 Operation Substitution 

Implementing an operation using alternative less power consuming hardware can also result in 

power reduction. This can be seen in the case of CORDIC in which the result needs scaling after 

rotation. The scaling is multiplication of a constant number with a random number. This can be done 

using multipliers. However, if it is done using shift and add sequence, not only area but also power 

consumption can be saved. Another approach is to use distributed arithmetic [67] for power reduction.     

2.18.2.4 Bus Encoding 

The buses inside the SoC architecture have larger capacitances and when these capacitances switch, 

more power is consumed. The buses can be used for two types of transaction. The first is address and 

the second data transactions. Gray bus encoding [68] is quite popular among sequential address bus 

transactions in which the address varies sequentially. Bus Invert [69] coding is used for data buses and 

is quite useful for random data. It is developed for off-chip buses, however, it can be used for system-

on-chip buses to reduce the switching activity. The reduction in I/O peak power is 50% and I/O 

average power is 25%. Bus Invert imposes one wire redundancy and expands a 8-bit bus spatially 9.  

2.18.2.5 Glitch Activity Reduction 

Glitches [70] are undesired transitions that occur due to difference in propagation delays between 

logic blocks. They do not carry any information. Glitches not only dissipate power but can also cause 

system failure in extreme cases. They arise when the signals end at the same point but have paths with 

different propagation delays. Due to this difference in propagation delay, a node can undergo multiple 

power consuming transitions in a single clock cycle before coming to a steady state value. From the 

literature [59], it is evident that glitch power contributes to 15-20% of the overall switching power. 
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Complete elimination of the glitches is not possible, however, they can be reduced by balancing the 

propagation paths. The balancing can be achieved by putting registers between paths at appropriate 

locations [71]. Glitches can also be reduced by clocking control signals and restructuring multiplexing 

networks as suggested in [72]. 

2.18.2.6 Memory Partitioning 

  Those locations that are accessed quite frequently should be stored in either distributed registers or 

a small memory [73][74] instead of part of a large memory. During the time of accessing the small 

memory, other banks of the memory can be disabled in order to conserve energy. Distributed registers 

can be considered partitioned memory and are used in RICA for storing the intermediate variables that 

could otherwise be stored in main memory. They reduce memory access and hence both execution 

time and power consumption. 

2.18.2.7 Redundant Arithmetic  

Redundant arithmetic [75][76] is used to achieve speedy computation, less area and power 

consumption. Redundant adders are incorporated in the circuit to reduce both area and power 

consumption. Redundant addition does not require carry propagation and therefore provides area and 

power efficient adders compared to conventional adders. 

2.18.2.8 WordLength Reduction 

The number of bits used not only affect speed but also area and power consumption [77]. Word-

length reduction is used to minimize both area and power consumption. The effect of word-length 

reduction on the performance and SNR of the system should also be taken into account and if the 

performance is not degraded enough, word-length reduction should be considered for both area and 

power optimization. 

For other low power schemes such as physical capacitance reduction, the reader is referred to 

[78][79][80] and [81]. 

2.19 Optimizing transforms applied by compilers  

The part of the thesis that deals in optimizing LDPC Codec on StarCore involves modifying the 

code to allow effective optimization by the compiler. There is a large list of optimizations that a 

compiler can apply collectively or in some combinations to reduce both execution time as well as 

memory space. Some of them are described below. The code modification may have a direct or 

indirect impact upon effective application of these optimization techniques. 

  

Register allocation: 

Register allocation [127] is one of the most important optimizations carried out by the compiler. It 

determines which of the variables, temporary data storages and large constants should be in registers 

to be profitable to the overall execution of the program in terms of reducing its execution time. 

Accessing data in registers is fast and increases the overall speed of execution of the program whereas 
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storing data in memory not only increases size but also decreases the speed of execution. Register 

allocation is among the last few optimizations done by the compiler. 

Loop unrolling is an optimization technique [128][129] used by compiler to achieve instruction level 

parallelism. In loop unrolling several copies of the original body of the loop are generated and the 

loop control is adjusted accordingly. The number of copies is called the unroll factor. Normally the 

compiler if possible unrolls a loop with an unroll factor of 2 or 4. The maximum unroll factor used is 

8. If the limits of the loop are constant, the unrolling transformation is straightforward and very 

guaranteed, however, if the limits are generic, the compiler can still unroll the loop but it keeps a 

rolled copy to execute remaining, if any, iterations. 

Software pipelining [130] is effective on architectures that allow instruction level parallelism. 

Software pipelining reforms a loop so as to achieve faster execution rate and is applied to a bunch of 

iterative processes. In each iteration different processes are executing simultaneously and hence in 

parallel. Software pipelining is applied when the processes cannot be executed simultaneously due to 

their being interdependent on one another.  

If Simplifications: This is perhaps one of the most important control-flow optimization technique 

[130] due to the reason that every code has several conditional statements made of ‘if conditional 

constructs’ and optimizing them would not only improve speed but also conserve memory. ‘If 

simplifications’ are applied to those ‘if’ conditional statements whose either one or both of the arms 

are empty. The arms being empty may be the result of some optimization transformations or may be 

present in the source code. The compiler applies ‘if’ simplifications more efficiently to those ‘if’ 

statements generated by the program and not directly by the person. There are three such types of ‘if’ 

simplifications and they are dealing with empty arms of a conditional construct, constant-valued 

conditions and common sub-expressions in dependent conditional statements. 

The arm of a conditional statement that is empty is removed e.g if the ‘then’ part of an if-then-else 

conditional construct is empty, the sense of the condition is reversed to remove the ‘then’ part and 

keep the statements as part of the ‘if’ condition.  If both parts are empty, the entire control structure is 

removed without affecting the functionality. In constant-valued conditions, one arm is unexecutable 

and can be removed without any side effects. If it has only one arm, the entire if construct can be 

removed.    

These are a few of the many optimization techniques used in modern compilers for reducing the 

size as well as execution time of the program. The optimization techniques are normally applied 

collectively and in a particular order so as to work interactively and it is this interaction between 

optimization techniques that realises their potential of increasing the efficiency of code execution. The 

interested reader is referred to [130] for the optimum ordering. 

These are just a few of the many optimization techniques used in modern compilers for reducing the 

size as well as execution time. Though the optimizations are automatic, the style of writing code is 

still very important in effectively applying the particular optimization technique. Take the example of 

loop inversion which could effectively be applied having intelligent code development. A while loop 

if replaced with equivalent do-while loop can force the compiler to use loop inversion and reduce the 
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probability of pipeline stall or at least the jump instructions that would otherwise cause more time to 

execute. The register allocation is most effective if variables are independent of each other. This 

implies that if variables are declared in array form, it is not possible for the compiler to allocate arrays 

to registers and in such a case register allocation is inefficient as is seen in the case of SC140 DSP 

where when data is stored in arrays, execution time was much more but when the same data was 

stored in independent variables, register allocation has reduced memory accesses and has caused 

reduction in execution time. All this was possible only when the code is written in a way to allow 

compiler to efficiently apply its built in optimizations. The novelty of work in the case of SC140 

StarCore comes from modifying and altering code in a way to allow compiler to effectively apply 

optimizations. Some of the optimizations that were not possible to be effective automatically due to 

one reason or the other have been applied manually by code alignment. This is an iterative process in 

which a code is written, executed and the profiler information about code execution has been 

obtained. From the profiler information, the execution time of different functions/blocks of the code 

has been obtained which was helpful in determining which functions or parts of the function to target 

in order to reduce the execution time. The code is then modified, executed again and the associated 

profiler information is obtained to check the benefit of modification. This process together with 

aligning the code to be executed on the parallel CPUs helped reduce the execution time of the code.    

2.20 Proposed research work 

From the literature throughout the ten years span of the Multiple Input Multiple Output technology, 

it is clear that VBLAST is not investigated for low power and area efficient implementation in custom 

ASIC or other hardware platforms. The target of the previous work is restricted to either rapid 

prototyping or simple ASIC solution without regard to area, power and or speed efficiency. By 

looking at the popularity of MIMO communication which is entering into almost every standard of 

wireless communication, efficient implementation is the need of future wireless systems. The 

technology promises speed and range enhancements as well as error resilience and is capable to 

resolve the problems of speed, range and error rate in wireless communication but at the expense of 

much complex signal processing. The highly complex signal processing required to process data in a 

MIMO system increases the processing latency as well as the size and power of the hardware 

platform. The increase in processing latency, size and power is the bottleneck in practically realizing 

MIMO on mobile devices. This is indeed a very fertile ground for present and future research to find 

hardware architectures that are practical for portable devices like mobile phones and laptops. The 

three criteria to check feasibility and practicality of MIMO systems on mobile devices are size, power 

and flexibility. The MIMO architecture should occupy as much less area as possible. It should 

consume power as less as the power consumed by today’s Single Input Single Output mobile devices 

for extended battery life. The MIMO architecture should be scalable with regard to the number of 

receive antennas and flexible enough to adapt itself to different channel conditions like operating with 

similar performance in a varying SNR or changing speed of communication or varying standards. 

Since MIMO has not yet been standardized, the architecture developed today should be flexible 

enough to be modified for standardization.  
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The first part of the research investigates a low power and area efficient MIMO implementation for 

VBLAST receiver. Issues of scalability and flexibility will also be investigated. However, the focus 

will be to investigate the utilization of existing or the development of new low power techniques for 

reducing power consumption by maintaining the same performance. Issues of trade-off between 

area/power and processing latency will also be discussed. 

The algorithm chosen for low power and area efficient hardware implementation is MMSE-

VBLAST in a 4 transmit and 4 receive antenna system. In MMSE-VBLAST, pseudo inverse, sorting 

and nulling are considered highly expensive with regard to the number of computations required. A 

low power pseudo inverse, sorting and nulling modules would definitely make the entire architecture 

power efficient. Similarly an area efficient architecture for these modules will make the entire system 

efficient with respect to silicon real estate. In situations where reduction of one would result increase 

of the other, preference will be given to power optimization. 

The second part will investigate LDPC optimization on SC140 DSP and RICA from power and 

performance perspective. LDPC Coding is inserted as optional part in IEEE 802.16E WiMax 

standard. However, due to its popularity, it can be compulsory part in future standards. LDPC 

encoding and decoding can provide very high throughput, however, at the same time they are 

considered computationally complex in a physical layer.  
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Chapter 3 
 MatLab Modelling of Multiple-Input and 

Multiple-Output Receivers 
 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents BER performance of MMSE and VBLAST receivers used in MIMO wireless 

systems assuming block Rayleigh flat fading channel. The BER graph versus SNR is plotted after 

MatLab simulation. The chapter briefly provides an analysis of VBLAST with regard to 

computational complexity. It also presents square root algorithm as an alternative algorithm to reduce 

the computational cost of VBLAST by avoiding repeated pseudo inverse computation. From the 

analysis the chapter identifies those processing elements that consume larger area as well as power 

due to complex signal processing.  

3.2 MIMO Matlab Modelling 

In a MIMO wireless system employing spatial multiplexing as depicted in Figure 3.1, M symbols 

are transmitted from M transmit antennas and received by an array of N antennas via a rich scattering 

environment. It is also assumed that all the antennas are spaced for uncorrelated Rayleigh fading. A 

matrix of complex coefficients is used to represent the flat rayleigh fading channel in a base band 

equivalent model. The transmitter does not have any knowledge of the channel but the receiver can 

estimate the channel using the training information from the transmitter. The transmitter transmits data 

for a single user making it a single user MIMO system. The received symbol vector is represented as:  

 vHsy +=
M

ρ
                                (3.1) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: MIMO System Model 
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Where y is the Nx1 received symbol vector, H is the NxM channel matrix, s is the Mx1 transmitted 

symbol vector and v is the Nx1 vector of complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero-

mean and unit variance. The average power of the components in H and s are normalized to unity so 

that ρ  is the signal-to-noise ratio at each receiving antenna and is independent of the number of 

transmitting antennas. 

Standard MatLab function is used to generate 120,000 random numbers. The binary data generated 

are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. ST transmitter as in Figure 3.2 consists of           

de-multiplexer to divide the data among the transmit antennas. Four transmit antennas are used, 

therefore, the four different data sub-streams are obtained. Each sub-stream is individually modulated 

depending upon the type of modulation used. The modulation block shown in Figure 3.2 consists of M 

different modulators one for each sub-stream. Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation is 

used here. The channel module uses standard MatLab functions to generate frequency flat fading 

channels that cause only amplitude attenuation without any delay spread or inter symbol interference. 

AWGN noise is then added to each of the M signals transmitted. The corrupted received signals are 

collected in the ST receiver to form received signal vector. Since no channel estimation module is 

used in the model, the same channel matrix is used to recover the symbols from the received symbol 

vector. Throughout the entire chapter, floating point numbers are used for BER performance 

computation. 

  

Random 

number 

generator

ST Processing

Modulator 

N-point 

Constellation
Rayleigh Flat 

Fading channel

Bit Error Rate
MMSE-

VBLAST
ST Receiver AWGN Noise

 

Figure 3.2: Modeling MIMO-VBLAST Algorithm 

 

3.2.1 BER performance of MMSE detection 

The minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection is based on finding the minimum of the mean 

square error between the detected symbol and the symbols from the constellation map. The one having 

the minimum mean square error is assumed to be the symbol transmitted. The filter matrix [8] (also 

called the pseudo inverse) for the MMSE detection is given by 

 
H

M

H

MMSE HIHHG 12 )( −+= σ     (3.2) 

Where ρσ /1=  is the inverse of the square root of Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The superscript ‘H’ 

indicates the Hermitian of matrix which is equivalent to the complex conjugate transpose of the 

matrix. The output of the detector is given by (3.3) 

 yGs MMSEMMSE =~
    (3.3) 
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MMSE detection is the trade-off between noise suppression and inter symbol interference. It 

reduces the noise amplification at the expense of interference from the neighbouring symbols.  

The algorithm is simulated for a range of SNR values from -6 dB to 29 dB in steps of 5 dB. The 

burst length from each antenna is assumed to be 120 symbols. The channel remains fixed for the 120 

symbols burst from each antenna under the assumption of block flat fading. These symbols are 

transmitted from each antenna and then recovered at the receiver. After demodulation, the BER is 

calculated. The process is repeated until all 120000 symbols are transmitted and recovered at the 

receiver. The graph in Figure (3.3) shows the BER performance of the MMSE detection used in 

MIMO detection. 

 

 

Figure 3.3:  BER vs SNR plot for MIMO-MMSE 

 

3.3 BER Performance of MMSE-VBLAST Detection   

3.3.1 Pseudo Inverse using Standard MatLab functions 

VBLAST detection [6] uses the MMSE nulling to iteratively detect symbols. The pseudo inverse 

given in (3.2) for the deflated channel matrix H is calculated using standard MatLab functions. The 

detected symbols are then demodulated and the recovered binary data is then compared with the 

corresponding transmitted data in the BER module to estimate the BER performance of VBLAST 

detection. A more detailed description about VBLAST is available in [6]. The performance of MMSE-

VBLAST is depicted in Figure (3.4).  
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Figure 3.4:  BER vs SNR plot for MMSE-VBLAST  

 

3.3.2 Pseudo Inverse Computation using Square Root Algorithm  

VBLAST detection suffers from repeated pseudo inverse computation of the deflated channel 

matrix H that is considered a computationally complex process. This repeated pseudo inversion can be 

avoided using square root algorithm (SQRA) [7]. The SQRA is based on finding the QR 

decomposition of the augmented channel matrix through complex unitary transformations also known 

as Jacobi or Given’s transformation. The computational complexity can be reduced to O(M
3
)[7]. The 

square root algorithm computes the QR decomposition of the augmented channel matrix (3.4). 

 

MxM
NxM

a
MxM

NxM

R
x

Q
QR

I

H
















==

ρ
                                                (3.4) 

 

here x denotes the entries that are not relevant. The algorithm first decomposes the channel matrix into 

QR and then computes P1/2 =R-1. Once Qa and P1/2 are computed, repeated pseudo inverse 

calculations can be avoided. Both Qa and P
1/2

 are computed together in a series of unitary 

transformations. The algorithm is described below [7]: 

 
Compute Qa and P

1/2
 using equation (3.5). 

XZ =Θ
i

                                                                                     (3.5) 
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Where, 
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Here i represents iterations and i=1,……, N 

Z is the pre-array matrix and has dimension of (1+M+N) x (1+M) and   

 
NxM

0BIP ==
0

2/1

0|
,1 ρ  

1Nx

i
e is the i-th unit vector of dimension N and 

i

Θ is any unitary transformation (Jacobi rotation) that 

block lower triangularizes the pre-array matrix denoted by Z. After N iterations, 

 

NaN
and BQPP ==

2/1

|

2/1

0|
                                                                                     (3.6) 

 

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are used in pseudo inverse computation. A detailed description is available 

in [7]. 

The square root algorithm is first implemented with the complex Given’s rotation expressed in 

[9][23][25].   

Let 
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be two arbitrary complex numbers. A complex Given’s Rotation is described by equation (3.7) with 

two rotation angles which was originally formulated by Coleman and Van Loan [24] and used by [25] 

for singular value decomposition. 
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  (3.7) 

where )/(tan 1

1 AB
−=θ                                                             (3.8) 

ririba bbaa /(tan)/(tan 11

2

−− −=−= θθθ )                                                (3.9) 

 

The first step in pseudo inverse calculation using the square root algorithm is the formation of the Z 

matrix according to equation (3.5). For a 4x4 system the size of Z is 9x5. The first row of Z consists 

of a constant value 1 and a row of the channel matrix weighted by the matrix P
1/2

. Other elements in Z 

are as according to equation (3.5). After pre array formation each complex weighted channel element 

in the first row is zeroed by rotating it against the constant element in the first row and first column of 

Z. The complex rotation is carried out using equation (3.7). Rotation angles are calculated according 

to equations (3.8) and (3.9). The MatLab code is organized in two loops; one inner and the other outer. 

For a 4x4 system, the outer as well as the inner loops have four iterations. In four iterations of the 

inner loop, all four channel elements are zeroed and their effect is propagated in the down matrix 
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elements. After four inner iterations, Z is updated by replacing the element in the first row and first 

column by 1 and the other columns of the first row by the next row of the channel matrix weighted by 

P
1/2

 computed previously. The update follows equation (3.5). The process is repeated again and at the 

end of the execution of the outer ‘for’ loop, Qa and P
1/2

 are extracted. The sequential method of 

applying Complex Given’s rotations in each iteration of the inner loop is ordered as (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), 

(1,5) where each pair of numbers represents columns 1-to-5 of the matrix Z in the first row. 

The entire operation is done using floating point arithmetic. The pseudo inverse formed through the 

square root algorithm was compared with the pseudo inverse function of the MatLab that calculates 

pseudo inverse through singular value decomposition (SVD). The difference in computed values was 

very small. 

The pseudo inverse process described above was analysed for possible hardware implementation. 

However, it was found that the method in its present form was lacking a very important characteristic 

that is inherent in Complex Given’s rotations, namely the parallelism which can be exploited [9]. By 

parallelism, it is meant that the process of zeroing several elements of Z can be carried out 

simultaneously. For the 4x4 case, it can be found from Z that two complex Given’s rotations can be 

done in parallel. By including parallelism, the number of inner loop iterations (also called inner steps) 

can be reduced from 4 to 3. This can be explained by the diagram in Figure 3.5 where the vertical axis 

represents inner steps inside an outer loop iteration. 

 

     1    h11  h12  h13  h14    1    h11   h12   h13  h14 

            1   α    0     h12  h13  h14                         1    0     β12    0    α14 

2   β    0     0     h13  h14    1    0     0      0    λ14 

3   χ    0     0     0     h14                              α    0     0      0    0 

4   λ    0     0     0     0 

                             (a)     (b) 

(vertical and horizontal axes respectively represent iteration and 

columns of the first row of the pre-array matrix) 

Figure 3.5:  Parallelism in Jacobi rotation 

 

In the sequential case (Figure 3.5a) and in the first inner iteration, (1, h11) is rotated which zeros h11 

and changes 1 to α where α is any real number. In the second inner iteration (α, h12) is rotated to 

(β,0). In the third inner iteration (β,h13) is transformed to (χ,0) and in the last and fourth inner iteration 

(χ,h14) is rotated to (λ,0). For the parallel case, in first inner iteration (h11, h12) and (h13, h14) are rotated 

to (0, β12) and (0, α14). In the second inner iteration (β12,α14) is rotated to (0,λ14). In the third and last 

inner iteration (1,λ14) is rotated to (α,0). 

In this work, the reduced inner iterations due to parallel computation of Jacobi rotation are 

implemented instead of the serial Jacobi rotation and tested for accuracy. After testing it was found 

that the error in computing pseudo inverse was again infinitesimal compared to the pseudo inverse 

result obtained from standard MatLab function and, therefore, the error is ignored. However, the 

parallel method imposed another challenge to the hardware implementation and that was the 

complexity involved in modelling hardware for the complex Jacobi rotation matrix (eq 3.7) due to the 

simultaneous use of two rotation angles. 
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This complexity problem in the Jacobi rotation matrix can be avoided by adopting the methodology 

presented in [17], where the complex Jacobi rotation is divided into two rotations, named θ and φ 

rotations. In the θ rotation, the imaginary part of the complex number is rotated to zero and the real 

part takes the value of the Euclidean norm of the complex number, transforming the complex number 

into a real number. Let  ir jaaA +=   be a complex number and )/(tan 1

ri aa−= −θ  then 
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After transforming all complex numbers of interest into their corresponding real counterparts, the 

rotation can now be carried out through a real Jacobi rotation named the φ rotation. Instead of 

operating on one complex number, it operates on two real elements obtained after performing the θ 

rotation. The idea is the same and there is no structural change to the Jacobi rotation. In fact in θ 

rotation, the real part is taken as one column and the imaginary part is considered as the second 

column. The complex number is thus divided effectively into two separate columns of real numbers. 

The author [17] has applied this technique to find the LU decomposition of complex channel matrix.  

A MatLab function is developed for finding the pseudo inverse of the channel matrix that exploits 

both this technique (used in [17]) and the parallel rotation characteristic of Jacobi algorithm. In the 

program, a θ rotation is applied to all four channel elements of the first row of the pre array matrix Z. 

In a θ rotation, the first complex element of a particular column is regarded as the leader while all 

other elements of the same column are treated as followers. The effect of the θ rotation on the leader 

(which is the complex weighted channel element) is to make its imaginary part equal to zero. The 

effect of the same θ rotation on its followers is to change their phase angle by the phase angle of the 

leader. The imaginary parts of the followers may not reduce to zero. 

The θ rotations make the weighted channel elements real which are located in the first row of Z and 

in columns 2 to 5. The φ rotations are applied in parallel to the column indices (2,3) and (4,5) of the 

first row of Z defined by equation (3.5). This time Jacobi rotation matrix takes the form as given 

below: 










− φφ
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γ

β

α
                               where )/(tan 1 αβφ −= −

 

In this α and β are two real numbers in two arbitrary columns of first row of Z. Since we are 

dealing with channel elements, the row is always assumed to be first row of the pre array matrix 

unless otherwise stated. The sequence is summarized in the following steps. 

Step 1: Pre-Array matrix update: Update Z as given in equation 3.5. 

Step 2: Perform θ rotation: In this step the four weighted channel elements in the first row (columns 

2-to-5) of Z are made real using the θ rotation. 

Step 3: Perform φ rotation: In this step all the four weighted channel elements are rotated to zero 

using Given’s (Jacobi) transformation. 
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The three steps are repeated four times for a 4x4 MIMO system. At the end of 4th repetition, Qa and 

P
1/2

 are extracted. The pseudo inverse calculated through this method has again infinitesimal error as 

compared to the pseudo inverse calculated with standard MatLab functions.  

 

 

Figure 3.6: Performance of MMSE-VBLAST 

 

3.3.3 Model Simulation 

The algorithm is simulated for a range of SNR values from -6 dB to 29 dB in steps of 5 dB. The 

burst length from each antenna is assumed to be 120 symbols. The channel remains fixed for the 120 

symbols burst from each antenna under the assumption of block flat fading. These symbols are 

transmitted from each antenna and then recovered at the receiver. After demodulation, the BER is 

calculated. The process is repeated until all 120000 symbols are transmitted and recovered at the 

receiver. The net BER is the average of the BER of all (120000/480=) 250 bursts. Figure 3.6 shows 

the performance of MMSE-VBLAST systems for 4x4 antenna configurations. The BER has very 

small and insignificant degradation with respect to BER plotted in Figure 3.4 and is similar to the 

BER performance available in the literature.  

3.4 The Chosen Algorithm 

The algorithm chosen for low power and area efficient implementation of MIMO is MMSE-

VBLAST with pseudo inverse calculation done through the square root algorithm. The selection of 

VBLAST is made because it provides a good trade-off between complexity and bit error rate as 

compared to linear and non linear detectors like ZF, MMSE, Sphere Decoding and ML. The pseudo 
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inverse inside MMSE-VBLAST could be computed using traditional matrix inversion techniques or 

using the QR decomposition approached as suggested in [8]. The singular value decomposition 

(SVD) [9] is a well known technique used to find the pseudo inverse of the channel matrix. The 

computational cost (FLOPs) of MMSE-VBLAST if pseudo inversion is done through SVD is given 

below: 

Repeated Pseudo Inverse Computation: 

[ ] 2234232

1

24/15)(211)(2 MNNMMiiNiiiN
M

i

++=++++∑
=

[7] 

 
Processing the Payload: 2 M N Lp where Lp is the size of the payload [7]. 

For M = N, the computational cost of the MMSE-VBLAST thus varies with fourth power of the 

number of transmit antennas. The computational cost of MMSE-VBLAST if pseudo inversion, sorting 

and NULLing is calculated using the square root algorithm can be reduced to the third power of M [7] 

and is given below: 

Computing P
1/2

 and Qa  
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Finding the optimal ordering and NULLing vectors: 
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The total computation cost is 
223

273/2 MNNMM ++   

For M = N, the computational cost is 
33/29 M [7]. 

 

This implies that with Square root algorithm, computational cost can be reduced to the third power of 

M. MMSE-VBLAST is chosen with pseudo inversion computed using the square root algorithm. 
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Chapter 4 

 Moore Penrose Pseudo Inverse 

Computation used in MIMO-VBLAST 

Receiver 
 

 

4.1. Introduction 

    Power consumption has a direct relationship with heating produced in IC chips used in base stations 

and the heating must be dissipated for proper functioning of the chip. More power dissipation will 

cause more heating and more expensive ways of cooling the chip. The high power consumption also 

reduces the battery life. The effect of power consumption on the battery life is more prominent in 

mobile devices. Low power design not only reduces the cost of cooling the chip but also improves the 

reliability of operation and can provide a longer battery life. MIMO requires extensive signal 

processing and its power budget is more than other signal processing applications. Therefore, low 

power design for MIMO applications is highly needed. The chapter proposes two area and power 

efficient VLSI architectures for computing pseudo inverse of channel matrix through the square root 

algorithm and applies power reduction techniques at system, behavioral and architectural levels. The 

first pseudo inverse module is based on mixed CORDIC and multipliers while the second uses only 

multipliers. The chapter discusses different trade-off issues in both architectures and compares them 

with the architectures in the literature.  

4.2. Hardware Implementation of Pseudo Inverse Module  

The trend in wireless industry is to get as high throughput as possible from the wireless network. 

The standards are made to enhance both the data speed and reliability of communication system. 

MIMO is such a technology that fulfils both needs of the wireless vendor. It not only multiplies the 

speed but also reliability. With current standards a speed as much as 400 to 600 Mbps has been 

achieved (LTE) and it is expected that using LTE advanced a speed as big as 1Gbps can be achieved. 

This high speed is possible not only because of the multi-carrier (OFDM) modulation but also due to 

the introduction of multiple input-multiple output techniques. However, these gains come at the 

expense of high power and area. The power consumption and area increases with increase in the 

number of antennas used to transmit and receive data: the case of MIMO applications. The area and 

power design parameters will become the bottlenecks of the wireless standards. Whether its FPGA or 

custom ASIC, the high power consumption of MIMO will bring the system to its knees. Not only a 

large heat sink will be needed which will be costly but even with heat sink, the [126] can reach to an 

extent that could cause failure. Under these circumstances it is highly necessary to implement this 

most important signal processing algorithm with either existing or novel low power techniques.  

Pseudo Inversion is an integral part of MIMO detection. Pseudo inversion is a highly intensive 

signal processing task because it involves matrix computation that is highly-complexity computational 
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application. The MIMO algorithm (VBLAST) of interest, in this research, involves repeated pseudo 

inverse computation which can be thought of consuming more power than a non-repeated pseudo 

inversion. 

Pseudo inverse is used instead of the normal inverse because the channel is normally badly 

conditioned to the extent that its inverse is almost singular. In situations when the matrix is not 

singular, its inverse and pseudo inverse are the same. Pseudo Inverse is given by (4.1). 

Let 
NxMCH ∈  then its Pseudo Inverse is given by 

  

( ) HH HHHPinv
1−

=                       (4.1) 

 
HH is the hermitian matrix of H which is complex conjugate transpose of H . 

 

Pseudo inverse is usually calculated through singular value decomposition of the matrix. The singular 

value decomposition of a complex matrix NxM with N≥M is given by [26]. 

HVUSVD ∑=          (4.2) 

 

where, 
NxNCU∈ and 

MxMCV∈ are unitary matrices and 
NxMRΣ∈ is a non-negative diagonal 

matrix. 
HV is complex conjugate transpose of V . 

 

The pseudo inverse is then given by 

 
HUVPinv 1−∑=           (4.3) 

 

The SVD of matrices is computed using systolic array architecture [25][27][28]. Though systolic 

arrays provide a modular approach towards design and can be expanded very easily to the same 

application or to another application. However, they are limited in applications as not all algorithms 

can be implemented with systolic arrays. In addition to this, too many processing elements cost in 

hardware, area and processing latency. The expanded area and huge inter processor communication 

will result in much more power consumption. Because of area and power overheads, systolic arrays 

are not preferred for any low power and area efficient custom ASIC solution. 

The complexity of computing SVD of a NxM matrix as given in [9] is 2N
2
M+11M

3 flops. The 

complexity of obtaining pseudo inverse from SVD is 2NM
2
. In VBLAST the pseudo inverse need be 

computed repeatedly of the deflated channel matrix. In case of Zero Forcing (ZF), the dimension of 

the deflated channel matrix is N x i, with i=M, M-1, …..,1, the total computational complexity is given 

by [7] 

[ ] MNNMNNMNMNiiiN
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and in the case of  MMSE the dimension of the deflated channel matrix is (N+i) x i. The 

computational complexity is given by 
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For M=N, the complexity in MMSE-VBLAST is 27/4M
4
.
 
The complexity grows as the fourth 

power of M which is quite large. The complexity of pseudo inverse can be reduced to O(M
3
) using the 

square root algorithm [7].
 

The square root algorithm is less complex compared to pseudo inverse computation through SVD as 

this algorithm avoids repeated pseudo inverse computation. Therefore, a hardware architecture based 

on the square root algorithm has been developed for the Pseudo Inversion. As mentioned earlier the 

use of systolic arrays for pseudo inverse through square root algorithm has been avoided due to area 

and power limitation.  

The hardware architecture proposed in this chapter is based on a two CORDIC based supercell as 

opposed to a three CORDIC based cell proposed in [16]. The authors in [16] have computed the 

pseudo inverse through square root algorithm by using a 3-CORDIC based supercell developed in 

[17]. We developed a supercell based on two pipelined CORDICs. The CORDIC algorithm and its 

implementation in hardware are covered in [29-34]. The 2-CORDIC based supercell in this 

architecture exploits the same parallelism of Jacobi’s rotation as is used in 3-CORDIC based supercell 

and allows utilization of the pipelined architecture to as much as possible.  

The optimization techniques investigated for pseudo inverse computation are explained briefly 

below: 

 
1. The use of two CORDIC based supercell instead of supercell based on three CORDICs 

thereby saving both area occupied by one pipelined CORDIC as well as power 

consumption. This is an example of resource utilization and time sharing. It is quite 

obvious that reducing the amount of resources will reduce the wiring capacitance as there 

will be fewer inter-connects and fewer functional elements which are obstacles in routing 

and floor-planning. However, multiplexers and control logic required to implement the 

time-sharing will be more than when no time-sharing is used. Therefore, this optimization 

strategy to be effective will become obvious after implementing the 3 and 2 CORDIC 

based pseudo inverse architectures and then computing the power consumption. A 

cumulative power figure will be provided to indicate the reduction in power due to 

reducing the switched capacitance by reducing interconnect as well as functional blocks in 

using resource optimization. 

2. Replacement of conventional multiplier by the appropriate shift and add sequence to 

perform scaling in rotation mode of CORDIC. An example of operation substitution or 

strength reduction applied at the architectural level. 

3. Complex multiplication is carried out using two real multipliers instead of four in order to 

investigate for possible area and power optimization. An example of time-sharing and 

resource utilization. 

4. Algebraic Transformation to carry out complex multiplication using 3 instead of 4 real 

multiplications thereby reducing the strength of multiply operation for both area and power 

optimization.  

5. Dynamic power management to selectively switch off the inactive processing blocks. 
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6. Use of latch based dual port rams to reduce area and power consumption while achieving 

synchronization required for the pseudo inverse implementation.  

7. Redundant addition will be investigated for possible area and power reduction. 

Designing low power at system level will be efficient and practical. Two types of power 

optimizations are investigated at the system level. The first is resource optimization by removing 

redundant hardware that is causing unnecessary switching and hence consuming both dynamic and 

static power. This is carried out by designing a novel supercell processor based on two CORDICs thus 

unnecessary switching of the third CORDIC is avoided and hence there is saving of energy. The other 

is the application of the dynamic power management. Dynamic power management is used in normal 

mode of operation when the module is performing matrix inversion. The purpose is to selectively 

switch off those parts that are idle. The data path of the pseudo inverse consists of supercell processer 

and MAC (multiply-accumulate) module while there are two controllers that are interactive in nature. 

One is controlling the read while the other the write operations. The supercell processor is studied to 

figure out which part is busy and which part is idle for specific time duration. Those parts that are idle 

can be switched off from unnecessary switching and hence unnecessary waste of energy. Dynamic 

power management can be applied to two processing parts. One likely candidate is the supercell and 

the other the MAC module.  

Static power management is for idle mode. If the whole pseudo inverse is idle, the clock to the 

module can be switched off and the whole module will not consume switching power [A survey of 

energy saving techniques for mobile computers]. Static power management will only be considered if 

the module is required to be switched off for a long period of time. This will be investigated upon 

building the entire receiver.  

On the behavioural level, grey coding will be investigated for the address buses in an effort to 

reduce switching activity.  

4.3. Implementation of Pseudo Inverse Using Two CORDIC based Supercell 

(Application of optimization 1(resource optimization)) 

The proposed module is shown in Figure 4.1. The main computational blocks in this module are the 

supercell based on two pipelined CORDICs and the Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) unit performing 

matrix-vector multiplication. The arrangement and size of the dual port rams and the construction of 

the pre-array matrix inside the two dual port rams are shown in Figure 4.2.  

The module uses 13-stage pipelined CORDICs. Ideally for a m-bit word length the number of 

micro-cells (a stage in pipeline) in the CORDIC module should be m. However, through 

experimentation with the CORDIC, it was found that 13 micro-cells provide sufficient accuracy for 

pseudo inverse computation and m is chosen to be 13 for the CORDICs used in proposed pseudo 

inverse module. The pipelined CORDIC used is configurable dynamically for either vectoring or 

rotating mode. 
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Figure 4.1: VLSI Architecture for Pseudo Inverse Module-0 

 

The control unit of each micro-cell is designed to configure the cell for either vector or rotation mode. 

The inputs to the control unit (Figure 4.3) of each micro-cell are the sign bits of x, y and z inputs as 

well as CORDIC mode signal. The CORDIC mode signal determines the vectoring or rotation mode 

for the micro-cell. The CORDIC mode signal is propagated along with x, y and z data from the first 

micro-cell to the last one. A 1-bit register is also added to each cell to store information about the 

mode of operation of the cell. Other hardware added is a 6 to 3 multiplexer with 1-bit for selection 

between sign bits of vectoring and rotation mode. Initially the two CORDICs are in the vectoring 

mode and calculate the angles. The angles are then applied to both CORDICs and both CORDICs 

perform rotation together. The number system used is fixed point 8Q8 with 8 bits for precision, 7 bits 

for whole number and 1 bit for sign.  
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Figure 4.2: Pre-Array Matrix in Duram1 and 2 
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Figure 4.3: Control Unit of a micro-cell inside CORDIC 

 

4.3.1 Sequence of Operations for the Pseudo Inverse module based on 

Pipelined CORDICs 

 
The module shown in Figure 4.1 has been designed for a 4x4 antenna system. The flow graph for 

the sequence of operations is shown in Figure 4.4. The 16 complex channel elements from channel 

estimation module, are fed to the pseudo inverse module and stored in two dual port RAMs, duram1 

and duram2 as shown in Figure 4.2. Duram1 stores the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 elements of each row of the channel 

matrix while duram2 stores the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 elements. The two RAMs are selected in order to facilitate 

the parallel Jacobi rotation. Figure 4.2 shows storage distribution of channel elements as well as 

formation of the pre-array matrix inside the durams. The computation is divided into 4 iterations with 

each iteration having three steps as shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4: Sequence of Operations 

Step1: In Pre-array matrix (matrix Z chap 3 equation 3.5) update, two operations are performed.    
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a- Compute 
2/1

1| −ii
PH  (an example for the first row of H is given in equation 4.4). This is carried 

out using only the MAC unit and both duram1 and duram2. The complex channel elements are 

applied to the MAC unit for computing weighted channel elements. In the first iteration, only 

the diagonal elements of P
1/2

 are non-zero, therefore, the four weighted channel elements wh11, 

wh13, wh12 and wh14 are computed in four consecutive cycles by multiplying h
11

 with p
11

, h
13 

with p
33

, h
12

 with p
22

, and h
14

 with p
44 respectively. Each complex multiplication takes one 

cycle to compute the weighted channel element. The MAC unit provides input to both durams 

in the same cycle to store the weighted elements in the position designated in Figure 4.2. The 

rest of the channel elements are stored without multiplication and the positions of these 

elements are also shown in Figure 4.2.  

In the subsequent iterations, the channel elements that correspond to the subsequent rows 

(second, third and fourth) inside the channel matrix H are read from durams and multiplied 

with the corresponding columns of P
1/2

 matrix the elements of which are obtained from the 

outputs of two Pipelined CORDICs.. This could better be explained by using the example of 

generating weighted elements for the second iteration. 
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The weighted elements for the second iteration are generated during execution of the first 

iteration. At some point during processing, both pipelined CORDICs start outputting the complex 

elements for the matrix P
1/2

. The operation is synchronized with the help of controller so that 

when p
11

 is output from the CORDICs, the element h
21

 is read in the same cycle from the durams 

and applied to the MAC unit simultaneously. The MAC unit performs complex multiplication and 

stores the result in the accumulator. The next cycle provides p
21

 from the CORDICs and h
22

 from 

the durams. Both are multiplied and added with the result already stored in the accumulator. In 

the third cycle, MAC takes p
31

 from CORDICs and h
23

 from durams, multiply them and add them 

with the result already stored in the accumulator. In the fourth cycle MAC takes p
41

 from 

CORDICs and h
42

 from duram, multiply them and add the result with the accumulator. At the end 

of the fourth cycle, the accumulator has the value of the first weighted channel element to be used 

in the second iteration. This element is stored at the location of wh
11

 in durams. In a similar way 

other weighted channel elements for the second iteration are computed and stored.   

b- Store [1, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0] in the third column of duram 1 (Figure 4.2). The third column of 

duram1 is updated for every iteration. In 8Q8, this becomes [256, 0, 0, 0, -256, 0, 0, 0]. 

 
Step 2:- In this step, the four complex weighted channel elements (wh11, wh13, wh12 and wh14) in the 

first row of both durams are converted to real.  
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Each complex weighted channel element in the first row is made real by rotating its imaginary part 

to zero using Jacobi rotation. Jacobi rotation is performed using two CORDICs. Both rotation and 

angle calculations are carried out using the same CORDICs. A CORDIC takes three inputs xi, yi and zi 

and provides three outputs xo, yo and zo. Here x and y are the coordinates of the vector and z is the 

angle of rotation. To find the angle, xi, yi and zi are initialized with ar, ai and 0 respectively where ar is 

the real part and ai is the imaginary part of the complex number. The angle Ө is then given by zo. To 

perform rotation, xi, yi and zi are initialized with ar, ai and the angle Ө respectively. xo and yo give the 

values of the rotated vector.  

The first row of the prearray matrix can be represented by (4.5) 

    [1 wh11  wh12 wh13 wh14]               (4.5)   

where wh11, wh12, wh13 and wh14 are the weighted channel elements. These are the first elements of 

their respective columns. The first element of each column (described in equation 4.5) inside Z is 

made leader with others followers. The leaders as in (4.5) are applied to CORDIC-1 (in Figure 4.1) for 

angle calculation with their imaginary parts applied to yi and real parts to xi in four consecutive clock 

cycles. After angle calculation, the leaders together with their corresponding followers are then 

applied to both CORDICs for rotation. CORDIC-1 is used to rotate first the entire column of wh11 and 

then the entire column of wh13.  CORDIC-2 is used to rotate first the entire column of wh12 and then 

the entire column of wh14.  The effect of this rotation on the leader is to make its imaginary part equal 

to zero while its effect on the followers is to change their phase by the phase angle of the leader. At 

the end of this step, all leaders become real and the followers of each leader have their phase angle 

changed. With the help of multiplexer as shown in Figure 4.1, they are stored in both durams at their 

respective locations. 

 
Step 3:- Rotate the weighted elements in the first row of pre-array matrix Z to zero. (The symbols 

wh11, wh13, wh12 and wh14 used in this section are the same but the values they carry in this step are 

different from the previous step and they are all real). 

Step 3 is further divided into three substeps. In substep1, and in the process of zeroing the leaders, 

the CORDIC-1 is fed first with (wh11, wh12) and then (wh13, wh14). Thus two angles need be 

calculated. When the angle for (wh11, wh12) comes out of CORDIC-1, it is applied to both CORDICs 

together with columns of wh11 and wh12 for rotating wh11 to zero. The two columns are applied in 

parallel to the two CORDICs. After all elements of these columns are applied, the next angle is 

applied at the next clock cycle for rotating wh13 to zero, thus columns of wh13, and wh14 are applied in 

parallel for rotation. The output is stored in respective durams. In substep1, two of the four leaders are 

zeroed out. The substep1 corresponds to inner loop iteration 1 in Figure 4.5(b). In substep2 (inner loop 

iteration 2), the leaders wh12 and wh14 are applied for zeroing wh12. First these are applied to CORDIC-

1 and after calculating the angle, the angle together with columns of wh12 and wh14 of the pre-array 

matrix (Z) are applied to both CORDICs. The output from the two CORDICs is stored in the two 

durams with wh12 rotated to zero.  
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     1    wh11  wh12  wh13  wh14    1    wh11   wh12   wh13  wh14 

            1   α     0      wh12  wh13  wh14                         1     0        wh12     0     wh14 

2   β     0        0     wh13  wh14    1     0           0       0     wh14 

3   χ     0        0      0       wh14                             α     0           0       0      0 

4   λ     0        0      0       0 

                             (a)            (b) 

(vertical and horizontal axes respectively represent iteration and 

columns of the first row of the pre-array matrix) 

Figure 4.5: Parallelism in Jacobi Rotation 

 

In substep3 (inner loop iteration 3 in Figure 4.5(b)) (1,wh14) are applied to CORDIC-1, the angle thus 

computed is then applied to both CORDICs for rotation and this rotates the last leader to zero. This 

completes the last step and also the first iteration. After four such iterations, 
2/1P and 

aQ ,as 

according to equation (3.5), give the pseudo inverse of the augmented channel matrix.   

In developing the module of Figure 4.1, the module developed in [16] given in Figure 4.6 was 

studied. In this module the θ CORDIC is used to calculate angles and the two φ CORDICs are used to 

perform Jacobi rotation. In vectoring mode, when the pipelined θ CORDIC is busy calculating angles 

(M angles in pipeline), many of the micro-cells of θ CORDIC as well as most micro-cells of two φ 

CORDICs are idle and consume unnecessary power. In rotation mode, when φ CORDICs are busy in 

vector rotation, approximately all micro-cells of θ CORDIC as well as some cells of the φ CORDICs 

are idle and consume power. In the case of a 4x4 MIMO system, initially 4 angles need be calculated 

to make the imaginary parts of the 4 weighted channel elements equal to zero. After applying all four 

weighted channel elements to the θ CORDIC, the calculation of the 4 angles will occupy four micro-

cells at a time. Other cells of θ CORDIC will be idle as well as all cells of the two φ CORDICs.  
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Figure 4.6: VLSI Architecture for Pseudo Inverse [16]  

 
After making imaginary parts equal to zero, the process of zeroing the channel elements is started 

which for a 4x4 system is performed according to Figure 4.4. In the first iteration, two micro-cells of 

the θ CORDIC (after inputs are applied) are performing the angle calculation while all others remain 
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idle. In the second and third iteration only one angle need be calculated at a time and, therefore, only 

one micro-cell is busy while all others are idle.  

The φ CORDICs have to wait till the θ CORDIC calculates the angle. Once the φ CORDICs 

receive angles, they start rotation of the vectors. Similarly θ CORDIC has to wait till rotated vectors 

come out of φ CORDICs. Therefore, if θ CORDIC is removed and both operations of vectoring and 

rotation are time shared through the two φ CORDICs, it is expected to achieve both area and power 

reduction. The latency will not be affected as it is explained already that rotation starts after 

completion of vectoring. The latency of both vectoring and its corresponding rotation will be the same 

in both cases, hence time of execution is constant. The difference is the use of the same hardware to 

perform both vectoring and rotation. 

Since the objective is area and power efficient design to be realized in mobile devices, the attempt is 

made to optimize resources as much as possible. The θ CORDIC is, therefore, removed and φ 

CORDICs are modified to perform both vectoring and rotation. This has led us to the development of 

a supercell based on two pipelined CORDICs which optimizes resources for both area and power 

optimization.  

The proposed module-0 and previous pseudo inverse module are simulated within MMSE-VBLAST 

environment modelled in MatLab. The results of the high level model show no degradation in BER 

performance in the case of proposed module. The proposed and the previous [16] pseudo inverse 

modules have been synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm CMOS 

technology. The area comparison is given in Table 4.1 which shows a saving of about 19% over the 

previous module. The proposed and previous modules have been simulated at 100MHz for power 

comparison which is recorded in Table 4.2. The execution time of the pseudo inversion is kept the 

same for both modules which came out to be 460 cycles and therefore reducing power will cause 

reduction in energy. From the architecture of pseudo inverse, it is clear the CORDIC, multipliers (both 

in scale factor correction as well as in MAC unit) and RAM are the major power consuming units. 

Applying resource optimization to optimize out the theta CORDIC has caused reduction in power as 

well as area. The power reduction is attributed to reduced capacitance due to interconnects and 

functional units. The reduction came out to be about 10%. There is no computational reduction due to 

this optimization and that’s why the overhead of angle computation appeared in CORDIC-1 in the 

form of more power consumption and this increased power is due to CORDIC-1 being used to 

compute angles. 

It can be seen from the results that resource optimization in this particular example has achieved 

both aims (area and power optimization) of our research. However, it cannot be generalized based on 

the above case.  The area and power reduction can be investigated further by applying other 

optimization techniques as mentioned above.  
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Table 4.1: Area Comparison of the Two architectures 

 Previous pseudo 

inverse module 

Area 

µm
2
 

Proposed pseudo inverse 

module-0 

Area 

µm
2
 

1 Ө CORDIC 244472 CORDIC-1 277532 

2 Φ CORDIC 277516 CORDIC-2 277540 

3 Φ CORDIC 277516 -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 93466 

5 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 

6 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 

7 Read and Write Control 

FSM and glue logic 

77648 Read and Write Control FSM 

and glue logic 

77101 

 Total 1319958 Total 1074979 

   Percent Saving 19 

 

Table 4.2: Power Comparison of the Two Architectures 

 Previous 

pseudo inverse module 

Power 

mW 

Proposed pseudo     

inverse module-0 

Power 

mW 

1 Ө CORDIC 15 CORDIC-1 29 

2 Φ CORDIC 28 CORDIC-2 28 

3 Φ CORDIC 27 -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 7 MAC Unit 8 

5 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 

6 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 

7 Read and Write Control 

FSM and glue logic 

11 Read and Write Control 

FSM and glue logic 

10 

 Total 127 Total 114 

   Percent Saving 10 

 

4.3.2 Application of strength reduction through replacing Conventional Multiplier in 

both CORDICs by Shift and Add Sequence 

Strength reduction [134] is an algebraic transformation for transforming high-complexity multiply 

operation with low-complexity add operation for achieving power/area optimization. Strength 

reduction is used here to replace multiplication with shift and add sequence for achieving power 

optimization.  

The scaling in the conventional CORDIC module is done through a generic 16-bit multiplier. If 

multiplication is replaced with shift and add sequence, it is claimed to reduce both area and power. In 

scaling the output of the CORDIC is multiplied with a fixed number which is 0.6072 [17]. In a 8Q8 

fixed point format, the binary representation of the scale factor is 0010011011 which is equal to 

2
7
+2

4
+2

3
+2

1
+2

0
 and can be implemented as in Figure 4.7. Here << represents left shift. 

The shifters are implemented with just bit shifting and there is no hardware shifter required for this 

operation and hence no area overhead. Four two bit adders are needed. In order to reduce adder 

overhead only 7, 4, 3 and 1 bit shifters are added and, therefore, three adders are used. The error 
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introduced due to truncation and not adding the original number is approximately 0.1% and is not 

significant. This error can easily be tolerated. The diagram in Figure 4.7 shows the shift and add 

sequence required to implement the scale correction. 

Each CORDIC uses two multipliers which will be replaced by two scale correction modules with 

shift-add sequence. A limitation of this optimization is the fixed Q-format. In the conventional 

implementation Q-point can be adjusted dynamically but with this the Q-point is hard wired and 

cannot be changed. This optimization will be implemented in the proposed pseudo inverse module 

named module-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Shift and Add Sequence to perform scaling in module-1 

Simulation and Synthesis Results  

The proposed (module-1) pseudo inverse module has been synthesized using Synopsys Design 

Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm CMOS technology. The area comparison is given in Table 4.3 which 

shows a saving of about 23% over the previous module. The proposed module-1 has been simulated at 

100MHz for power comparison which is recorded in Table 4.4. From the module, it is clear that 

replacing multipliers in scale correction by shift and add sequence has reduced the power consumption 

in the proposed module by 6% resulting in total power saving of about 16%. The area and power can 

be reduced further by reducing the number of multipliers in the MAC unit. It should be noted that 

existing MAC unit has four multipliers in both architectures to perform complex multiplication.  

Table 4.3: Area Comparison of the Two architectures 

 Previous 

pseudo inverse 

module 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed 

pseudo inverse 

module-0 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse 

module-1 

Area 

µm2 

1 Ө CORDIC 244472 CORDIC-1 277532 CORDIC-1 250618 

2 Φ CORDIC 277516 CORDIC-2 277540 CORDIC-2 250618 

3 Φ CORDIC 277516 -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 93466 

5 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 

6 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77648 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77101 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77100 

 Total 1319958 Total 1074979 Total 1021142 

   Percent saving 19 Percent Saving 23 
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Table 4.4: Power Comparison of the Two Architectures  

 Previous 

pseudo inverse 

module 

Power 

mW 

Proposed pseudo     

inverse module-0 

Power 

mW 

Proposed  

 pseudo inverse 

module-1 

Power 

mW 

1 Ө CORDIC 15 CORDIC-1 29 CORDIC-1 25 

2 Φ CORDIC 28 CORDIC-2 28 CORDIC-2 24 

3 Φ CORDIC 27 -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 7 MAC Unit 8 MAC Unit 8 

5 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 

6 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 

7 Read and 

Write Control 

FSM and glue 

logic 

11 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM 

and glue logic 

10 

 Total 127 Total 114  106 

   Percent Saving 10 Percent Saving 16 

 

4.3.3 Enhanced Strategy based VLSI Architecture for Computing Pseudo Inverse 

An investigation is made here to find out whether the time sharing and resource optimization in the 

MAC unit results in energy and or area reduction. An energy reduction is achieved if power reduction 

is more than 50% for the reason that the proposed time sharing in MAC unit doubles the time of 

execution of the MAC unit. If power is reduced by half and time of execution is increased by 2, there 

is no saving in energy though there is saving in area at the same energy cost. 

Algorithmic Optimization of number of multipliers through time-sharing of resources 

The function of  MAC unit inside pseudo inverse module is to perform vector-matrix multiplication 

given by 
2/1

1| −ii
PH  where iH (1x4) is the ith row of the channel matrix, 

2/1

1| −iP  (is the 4x4) square root 

of covariance matrix and 
2/1

1| −ii
PH is 1x4 vector. Both iH and 

2/1

1| −iP consist of elements which are 

complex numbers. The MAC unit shown in Figure 4.8 computes one value of 
2/1

1| −ii
PH  in 4 clock 

cycles using 4 multipliers and the circuitry as shown in Figure 4.8 by performing the vector-vector 

multiplication as shown in Figure 4.9. Each complex multiplication hi * pi takes one clock cycle. The 

output p1 from the CORDIC is applied to the MAC module together with h1. The four real multipliers 

together with cascaded Add and Sub modules perform complex multiplication. The complex product 

is applied to the Acc module for accumulation. 
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Figure 4.8: Conventional MAC Module 
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Figure 4.9: A Complex Weighted Channel Element 

 
The output of the Acc module is stored in Reg. In the second clock cycle p2 and h2 are multiplied 

together and the product is added with the value stored in Reg (h1 * p1). The Reg is updated with the 

new value from the accumulator. The process is repeated for 2 more clock cycles and at the end of the 

fourth cycle, Acc provides the weighted channel element. 

The calculation of weighted channel elements by the MAC module are performed within the 

processing time of pseudo inverse computation. This is due to the parallel computation by the MAC 

unit and the CORDICs. The MAC process is synchronized with Step 3 of iteration (subsection 4.3.1). 

In Step3, when the leader (which is also the weighted channel element) of a particular column is 

zeroed and its followers are rotated as well by the phase angle of their leader then this column is ready 

for the next iteration and is not used any more in the current iteration. Since the system is built for a 

4x4 antenna system, the first four elements after the leader that come out from the pipelined cordic are 

the elements for the 
2/1

1| −iP  matrix while the next four elements belong to a column of Qa. Since only 

one element comes out of CORDIC in a clock cycle, it takes four clock cycles to store the elements of 

2/1

1| −iP . These elements are not only stored in durams but also applied to MAC unit for computation of 

the weighted channel element to be used in the next iteration. As mentioned before computation of a 

single weighted element takes four clock cycles. After computing the weighted channel element, it is 

stored in the corresponding duram at the fifth clock cycle during which the durams are being read for 

zeroing another column. This way MAC unit consumes no extra cycles of pseudo inversion in 

computing the weighted channel elements. 

The complex multiplication hi * pi can be performed in two clock cycles using the circuit shown in 

Figure 4.10. Let hi=r1+ij1 and pi=r2+ij2 then Real(hipi)=r1r2–j1j2, and Imag(hipi)=r1j2+r2j1. The Ram 
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in Figure 4.10 stores the four values of pi as provided by the pipelined CORDIC unit. As soon as the 

first complex element is stored in the Ram, it is read in the next clock cycle for multiplication with the 

complex channel element. In the first cycle Real(hipi)=r1r2–j1j2 is computed and stored in the register, 

Reg1. In the second cycle, Imag(hipi)=r1j2+r2j1 is computed. Both Real(hipi) and Imag(hipi) are 

applied to the Acc (accumulator) module in the second clock cycle. The output of the Acc module is 

stored in Reg2. The second cycle also stores the second element p2 that is output from the CORDIC. 

In the third clock cycle, the second element p2 is read from the Ram and applied to the two multipliers 

together with the second channel element. The Mux controls are adjusted so that first Real 

Real(hipi)=r1r2–j1j2 is computed and stored in Reg1 and then in the next fourth cycle, 

Imag(hipi)=r1j2+r2j1 is computed. The complex product thus obtained is added in Acc module with the 

already stored product in Reg2. The result is stored in Reg2. 
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Figure 4.10: Modified MAC Unit 

The remaining two elements p3 and p4 are stored in the Ram during third and fourth clock cycles. The 

circuit takes 4 more clock cycles to compute the complex product of the remaining two elements and 

compute the resultant weighted channel element. In this way, it takes 8 clock cycles to compute whw.  

This optimization to be effective is totally dependent on experimental results. If power reduction is 

achieved by half or more, optimization can bring usefulness to the architecture in at least area 

reduction.  

Simulation and Synthesis results 

The proposed pseudo inverse module-2 with the modified MAC has been synthesized using 

Synopsys Design Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm CMOS technology. The area comparison is given 

in Table 4.5 that shows just 0.4% saving in area compared to moduel-1. Though two multipliers have 

been removed, however, the overhead of memory, adders and control logic in the modified MAC is 

sufficient to make this optimization ineffective. With regard to power consumption, the results are 

tabulated in Table 4.6. No saving in power has been achieved. In fact modified MAC will draw more 

energy. The total power consumed by the Pseudo Inverse module-2 came out to be approximately the 

same as the power consumed by module-1 with conventional MAC block. The reason is both modules 

take the same amount of time in executing the pseudo inversion and the MAC operates for only a 

small fraction of the whole pseudo inversion time. Therefore, overall this modification will not draw 
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any extra energy compared to module-1. This is a good academic effort to search for optimization 

techniques that are effective in achieving power optimization.       

Table 4.5: Area Comparison of the Two architectures 

 Proposed 

pseudo inverse 

module-0 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse module-1 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse module-2 

Area 

µm2 

1 CORDIC-1 277532 CORDIC-1 250618 CORDIC-1 250618 

2 CORDIC-2 277540 CORDIC-2 250618 CORDIC-2 250618 

3 -----------------  -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 91813 

5 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 

6 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77101 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77100 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

75141 

 Total 1074979 Total 1021142 Total 1017530 

 Percent saving 19 Percent Saving 23 Percent Saving  
(In refernce to module-1) 

0.4 

 

Table 4.6: Power Comparison of the Two Architectures 

 Proposed pseudo     

inverse module-0 

Power 

mW 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse module-1 

Power 

mW 

Proposed pseudo 

 inverse module-2 

Power 

mW 

1 CORDIC-1 29 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 

2 CORDIC-2 28 CORDIC-2 24 CORDIC-2 24 

3 -----------------  -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 8 MAC Unit 8 MAC Unit 8 

5 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 

6 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and glue 

logic 

10 

 Total 114  106 Total 106 

 Percent Saving 10 Percent Saving 16 Percent Saving (In 

refernce to module-1) 
0 

Algebraic Transformation of the MAC block 

Strength reduction will be used here to replace multiplication with add operation. In figure 4.8, 

MAC block uses four real multipliers with two adders to perform complex multiplication. Complex 

multiplication can also be performed using three multipliers and five adders. Let a+jb, c+jd be two 

complex numbers then 

Real =  (a – b) x d + (c- d) x a = a x c – b x d 

Imaginary =  (a – b) x d + (c + d) x b = a x d + b x c 

The strength reduced complex multiplier though reduces the number of multipliers but adds three 

adders, therefore, the strength reduced complex multiplication has three blocks in critical path which 

are adder-multiplier-adder instead of the normal multiplier-adder path. However, this increased 
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critical path length will not affect the frequency of operation because of the high positive slack value. 

It must be noted that there is no increase in execution time due to this transformation. 

Simulation and Synthesis results 

The proposed pseudo inverse named module-3 with the strength reduced MAC has been 

synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm CMOS technology. The area 

comparison is given in Table 4.7 that shows 20% saving in MAC area and this gives an overall saving 

of 2% compared to moduel-1. With regard to power consumption, the results are tabulated in Table 

4.8. Power saving in MAC block is 27% that gives an overall power saving of 2% compared to 

module-1 and 18% compared to the previous pseudo inverse module. The strength reduction is proved 

to be effective here in achieving an overall 2% gain in power saving.  

Table 4.7: Area Comparison of the Two architectures 

 Proposed 

pseudo inverse 

module-0 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse module-1 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse module-3 

(strength reduced) 

Area 

µm2 

1 CORDIC-1 277532 CORDIC-1 250618 CORDIC-1 250618 

2 CORDIC-2 277540 CORDIC-2 250618 CORDIC-2 250618 

3 -----------------  -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 74527 

5 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 

6 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77101 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77100 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

75141 

 Total 1074979 Total 1021142 Total 1000245 

 Percent saving 19 Percent Saving 23 Percent Saving  

 

25 

 

Table 4.8: Power Comparison of the Two Architectures 

 Proposed pseudo     

inverse module-0 

Power 

mW 

Proposed Pseudo 

 inverse module-1 

Power 

mW 

Proposed Pseudo 

 inverse module-3 

Power 

mW 

1 CORDIC-1 29 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 

2 CORDIC-2 28 CORDIC-2 24 CORDIC-2 24 

3 -----------------  -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 8 MAC Unit 8 MAC Unit 6 

5 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 

6 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 

 Total 114  106 Total 104 

 Percet Saving 10 Percent Saving 16 Percent Saving  18 

4.3.4 Applying dynamic power management to the Pseudo Inverse Module 
Dynamic power management involves selective switching off of the idle processing blocks during 

execution of the pseudo inversion. There are two likely candidates. The first is CORDIC-2 while the 
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second is the MAC module. When CORDIC-1 is busy vectoring the angles, CORDIC-2 is idle and 

can be switched off. Similarly MAC involves in useful computation for only 16 out of 115 cycles per 

iteration. MAC can also be switched off dynamically when it is idle. Those parts which are not active 

can be stopped dynamically from switching either by using clock gating or holding the inputs at their 

previous states. 

Selective Clock Gating of CORDIC-2 

Clock gating is used here to disable the pipelined CORDIC-2 for the period of time during which 

it remains idle. The clock to the pipelined CORDIC-2 has been gated using a control signal. The 

control signal is asserted through FSM controller for the period of time during which the CORDIC-2 

remains idle. This clock gating is done at RTL level and can be extended to other modules like MAC 

and the second CORDIC unit. 

The modified pseudo inverse module named module-4 has been synthesized using Synopsys 

Design Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm CMOS technology. The area overhead of the gating logic is 

negligible compared to the area overhead of the pseudo inverse and hence area figures are not 

provided. The netlist is simulated at gate level with 100MHz clock and the saif file obtained from the 

toggling activity is applied to the design power for power evaluation. The power results are provided 

in Table 4.9. The improvement is 2% with respect to module-1 that gives a total 20% saving 

compared to the previous pseudo inverse module. The low power saving is attributed to the small idle 

time of CORDIC-2.  

 

Table 4.9: Power Comparison of the Two Architectures 

 Proposed  

 pseudo inverse 

module-1 

Power 

mW 

Proposed 

 pseudo inverse 

module-3 

Power 

mW 

Proposed 

 pseudo inverse 

module-4 

Power 

mW 

1 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 

2 CORDIC-2 24 CORDIC-2 24 CORDIC-2 22 

3 -----------------  -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 8 MAC Unit 6 MAC Unit 6 

5 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 

6 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and 

Write Control 

FSM and glue 

logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM 

and glue logic 

10 

  106 Total 104 Total 102 

 Percent Saving 16 Percent 

Saving  

18 Percent Saving 
(In refernce to 

Previous module) 

20 

Selective Clock Gating extended to MAC block   

Selective clock gating has also been extended to the MAC module to reduce power consumption 

further. This is described as below: 
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The MAC block in Figure 4.1 is idle during most of the processing time. To bar it from 

switching, the clock to the MAC block is gated. The MAC block is performing useful function for 

only 14% of the entire computation time of pseudo inversion. The gated signal is de-asserted 

whenever the MAC unit is required to compute the weighted channel element necessary for the pre-

array matrix update. During other times, it is asserted to stop the clock going into the MAC block. The 

logic overhead of the clock gating is minimal compared to the size of the MAC block.  

Table 4.10: Power Comparison of the Two Architectures 

 Proposed 

 pseudo inverse 

module-3 

Power 

mW 

Proposed 

 pseudo inverse 

module-4 

Power 

mW 

Proposed Pseudo 

Inverse module-5 

Power 

mW 

1 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 

2 CORDIC-2 24 CORDIC-2 22 CORDIC-2 22 

3 -----------------  -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 6 MAC Unit 6 MAC Unit 3 

5 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 

6 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 

 Total 104 Total 102 Total 99 

 Percent Saving  18 Percent Saving (In 

refernce to Previous 
module) 

20 Percent Saving (In 

refernce to Previous 
module) 

22 

Simulation and Synthesis Results 

The modified pseudo inverse module named module-5 with selective clock gating extended to 

MAC block has been synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm CMOS 

technology. The architecture has been simulated at 100MHz for power comparison which is recorded 

in Table 4.10. The result shows significant power reduction for the MAC block (from 6 mW to 3 mW) 

by dynamically switching it off during time when it is idle. The reduction in power consumption of 

the MAC Block produced an overall reduction of 22% in power compared to the previous module. 

4.3.5 Latch based RAM for area and power optimization 
The dual port ram inside Pseudo Inverse module consumes a significant amount of power that 

approximates to 40% of the total power consumed by the proposed module-5. Latch based dual port 

RAM is assumed to take less area as well as power consumption. However, the problem with the latch 

based RAM is synchronization to be achieved at writing to the memory as the write port will be active 

during the entire clock cycle and glitch can cause wrong data to be stored that can disturb the 

functionality of the pseudo inversion. The synchronization at the write port has been taken care of in 

the form of registering all the data and control signals and generating internal write and chip select 

control signals that are compatible with the Latch based dual port RAM.  The Pseudo Inverse module 

is named proposed pseudo inverse module-6 for clarity and identification. The area reduction as 

provided in Table 4.11 came out to be 35% compared to the previous pseudo inverse module. The 
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power results are provided in Table 4.12 that shows an overall reduction of 36% compared to the 

previous pseudo inverse module.  

 

   Table 4.11: Area Comparison of the Two architectures 

 Previous 

pseudo inverse 

module 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse module-3 

(strength reduced) 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse   

module-6 

Area 

µm2 

1 Ө CORDIC 244472 CORDIC-1 250618 CORDIC-1 250618 

2 Φ CORDIC 277516 CORDIC-2 250618 CORDIC-2 250618 

3 Φ CORDIC 277516 -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 74527 MAC Unit 74527 

5 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 Duram1 121794 

6 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 Duram2 79947 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77648 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

75141 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

78427 

 Total 1319958 Total 1000245 Total 855931 

   Percent Saving  

 

24 Percent Saving 35 

 

Redundant addition has not been implemented for the pseudo inverse module due to time 

limitation but can be investigated in future. 

With the low power techniques applied to the pseudo inverse module, an overall area reduction of 

about 35% and power reduction of 36% has been achieved. 

Table 4.12: Power Comparison of the Two Architectures 

 Proposed 

 pseudo inverse 

module-4 

Power 

mW 

Proposed Pseudo 

Inverse module-5 

Power mW Proposed Pseudo 

Inverse module-6 

Power 

mW 

1 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 CORDIC-1 25 

2 CORDIC-2 22 CORDIC-2 22 CORDIC-2 22 

3 -----------------  -----------------  -----------------  

4 MAC Unit 6 MAC Unit 3 MAC Unit 3 

5 Duram1 23 Duram1 23 Duram1 12 

6 Duram2 16 Duram2 16 Duram2 9 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and glue 

logic 

10 Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 

10 

 Total 102 Total 99 Total 81 

 Percent Saving 
(In refernce to 

Previous module) 

20 Percent Saving (In 

refernce to Previous 

module) 

22 Percent Saving (In 

refernce to Previous 

module) 

36 

 

4.4. Novel Pipelined VLSI Architecture based on only Multipliers 

Efficient implementation of CORDIC based pseudo inverse has been worked through the 

application of power optimization techniques at system, architectural and algorithmic levels. From 

experimental evidence, it was shown that the proposed CORDIC based module is not only area but 

also power efficient compared to previous module. However, the CORDIC based architecture may not 
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be the only low power solution. It is necessary from research perspective to explore other avenues 

beside the CORDIC algorithm. To find out the best module with regard to area, power and 

throughput, it is necessary to compare CORDIC based architecture with at least another architecture 

built with primitive computational elements like multipliers and dividers. CORDIC though uses an 

ordered sequence of shifters and adders, and adders have reduced strength compared to multiplication, 

however, if CORDIC is thought of as a whole, it can be more power consuming operation compared 

to equivalent divide-multiply-add operation. This section is dedicated to investigate whether CORDIC 

or its equivalent divide-multiply-add operation has reduced strength with regard to power 

consumption. The multiplier based architecture is therefore developed to carry out the intended 

investigation. 

This architecture shown in Figure 4.11 uses one divider and 8 multipliers in addition to some glue 

logic to perform the pseudo inverse computation using the square root algorithm. Since this 

architecture is more suited for division and multiplication, algorithm 3.4-1 [9] is adopted which 

involves only multiplication, division and square rooting to calculate the coefficients ‘c’ and ‘s’ 

necessary for Jacobi rotation. The algorithm is briefly described below: 

Given x€ n and indices i and k that satisfy 1 ≤ i < k ≤ n, the following algorithm computes 

c=cos(θ) and s=sin(θ) such that the k-th component of J(i, k, θ)x is zero. 

 

If xk = 0 

     then                  c = 1 and s= 0                   (4.6) 

     else   if  ik xx ≥  

 then   

stcsxxt
tki ===

+
:,:,/: 2/12 )1(

1                 (4.7)    

 else 

ctscxxt
tik ===

+
:,:,/: 2/12 )1(

1               (4.8)  

 

In channel estimation or pseudo inverse computation, it is highly unlikely that t=1, t will have a 

value less than 1. This implies that ‘s’ or ‘c’ can be approximated using the Taylor’s serious [135] 

approximation given by (4.9). 

 

( ) 43212/12 23211: ttts
−−−

⋅+−=+=                      (4.9)                         

This shows that s can be computed using multipliers, shifters and adders. This is an algorithmic 

simplification that has been adopted for reduced power consumption. The error introduced is 

infinitesimal. 

4.4.1 Sequence of Operations 

The module shown in Figure 4.11 has been designed for a 4x4 antenna system. The flow graph for 

the sequence of operations is shown in Figure 4.4 and is similar to the sequence used for CORDIC 

based architecture. The 16 complex channel elements from channel estimation module, are fed to the 

pseudo inverse module and stored in two dual port RAMs, duram1 and duram2 as shown in Figure 
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4.12a. Duram1 stores the 1
st
 and 3

rd
  elements of each row of the channel matrix while duram2 stores 

the 2
nd

  and 4
th

 elements. The two RAMs are selected in order to facilitate the parallel Jacobi rotation. 

Figure 4.12a shows storage distribution of channel elements as well as formation of the pre-array 

matrix inside the durams. The computation is divided into 4 iterations with each having three steps as 

shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Step1: In Pre-array matrix (matrix Z chap 3 equation 3.5) update, two operations are performed.    

   a- Compute 
2/1

1| −ii
PH  (an example for the first row of H is given in equation 4.4). This is carried 

out using both block1 and block2 in Figure 4.11. Block1 computes whn1 and whn3 (where 1≤ n 

≥4) while block2 computes whn2 and whn4. Each block consists of four real multipliers and an 

accumulator to carry out one complex multiplication and accumulation. As soon as the second 

channel element gets stored during the first iteration, the module starts reading the two durams 

for computing the weighted channel elements. In the first iteration, only the diagonal elements 

of P
1/2

 are non-zero, therefore, the four weighted channel elements wh11, wh13, wh12 and wh14 

are computed in two consecutive cycles by multiplying h
11

 with p
11

, h
13 with p

33
, h

12
 with p

22
, 

and h
14

 with p
44 respectively. Each complex multiplication in this architecture is designed to 

take two cycles to compute a weighted channel element. This is due to multipliers and adders 

being pipelined. However, the same pipelining is responsible for performing two complex 

multiplications in two clock cycles. Two clock cycles are used to store them. Therefore, it takes 

each block four cycles to compute and store the corresponding two weighted channel elements. 

The rest of the channel elements are stored without multiplication and the positions of these 

elements are also shown in Figure 4.12a. Read addresses are generated to read the channel 

elements. It will take two cycles to read four channel elements from both duram1 and duram2. 

They are stored in temporary registers. The read addresses are again generated to read the 

corresponding columns of P
1/2

 according to (4.4). However, this time the first subscript of the h 

vector in (4.4) is 2 instead of 1 which is indicated in (4.4). Four cycles are needed to read a 

column of P
1/2

. The vector-vector multiplication in Figure 4.9 takes four cycles which are 

overlapped with the write cycles and it        takes only 5 cycles in total to compute and store a 

weighted channel element. At the fifth clock cycle while the first weighted channel element is 

being stored in duram1, the multiplier performs first of the four multiplications for the second 

vector-vector multiplication. This overlapping of operations resulted in total cost of only 11 

cycles for reading, computing and storing the two weighted channel elements in a duram. Since 

the computation of block1 and block2 are in parallel, 11 cycles are consumed in total. 

  b- Store [1, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0] in the third column of duram 1 (Figure 6). No extra clock cycles are 

required for this storage.          

Step 2: In this step, the four complex weighted channel elements (whn1, whn3, whn2 and whn4) in the 

first row of both durams are converted to real. This consists of three sub-steps explained below. 

a- Calculate ‘t’ using divider for each of the weighted channel element (whn1, whn2, whn3 and 

whn4) 
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b- Use ‘t’ to compute ‘s or c’  by applying ‘t’ to multipliers and adders in block1. Store ‘s or c’  in 

s1 in block1. Compute ‘c or s’ using mult4 and then store in the 2
nd

 s1 in block1.        

c- Use the values of ‘c’ and ‘s’ to rotate the imaginary parts of the corresponding channel elements 

to zero using block1 for whn1 and whn3 and block2 for whn2 and whn4 respectively.     

 The second step in each of the four iterations is used to convert the four weighted channel elements in 

the first row of the pre-array matrix from complex to real by zeroing their imaginary parts. Real and 

imaginary parts of the complex number are treated as two real numbers and applied to the division 

module to find ‘t’ as given in the equation (4.7) or (4.8). The glue logic before the division module is 

made such that the dividend is always less than the divisor so that ‘t’ has a value always less than 1. 

The computed value of ‘t’ is then latched in the register ‘r’ used to pipeline the operations. On the 

next clock cycle, the value of ‘t’ is applied to the multiplexer mux1 and also stored in the register ‘f’. 

The register ‘r’ is used for pipelining while ‘f’ is dedicated for controlled storage of the data. Proper 

control signals are provided to the mux1 and the value of ‘t’ is applied at both inputs of multiplier 

‘mult1’ which after  multiplication becomes ‘t
2
’. The value of ‘t

2
’ is latched in the pipelined register 

‘r’ and after latching is applied to two modules. The first is multiplexer mux2 while the second is ‘inv 

& >>1’ module. The ‘t2
’ does not play any role in the adder ‘add0’ module. The module ‘inv & >>1’ 

performs 2’s complement of the input and then shifts the data by 1 to the right with sign extension. 

This implies that it performs the function -2
-1

 on the input data. If input is ‘t
2
’, it computes the second 

term ‘-2
-1 

t
2
’

 
in equation 4.9 that is used to compute the value of ‘s’. The control for the ‘mux2’ is 

adjusted so that  ‘t
2
’ appears at its both output ports which are then applied to multiplier ‘mult2’. The 

output of ‘mult2’ which is now ‘t4
’ is applied to the multiplexer ‘mux3’. The output of the mux3 is ‘t4

’ 

at one output and ‘3’ at the other. The multiplier ‘mult3’ multiplies the two to get 3t
4
. This is then 

applied to ‘>>3’ module which shifts to the right the input by 3 together with sign extension. This 

computes the third term ‘3·2-3 
t
4
’. The outputs from ‘inv & >>1’ and ‘>>3’ modules are applied to the 

‘add2’ module which has third input as constant number ‘1’. The output of the ‘add2’ module is the 

value of ‘s’ for the first weighted channel element whn1. Since the operation is done in a pipeline, the 

‘s’ values for other weighted channel elements (whn2, whn3 and whn4) are computed within the next 

three clock cycles. All these four ‘s’ values are stored in module ‘s1’ which has four storage registers 

and a selection module. The selection module selects the correct value of ‘s’ corresponding to a 

particular weighted channel element.  As soon as the first value of ‘s’ is computed, it is applied to 

mux4 together with the stored ‘t’ input. The output of the mux4 is ‘s’ and the corresponding ‘t’ value 

which are then multiplied in mult4 module. The output of mult4 is the corresponding ‘c’ value for the 

applied ‘s’ and ‘t’ values. The four ‘c’ values are also stored in the other ‘s1’ module.  
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Figure 4.11: Multiplier based Pseudo Inverse Module 
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   Figure 4.12: Pre-Array Matrix Formation for (a) 4x4 and (b) 4x4 to 10x10 Antenna 

Configurations) 

 

After computing the values of ‘s’ and ‘c’, the imaginary parts of the four weighted channel 

elements, stored in the first row of the pre-array matrix, are rotated to zero. For that case, whn1 which 

is the leader of a column of the pre-array matrix is applied to the four multipliers (mult1 to mult4) 

together with corresponding c and s values to perform the rotation specified by 
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The four multipliers in block1 together with the ‘add0’ and ‘sub0’ modules perform this rotation. 

After the leader, the corresponding followers are applied because for this type of operation, the effect 

on the leader will be to make its imaginary part equal to zero while the effect on the followers would 

be to change their phase angle by the phase angle of the leader. The leader and the corresponding 

followers are applied in pipeline. After the first column of whn1, the second weighted channel element 

whn3 and its followers are applied to the multiplier modules. The corresponding elements are stored in 

duram1 after rotation. It follows that it takes the module 9 cycles to perform rotation of one column of 

the pre-array matrix while it takes 6 clock cycles to compute one set of coefficients for the ‘s’ and ‘c’ 

values. Since the operation is in a pipeline, the four sets take 9 clock cycles. In total, it takes 9+9 = 18 

cycles to make the weighted channel elements real from complex. The other four multiplier modules 

(mult5 to mult8) do not contribute to coefficient calculation and perform only rotation of whn2 and 

whn4 weighted channel elements together with their corresponding followers.  

 

Step 3: Rotate the elements in the first row of Z to zero. (whn1, whn2, whn3, and whn4 used in this 

section carry different values from step 2 and they are all real). 

a- Calculate ‘t’ for whn1, whn2, and then for whn3, whn4  

b- Compute ‘c’ and ‘s’ for the corresponding ‘t’ (8 cycles in total taken by sub-step a and b) 

c- Rotate whn1 and whn3 to zero (9+9 = 18 cycles) 

d- Calculate ‘t’ ,’c’, and ‘s’  values for ‘1’ (the first element in the 3
rd

 column of duram1) and whn2     

(7 cycles) 

e- Rotate whn2  to zero (9 cycles) 

f- Calculate ’t’,’c’, and ‘s’ for whn4 and ‘1’ modified to λ due to rotation in e. (7 cycles) 

g- Rotate whn4 to zero. (9 cycles) 

 

The third step is to zero down the four elements. In this step, first whn1 and whn3 in duram1 are 

rotated to zero. (In the third step whn1, whn2, whn3, and whn4 are all real). For this, whn1 is rotated 

against whn2 while whn3 is rotated against whn4. The real elements whn1 and whn3 are applied to the 

divider module to compute ‘t’ and ‘t’ is then processed in the same manner, described in step 2, to 

compute ‘s’ and ‘c’ values. The ‘s’ and ‘c’ values are then applied to the two sets of 4 multipliers to 

rotate the entire column of whn1 against the entire column of whn3. The eight multipliers are needed for 

the rotation of two complex numbers. This can be explained by considering h11=r1+jim1 and 

h12=r2+jim2  to be two complex numbers then from the above expression, it is clear that 8 multipliers 

are used to compute real and imaginary values of the two columns that are involved in rotation. After  
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rotating whn1 to zero, whn3 and whn4 are applied which rotate whn3 to zero.  
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In the second part of this step, whn2 is rotated to zero against the first element in the third column of 

duram1 and that is constant value ‘1’.  After that, whn4 is rotated to zero against the same value which 

after the third rotation has been modified from ‘1’ to another constant value. This completes the first 

iteration. It takes a total of 58-62 cycles to complete this step. After four such iterations 
2/1

P  gives 

the square root of the covariance matrix and B gives the unitary matrix aQ .  

The pseudo inversion computed through this modules takes a maximum of 103 per iteration or 412 

for 4 iteration while it takes 16 for input and 32 cycles in outputting the values. In total it takes 460 

cycles. 

4.4.2 Simulation and Synthesis Results 

The multiplier based module of Figure 4.11 has been synthesized using Synopsys Design 

Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm CMOS technology. The area result of the module is provided in 

Table 4.13. The area occupied by the module suggested in [16] is 1319958 µm
2
. The area occupied by 

the Pseudo Inverse module-3 is 1000245 µm
2
 (core area + duram area) (24% saving). The area 

occupied by the multiplier based pseudo inverse module came out to be 706454 µm
2
. The saving in 

area compared to Pseudo inverse module-3 is 30% while it is 47% compared to the Previous pseudo 

inverse module [16]. The area reduction is the result of using alternative hardware (multipliers and 

dividers in place of CORDICs) for performing the pseudo inversion as well as time sharing of 

resources. There is no separate MAC module in the multiplier based architecture. The MAC operation 

time shares the same hardware Block-1 and Block-2 for computing the weighted elements.  

The maximum frequency of operation achieved with the multiplier only architecture is slightly 

above 50MHz due to the divider module. The divider module alone constitutes the critical path, 

therefore, the frequency of operation can be improved by using a pipelined divider, however, this 

would come at the cost of extra latency of a few clock cycles. For example, if a two stage pipeline is 

used inside the divider, the critical path can be reduced by half and the maximum frequency of 

operation can be raised to 100 MHz. The latency cost is just 4 clock cycles per iteration or a total of 16 

clock cycles. However, the introduction of the pipelined divider is not considered further in this 

research work. The module has been simulated at 50MHz for power comparison which is recorded in 

Table 4.14. The architecture has been designed to take the same number of cycles as used by the 

mixed CORDIC and multiplier based pseudo inverse module. Table 4.14 shows the module as a 

whole is 40% power efficient compared to the previous module while it is 24% efficient compared to 

the most optimized mixed CORDIC and multiplier based pseudo inverse module. The investigation 

clearly suggests that the pseudo inversion as defined by the square root algorithm if carried out 

through primitive divider-multiplier blocks has reduced strength compared to the pseudo inversion 

carried out through mixed CORDIC-multiplier based module. This strength reduction results in power 

optimization. Another reason for the power efficiency is resource optimization that has eliminated 

MAC module and the capacitance associated with MAC functional units as well as inter connects. The 

memory requirement did not change and therefore, the power consumption associated with the 

memory remained the same in both modules. 
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The power breakdown of the constituent blocks of multiplier based pseudo inverse module shows 

almost a 50-50 power distribution between memory and the rest of the core.  The bit-width analysis 

here becomes very important to find the optimum bit-width that can give acceptable performance. 

Any reduction in bit-width will have profound effect on both area as well as power optimization. This 

analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis. The divider module is doing division for only 8 cycles in 

each of the four iterations that lasts for 103 clock cycles. Block-2 of multipliers is inactive when 

Block-1 is performing c and s computation. Dynamic power management by switching off the divider 

and Block-2 can help in further power saving.  

Table 4.13: Area Results for the Pseudo Inverse Modules 

 Previous 

pseudo inverse 

module 

Area 

µm2 

Proposed pseudo 

inverse module-3 

(strength reduced) 

Area 

µm2 

Multiplier based  

Pseudo Inverse 

Module 

Area 

µm2 

1 Ө CORDIC 244472 CORDIC-1 250618 Divider block 

(datapath) 
73540 

2 Φ CORDIC 277516 CORDIC-2 250618 Block-1 of datapath 123290 

3 Φ CORDIC 277516 -----------------  Block-2 of datapath 102202 

4 MAC Unit 93466 MAC Unit 74527 ----- --------- 

5 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 Duram1 210741 

6 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 Duram2 138599 

7 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

77648 Read and Write 

Control FSM  

75141 Control FSM 58082 

 Total 1319958 Total 1000245 Total 706454 

   Percent Saving  

 

24 Percent Saving 30 & 

47% 

 

Table 4.14: Power results  @ 50 MHz 

Previous pseudo 

 inverse module 

Power 

mW 

Proposed Pseudo 

Inverse module-5 

Power mW 
Multiplier based 

Power in 

mw 

Ө CORDIC 
8 

CORDIC-1 
13 Block-1 7 

Φ CORDIC 
14 

CORDIC-2 
11 Block-2 5 

Φ CORDIC 
13 

----------------- 
0 Divider Block 3 

MAC Unit 
4 

MAC Unit 
1   

Duram1 
12 

Duram1 
12 Duram1 12 

Duram2 
8 

Duram2 
8 Duram2 8 

Read and Write 

Control FSM and 

glue logic 5 

Read and Write 

Control FSM and glue 

logic 5 

Control FSM 3 

Total 
64 

Total 
50 Total 38 

  Percent Saving (In 

refernce to Previous 

module) 

23 

 40 

 

The functional results of pseudo inversion are more precise than the results of mixed CORDIC-

multiplier based module for the same set of channel elements. However, the difference is not that 

significant. 

The use of alternative algorithm as well as alternative hardware architecture has resulted in 

considerable power saving for pseudo inversion as defined by the square root algorithm. 
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4.5 Scalability in the Pipelined Multiplier Based Pseudo Inverse Module 

  
The module shown in Figure 4.11 can be extended for computing pseudo inverse of channel matrix 

from 4x4 to 10x10 antenna configurations. The block diagram of the scalable module is shown in 

Figure 4.13. This module can compute the pseudo inverse for antenna configurations from 4x4 upto 

10x10. In this module block1 and block3 are similar in operation to block1 in Figure 4.11. Both these 

blocks compute not only the coefficients ‘c’ and ‘s’ of Jacobi rotation but also perform the rotations 

similar to block1 in Figure 4.11 except that the latency will be more compared to block1. Block2 and 

block4 perform operation similar to block2 in Figure 4.11 and can be considered slaves of block1 and 

block3 respectively. The sequence of operation is similar to the operation for a 4x4 system. For 

example, for a 10x10 antenna system with size of pre-array matrix as 21x11, block1 and block3 are 

used first to compute the coefficients ‘c’ and ‘s’. The load on the two blocks is distributed 

asymmetrically with block1 computing the coefficients for the elements stored in duram1 and duram2 

whereas block3 computes coefficients for the elements stored in duram3 and duram4. However, the 

sequence is properly synchronized so that Jacobi rotation starts at the same time in all the four blocks. 

The sequence consists of ten iterations and each iteration consists of three steps which are 1) pre-array 

matrix update, 2) rotating the imaginary parts of all the weighted channel elements to zero and 3) 

rotating the weighted channel elements to zero. In the first step ie pre-array matrix update, block1 and 

block2 each takes 20 clock cycles to compute weighted elements whn2 and whn4. while each of block3 

and block4 takes 30 clock cycles to compute the weighted elements as shown in Figure 4.12b. This 

step takes a maximum of 30 clock cycles. The second step takes 6 clock cycles for block1 and 8 clock 

cycles for block3 to calculate the coefficients. In the second step, block1, block2, block3 and block4 

respectively rotate the elements in duram1, duram2, duram3 and duram4. Each of block1 and block2 

takes (21x2=)42 clock cycles while each of block3 and 4 takes (21x3=)63 clock cycles to rotate the 

imaginary parts of the respective elements to zero. The second step takes 63+8=71 (The block that 

takes more clock cycles is used in calculation of total clock cycles) clock cycles. Step three is more 

complex and is divided into substeps. In the first substep, both weighted elements in duram2, two 

elements from duram4 and one element from duram3 are reduced to zero. Coefficient calculation for 

this rotation takes 4 (by block1) and 5 (by block2) clock cycles. Rotation takes (21x2=)42 by block1 

and block2, and (21x3=)63 clock cycles by block3 & block4 respectively. In the subsequent three 

substeps, only one set of coefficients need be calculated by each of block1 and block3 respectively 

and takes only 2 clock cycles. Corresponding rotation takes 21 clock cycles. The third step thus takes 

a total of (5+63+3*(2+21)=)137 clock cycles. This implies that each iteration takes 63+137+30=230 

clock cycles and the 10 iterations take 2300 clock cycles. For a clock frequency of 100MHz the 

computation time is 23 µsec. The scalable pseudo inverse module can be readily configured off-line to 

any antenna configurations in the range from 4x4 to 10x10 with α=N/M=1 i.e. same number of 

transmit and receive antennas. 
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Figure 4.13: Scalable Pseudo Inverse Module 

 

4.6   Summary 

 
This chapter presents two novel architectures for computing pseudo inverse of channel matrix in 

VBLAST using the square root algorithm. Several power optimization techniques at system, 

algorithmic and architectural levels have been applied and the experimental results are provided. 

Dynamic power management is investigated at system level. Time sharing, resource optimization, 

algebraic transformation is investigated at architectural level. In addition to this, alternative algorithm 

is also investigated. The results show that power and area optimization has been achieved in both 

architectures with the multiplier based proved to be least power consuming with the added drawback 

of operating @ only 50MHz. From the analysis we conclude that multiplier based pseudo inverse 

would be most suited for low power and area efficient implementation of the pseudo inverse 

computation. The use of pipelined divider would make the multiplier based architecture operate at 

higher frequencies of approximately 100 MHz which would give acceptable throughput at much lower 

silicon cost and power consumption.  
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Chapter 5 

 Minimum Norm Sorting used in  

MIMO-VBLAST Receiver 
 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter proposes a novel VLSI architecture that can serve the dual purpose of minimum norm 

sorting of rows as well as upper/lower block tri-angularization of matrices used in MIMO wireless 

system. The resources inside the architecture are shared among both operations and only primitive 

computations like multiplication, division and summation are used. A variety of low power 

optimization techniques have been applied for power optimization.  

5.2 Proposed Pipelined VLSI Architecture 

The block diagram of the novel pipelined VLSI architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. This 

architecture serves two purposes 

 

1. Minimum Norm Sorting 

2. Block Upper tri-angularization of square matrices 

 

The proposed architecture is designed to share resources between these two processes in a time 

multiplexed fashion. The architecture first sorts rows of P1/2 for minimum norm row. It then uses 

Jacobi transformation/rotation to make all but the last element of that row zero. Before sorting 

operation to start, P
1/2

 and Qa are taken from the pseudo inverse module and stored in the two dual 

port rams (duram1 and duram2) as shown in Figure 5.2.   

Further discussion about the architecture in Figure 5.1 is left to the end and the two constituent 

modules are explained first.  

5.2.1 Minimum Norm Sorting 

The architecture first computes the L-infinity norm of all the M rows of P
1/2

 using equation (5.1). 

 

( )i
i

xmax=
∞

x  [9]                                        (5.1) 

 

For minimum norm sorting, we have developed an algorithm described by flow graph in Figure 

5.3. The flow graph represents the case of finding the minimum norm row in the first iteration. For 

second, third and fourth iteration, a slightly different flow of the events is considered. The sequence of 

operations is explained below. 

1. Read duram1 and duram2 row wise starting from the first row. During each read cycle, two 

elements are read, one from duram1 and the other from duram2. 
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of Pipelined Architecture for Minimum Norm Sorting and Block 

upper tri-angularization of square matrices 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Memory Management 

2. The element ( 11 mm jyx + ) read from duram1 is applied to Multiplexer1 while that ( 22 mm jyx + ) 

read from duram2 is applied to Multiplexer2. 

3. The outputs from block1 (
2

1mx and 
2

1my ) are added in Module1. Block1 and block2 consist each of 

4 multipliers. Similarly the outputs from block2 (
2

2mx  and
2

2my ) are added in Module2. It should 

be noted that the L-2 norm of a complex number jyx +  is 
22

yx +  and the L-infinity norm 

of a row is the maximum of L-2 norms of the individual elements that constitute the row. 
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However, in this application, the L-infinity norm of the row can be calculated without taking the 

square root as is normally done in computing L-2 norms of the individual elements.  

 

                         

(M=K=4 is assumed here) 

Figure 5.3: Flow Graph of the Minimum Norm Search 

This implies that square of the L-2  norms will be compared. This will not affect the overall result 

for the reason that if k>n, then sqrt(k) > sqrt(n). By not taking the square root, we are saving more 

silicon real estate as well as power consumption.  

4. Store the two norms in the L-infinity norm module 

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for the other two elements of the same row and store them in the L-infinity 

norm module. 

6. Calculate the L-infinity norm which is the maximum of the four norms for the four individual 

elements and pass it to the min norm search module. 

7. Repeat steps 1 to 6 for other rows of P1/2 and apply their L-infinity norms to the min norm module. 
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8. The min norm module finds the minimum of the four norms and remembers the index of the row 

for which the norm is the least. The index is applied to the control module for read/write address 

and other control signal generation for zeroing all but the last element of the indexed row. 

9. For the second iteration, M-1 rows and M-1 elements in each row of the square P
1/2

 matrix are 

considered and this is one less row and one less element in each row. For a 4 x 4 matrix, three 

elements are read from each of the three remaining rows for L-Infinity norm calculation and out of 

which the minimum norm for the row is determined. For the third iteration, the remaining M-2 

rows are considered in finding the minimum norm row with M-2 elements in each row are used to 

compute its L-Infinity norm. The process is repeated till all the Null vectors are computed. 

5.2.2 L-Infinity Norm Calculation Module: 

 

Figure 5.4: L-Infinity Norm Calculation 

 
The L-Infinity norm module consists of two combinational comparators, register and a controller. 

Norm1 from block1 and Norm2 from block2 of Figure 5.1 are input to Norm Comparator1 which 

selects the maximum of two values and assigns it to Max_Norm. This value is taken by Norm 

Comparator2 which compares it with the already stored value QMax_Norm. Initially at the first clock 

cycle, QMax_Norm is zero and, therefore, Max_Norm1 is assigned the value of Max_Norm. 

Max_Norm1 is stored in the register. At the second clock cycle, the Norm Compartor1 provides the 

maximum of the remaining two values. This value is then compared with the previous maximum 

value stored in the Register and in two clock cycles the maximum of the four norms is calculated 

which is the required L-Infinity norm. Controller is used to reset the Register for the next L-Infinity 

norm calculation. The Controller takes two inputs, one is the global reset signal and the other counter 

that counts the number of cycles and its value is used for synchronizing different tasks and operations 

 
Norm 

Comparator 1 

 
Norm 

Comparator 2 

 

 
  Register  

 

 
Controller 

Norm1 

Norm2 

Reset 

Counter 

Max_Norm 

QMax_Norm 

Max_Norm1 

Reset_Register clk 
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during sorting and triangularization. This circuit generates L-Infinity norm at every second clock cycle 

and therefore, takes 8 cycles to compute four norms. 

5.2.3 Minimum Norm Calculation:  

 

Figure 5.5: Minimum Norm Sorting Module 

 
This architecture is the realization of the algorithm presented by flow graph in Figure 5.3. The 

purpose of the architecture is to identify the minimum length row. The three inputs to the architecture 

are the read address of the rows of P1/2, the Iteration Counter that represents the iteration number, and 

the norms of the individual elements of a particular row. The output is the index of the row that has 

minimum length. The iteration counter is needed because in each of the four iterations the number of 

rows of P
1/2

 used is one less with four rows used in first iteration, three of the remaining rows used in 

second iterations while the last and fourth iteration has just a single row. In the first iteration, norms of 

the four elements of a particular row of P1/2 enter the L-Infinity Norm Calculation module in pairs 

with norms of elements 1 and 2 in first cycle while norms of elements 3 and 4 in the second cycle. In 

two clock cycles, the L-infinity norm module calculates the norm of the particular row. This way 

norms of four rows are computed. The function of the ‘Minimum Norm Comparator Module’ together 

with ‘Selection module for index of minimum norm row’ is to select the minimum norm as well as the 

index of the minimum norm while bypassing the already calculated minimum norms used in previous 

iterations. In the first iteration, norms of all four rows are involved in comparison. In the second 

iteration, P
1/2

 is deflated to 3x3 matrix, therefore, the controller replaces zero for the fourth element in 

each of the four rows. This also includes the iteration already used, however, the norm of the already 
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used row is not included in comparison and norms of only the remaining three rows are compared to 

find the next minimum norm row. For the third iteration, P
1/2

 is deflated to 2x2 matrix. The controller 

reads the desired two elements in each of the four rows. The already used rows are discarded and the 

remaining two rows are compared to find the third minimum norm row. In the fourth iteration, there is 

no minimum norm calculation and the last remaining row is taken as the minimum length row. The 

index of the minimum norm row thus computed in each of the four iterations is sent to the main 

controller for generating corresponding read, write and control signals that are then used in the process 

of block upper tri-angularization of P1/2.  

5.3 Block upper tri-angularization  

It is the process of making a square matrix block upper tri-angular. In this process all but the last 

element of the minimum norm row are zeroed using Jacobi transformation. Since the architecture is 

built based on primitive blocks of multiplication and division, the following algorithm is used to 

perform Jacobi transformation. It is the same algorithm used for Jacobi Transformation/Rotation in 

computing pseudo inverse using multiplier based module described in the previous chapter. The 

sequence of operation is the same as used in multiplier based pseudo inversion and is therefore, 

described very briefly. 

Given x€ [10] and indices i and k that satisfy 1 ≤ i < k ≤ n, the following algorithm computes 

c=cos(θ) and s=sin(θ) such that the k-th component of J(i, k, θ)x is zero. 

 

                 If   xk = 0   then  c = 1 and s = 0                   (5.2) 

     else    if  ik xx ≥  then   

  stcsxxt
tki ===

+
:,:,/: 2/12 )1(

1             (5.3) 

else    ctscxxt
tik ===

+
:,:,/: 2/12 )1(

1               (5.4) 

 

In channel estimation or pseudo inverse computation, it is highly unlikely that t=1, t will have a 

value less than 1. This implies that values of ‘s’ or ‘c’ can be approximated using the Taylor’s series 

given by 

( ) 212/12 211: tts −−
−=+=                         (5.5)                      

 

This shows the values of ‘s’ or ‘c’ can be computed using multipliers, shifters and adders. The 

contribution of the higher terms is insignificant and ignored. 

The steps in tri-angularizaiton are explained below: 

Step 1:   

The first step in tri-angularization is to convert the four elements in the minimum norm row of P1/2 

matrix from complex to real by zeroing their imaginary parts [7]. In this step, the four complex 

elements in the minimum length row of both durams are converted to real. To convert them into real, 

we require ‘t’ to calculate ‘c’ and ‘s’ and then treat the real and imaginary parts as two real numbers.  
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a- Calculate ‘t’as given by eq (5.3) or (5.4) using divider for each of the complex elements (say 

p11, p12, p13 and p14). 

b-Use ‘t’ to compute ‘s or c’  by applying ‘t’ to multipliers and adders in block 1. Store ‘s or c’. 

Compute ‘c or s’ using ‘t’ and previously stored ‘s’ or ‘c’ values.        

c- Use the values of ‘c’ and ‘s’ to rotate the imaginary parts of the corresponding channel elements 

to zero using block1 for p11 and p13 and block2 for p12 and p14 respectively.     

 

A ‘t’ value is computed by reading a complex element from memory and applying it to the divider 

(Figure 5.1), the output of which is the corresponding ‘t’ value which is not only stored but also 

applied to the multipliers in block1 (Figure 5.1) to compute either ‘s’ or ‘c’. For example, if ‘t’ is 

calculated using equation 5.3 then ‘s’ is computed using equation 5.5 by applying ‘t’ to block1 to form 

‘t
2
’ which is then  applied to module1 in block 1 to compute ‘-2

-1
t
2
’. The ‘s’ value so obtained is used 

to compute ‘c’ value using equation  c = s x t. The ‘s’ and ‘c’ values are obtained for all four elements 

in a pipeline.  

    The imaginary parts are rotated to zero by applying both the real and imaginary parts of complex 

elements together with their corresponding ‘c’ and ‘s’ values to the two blocks of multipliers and 

adder modules using Jacobi rotation/transformation. Jacobi rotation affects the entire column, 

therefore, if we want to zero the imaginary part of p11, the entire column is involved in rotation. The 

effect of this rotation on p11 is to zero its imaginary part while the effect of the same rotation on all 

other elements of the same column is to change their phase angle by the phase angle of p11. Since it is 

inherent in Jacobi rotation, all other columns will be modified in a similar manner. (For more 

explanation, the reader is referred to literature on Jacobi rotation.) 

 

Step 2:  

Rotate the second and third elements in the minimum length row of P
1/2

 to zero. (p11, p12, p13, and 

p14 used in this section carry different values from step 2 and they are all real). 

a- Calculate ‘t’ for the pair of p11, p12, and for p13, p14  

b- Compute ‘c’ and ‘s’ for the corresponding ‘t’ 

c- Rotate p12  and p13 to zero 

 

For this, p11 is rotated against p12 while p13 is rotated against p14. The calculation of ‘t’, ‘c’ and ‘s’ 

are as explained above. These ‘s’ and ‘c’ values are then applied to the two blocks of 4 multipliers to 

rotate the entire column (Figure 5.2) of p11 against the entire column of p12. The eight multipliers are 

needed for the rotation of two complex numbers. This can be explained by assuming h11=r1+jim1 and 

h12=r2+jim2 , then 
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After rotating p12 to zero, p13 and p14 are applied which rotate p13 to zero. 

  

Step 3: 
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Rotate the first element p11  to zero 

a- Calculate ‘t’ ,’c’, and ‘s’  values for p11  and p14 

b- Rotate p11  to zero 

The values ‘t’, ‘c’ and ‘s’ are calculated in a similar way as explained in step 1 and using ‘c’ and ‘s’ 

values p11  is rotated to zero against p14. At the end of step 3, all but the last element of the indexed 

row are zeroed.  

 

 

Figure 5.6: Flow Graph for the Sequence of Operation  

5.4 NULL Vector Calculation  

The sequence of operation in implementing the sorting part of the square root algorithm to compute 

NULLing vectors is presented in the flow graph as shown in Figure 5.6. 
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The two durams (duram1 and duram2) are initialized as shown in Figure 5.2. The index of the 

minimum norm row is computed using the steps in section 5.2.1. The index is applied to the control 

unit that generates the necessary read/write addresses and other signals necessary for zeroing all but 

the last element of the indexed row. For zeroing the elements, steps explained in section 5.3 have been 

used. There is no need to permute the minimum norm row to be the last row as the elements can be 

zeroed at the same location inside the memory. All is needed is to remember the indices of the rows. 

The NULL vector is obtained as the product of the last element of the indexed row with the complex 

conjugate transpose of the Mth column of Q. After calculating the first NULL vector, the Mth column 

of Q is discarded as well as the Mth column and the indexed row of P
1/2

. This leaves P
1/2

 with (M-

1)x(M-1) square matrix. The process is repeated with the new P
1/2

 and Q. For the second NULL 

vector calculation, the remaining (M-1) rows of P
1/2 

are searched to find the next minimum norm row. 

The index of that row is applied to the control section in a similar way that is done for the first index. 

Proper control signals are generated to zero all but the last (M-1)th element of the indexed row. The 

second NULL vector is obtained by multiplying the last element of the indexed row with the complex 

conjugate transpose of the (M-1)th column of Q. The process is repeated until all M NULL vectors are 

calculated. It takes about 325 Clock cycles to compute four NULL vectors. 

5.5 Simulation and Synthesis results 

The architecture has been synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and mapped to 0.18µm 

CMOS technology. The area breakdown of the proposed architecture is given in Table 5.1. The 

architecture is simulated at 50 MHz and the post synthesis power measurement is provided in Table 

5.2. The 50 MHz is due to the divider. With a two stage pipelined divider, the frequency of operation 

can be increased to 100 MHz. The divider is taking 20 % of the total power and this can be reduced by 

dynamic power management to switch the divider off during time when it is Idle. The divider is active 

for only 5% of the total processing time. Block-1 is always busy in either computing the coefficient 

for Jacobi transformation or norm computation or tri-angularization. Block-2 is Idle when Block-1 is 

computing the coefficients of Jacobi transformation and can be deactivated. The use of Latch based 

durams can be investigated for both area and power reduction. Another power optimization technique 

to be investigated is on the behavioural level to introduce grey bus encoding for addresses and bus 

invert coding for data buses of both durams. This is due to the extensive data traffic between the two 

durams. The data width used for calculation is 8Q8 with 1 bit for sign, 7 bits for integer and 8 bits for 

Table 5.1: Area breakdown of SORTING Module 

 Quantity used Area in µm2 

Divider 1 64389 

Block-1 1 93569 

Block-2 1 73506 

Duram1 1 63765 

Duram2 1 63765 

Min Norm and     L-infinity module 1 

 

13477 

Control Unit and glue logic 1 90187 

Total  462658 
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fractional numbers. The data width can also be investigated for power optimization without affecting 

the performance. However, data width analysis is beyond the scope of the thesis. 

Table 5.2: Power breakdown of SORTING Module 

 Quantity used Power  in mw %  Power 

distribution 

Divider 1 5 20 

Block-1 1 6 24 

Block-2 1 3 12 

Duram1 1 3 12 

Duram2 1 3 12 

Min Norm and     L-infinity 

module 

1 

1 

4 

Control Unit and glue logic 1 4 16 

Total  25 100 

 

5.6 Low Power Strategies applied to the Sorting Module: 

5.6.1 Application of dynamic power management to the divider block 

In the sorting module, the divider is supplied inputs through a multiplexer that in the non-optimized 

case operates in four modes. In mode-1, the real and imaginary parts of the complex elements from 

duram1 are applied as two inputs to find out the quotient and in this mode the objective is to rotate the 

imaginary parts to zero. Mode-2 is similar to mode-1 but the inputs go from duram2 instead of 

duram1. In mode-3, one input is selected from duram1 while the other from duram2 to find their 

quotient. In the optimized case to apply dynamic power management, a fifth mode mode-5 is added to 

hold the inputs to the divider so that they do not change when divider is not doing any useful 

operation. This will switch off the divider. A small controller is added to fulfil this purpose.   

The low power sorting module is synthesized with Synopsis Design Compiler using 0.18µm CMOS 

technology. The total area is 463723 µm
2
. The overhead of the low power logic is 463723 – 462658 = 

1065 µm
2 which is equivalent to 0.23% and is negligible. The power figures are given in Table 5.3. If 

Table 5.2 is compared with Table 5.3 the low power approach results in 14% reduction 

Table 5.3: Power breakdown of SORTING Module 

 Quantity used Power  in mw 

Divider 1 2 

Block-1 1 6 

Block-2 1 3 

Duram1 1 3 

Duram2 1 3 

Min Norm and     L-infinity module 1 1 

Control Unit and glue logic 1 4 

Total 1 22 

 

5.6.2 Using Latch based DURAMs 

Latch based ram is not only low power but also costs less in silicon real estate. The only problem is 

its synchronization inside a synchronous circuit. The latch is transparent for the entire duration of half 

clock cycle. This transparency may cause glitches to propagate into the latch and, therefore, may store 

invalid data. If the storage is properly synchronized, the latch based ram can result both in area and 
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power reduction. The flip-flop based durams are replaced with latch based durams and 

synchronization is achieved by registering the data, control and address signals for the write operation.  

The new sorting module is simulated at RTL and after validating the outputs it is synthesized using 

0.18µm CMOS technology. This sorting module also incorporates the low power logic for the divider 

module. The combined area is 417187 µm
2.   

The reduction in area for using latch based durams is 45471 µm
2 

(10%). The power figures of the new 

sorting module are given in Table 5.4. The power reduction of using the latch based rams is 4.283 mw. 

The overall power reduction of using latch based ram and low power logic for division module is 

31%.   
   

Table 5.4:  Power breakdown of SORTING Module 

 Quantity used Power  in mw 

Divider 1 2 

Block-1 1 6 

Block-2 1 3 

Duram1 1 1 

Duram2 1 1 

Min Norm and     L-infinity module 1 1 

Control Unit and glue logic 1 4 

Total 1 18 

 

5.6.3 Low Power bus coding applied to Address buses 

The memory access is quite appreciable due to the memory being read and written many times 

during each process whether its minimum norm calculation or block upper tri-angularization. In order 

to make the memory access low power, grey bus encoding is applied to the read and write address 

buses of both memory blocks. The sorting based module that incorporates bus coding together with 

dynamically power managed division and latch based ram is simulated at RTL and then synthesized 

down to 0.18µm for area and power comparison. The combined area is 417451 µm
2
. The overhead of 

grey address bus coding is negligible. The power consumption of the sorting module is tabulated in 

Table 5.5.  

Table 5.5: Power breakdown of SORTING Module 

 Quantity used Power  in mw 

Divider 1 2 

Block-1 1 6 

Block-2 1 3 

Duram1 1 1 

Duram2 1 1 

Min Norm and     L-infinity module 1 1 

Control Unit and glue logic 1 3 

Total  17 

 

5.7 Comparison with Sorting Module in the Literature 

The only VLSI architecture available in the literature is presented in [16]. The sorting architecture 

[16] is based on three CORDICs. This architecture has not been synthesized. However, from the 
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literature [Zahid-ISVLSI], the area of the pipelined CORDIC can be obtained. If SORTING module is 

developed based on CORDIC, there will be three CORDICs with one (called θ CORDIC) used for 

angle calculation while the other two (called Φ CORDICs) will be used for rotation. The area of the 

three CORDICs from [Zahid-ISVLSI] is 767960 µm
2
. There will also be control unit for sequencing 

the operation of these modules. Therefore, the combined area will be much more than the area 

occupied by multiplier based SORTING module given in Table 5.1.   

From [Zahid-ISVLSI], it is evident that the CORDIC based module consumes more power 

compared to the proposed module if simulated at the same clock frequency. The only advantage of the 

CORDIC based module is that its frequency of operation is above 100MHz while with the proposed 

architecture a 100MHz can be obtained if a two stage pipelined divider is used. 

 

5.8 Conclusion  

This chapter presented a novel pipelined VLSI architecture that performs the dual function of both 

sorting as well as block upper tri-angularization of matrices used in MIMO wireless systems. The 

architecture is based on primitive computational blocks and is area and power efficient compared to a 

CORDIC based architecture. The architecture exploits the parallelism inherent in Jacobi rotation. 

Dynamic power management is applied at the system level by considering sorting block as a system, 

grey encoding is used at behavioural level and latch based is used at the component level. The 

optimization techniques are effective in reducing power consumption. 
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Chapter 6 

 NULLing & Cancellation used in    

MIMO-VBLAST Receiver 
 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter proposes two VLSI architectures for NULLing & Cancellation operation used in 

MIMO-VBLAST system. The architectures are compared with regard to area, power consumption and 

frequency of operation. Strength reduction and redundant arithmetic are the main low power 

techniques used. The strength reduced architecture based on redundant arithmetic is proved to be 

power efficient compared to other architectures.  

6.2 NULLing Theory 

The NULLing inside VBLAST involves multiplying two vectors: one is called the NULLing 

vector while the other is the received symbol vector. If Ng is the NULLing vector, the NULLing is 

given by (6.1) where ‘T’ represents vector transpose. 

T

gN*rs =
∧

                  (6.1) 

 

The NULLing is basically Multiply and Accumulate operation over M cycles. The output 
∧

s  is the 

detected symbol which is approximated to the nearest constellation symbol in the constellation map. 

The NULL vector Ng  is obtained from the sorting module described in the previous chapter.  

6.3 Architecture 1 for NULLing Operation 

This architecture consists of a conventional complex multiplier and accumulator to perform the 

NULLing operation. The architecture is shown in Figure 6.1. For a 4x4 MIMO system, both received 

vector ‘r’ and the NULL vector Ng consist of four complex elements. The complex multiplier 

performs multiplication of ‘r’ and Ng in four clock cycles. Accumulator is used to accumulate the 

product obtained during each clock cycle. The architecture is pipelined by inserting registers between 

the four multipliers and the remaining circuitry consisting of subtractor, adder and accumulator. 

Pipelining is used to increase the frequency of operation. With pipelining it takes the architecture five 

clock cycles to perform vector-vector multiplication and accumulation. At the end of the fifth clock 

cycle, the output of the accumulator is the approximate value of the symbol. This is then applied to the 

demodulator for symbol detection. 
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Figure 6.1: NULL Module based on Four Multipliers 

 

6.3.1 Simulation and Synthesis Results 

The architecture-1 for the NULLing operation shown in Figure 6.1 is simulated at RTL for a few 

random data samples of both NULLing vectors as well as received vector and after verifying the 

outputs, it is synthesized using 0.18µm CMOS technology and synopsis design compiler. The 

synthesized module does not include the two ram buffers used to store the Nulling and received 

vectors. The module is then simulated at gate level using 100MHz frequency to measure the power 

consumption. The power is measured for the detection of only one symbol. The area and power 

figures are provided in Table 6.1 and 6.2.  

Table 6.1: Area result for the conventional NULL module 

  Area in µm
2
 

1 Multiplier 66091 

2 Registers 5561 

3 Adders ,Accumulator  and glue logic 22036 

 Total 93688 

 

Table 6.2: Power result for the conventional NULL module 

  Power in mw 

1 Multiplier 14 

2 Registers 2 

3 Adders ,Accumulator  and glue logic 5 

 Total 21 
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6.3.2 Testing architecture-1 with different Multiplier configurations: 

In the initial implementation, the compiler is left free to choose among the multipliers under the 

given clock timing constraints. In order to evaluate the power, area and speed performance of different 

multipliers, we forced compiler to choose the nbw (Non-Booth Wallace) multiplier by setting 

implementation flag to nbw for the multiplier instances. The area figures are given in Table 6.3 which 

shows a small increase in area compared to the area results of compiler chosen multiplier. The power 

figures are given in Table 6.4 which also shows a small decrease. 

Table 6.3: Area result for the conventional NULL module 

  Area in µm
2
 

1 Multiplier 70128 

2 Registers 5561 

3 Adders , Accumulator and glue logic 22034 

 Total 97723 

 

Table 6.4: Power result for the conventional NULL module 

  Power in mw 

1 Multiplier 13 

2 Registers 2 

3 Adders , Accumulator and glue logic 5 

 Total 20 

 

Another multiplier tested is the booth multiplier. The multiplier was provided by Spiral Gateway 

and synthesized using 0.18µm CMOS technology. The design compiler was forced to instantiate 

optimized cells from the synthetic library for the building blocks such as full adders and half adders 

used inside the booth multiplier. This is done in order to optimize the area because if the compiler is 

left free, it would have built these using primitive gates and would have resulted in appreciable 

increase in area.   

Table 6.5: Area result for the conventional NULL module 

  Area in µm2 

1 Multiplier 71052 

2 Registers 5561 

3 Adders , Accumulator and glue logic 22037 

 Total 98651 

 
The booth multiplier also resulted in increased power and area consumption. 

In the NULLing operation, multipliers and adders are the only building blocks and the power 

consumption is attributed to these two blocks. The low power can be achieved either by reducing the 

quantity of multipliers and or adders or by transforming the structure of these blocks to such structures 

that encourage power reduction. Algebraic transformation can help reduce the number of multipliers 
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from 4 to 3. This way the strength of the nulling operation will be reduced from 4 multiply & 3 adders 

to 3 multipliers and 6 adders. This type of algebraic transformation has proved to be low power 

previously in chapter 4 under MAC module and it is expected that the transformation would produce 

power reduction here for the NULLing operation as well.  

Table 6.6: Power result for the conventional NULL module 

  Power in mw 

1 Multiplier 15 

2 Registers 2 

3 Adders , Accumulator and glue logic 4 

 Total 21 

 

From the literature [75] it can be seen that redundant adders based on Radix-2 or Radix-4 can be 

used not only to achieve low power but also speed improvement as redundant addition does not 

require any carry propagation and result in lower switching activity. This structural power optimizing 

technique will be investigated for possible power reduction.  

In order to organize, first a adder based on radix-2 arithmetic will be implemented to verify the 

claims of achieving low power and high speed. If it proves to be low power, redundant addition 

together with algebraic transformation (strength reduction) will be used to build a low power 

NULLing module.  

6.4 Redundant Adder based on Radix-2 Arithmetic: 

In a hybrid redundant addition operation, one of the operands is in redundant number system while 

the other is in binary which can be either in two’s complement or signed digit number representation. 

The S and A in the operation S = A + B are represented in redundant number systems and therefore 

this adder is called a hybrid adder. We will use radix-2 for either S or A in the addition operation. The 

encoding as performed in [75] will be used for binary to redundant conversion and vice versa. A digit 

in a radix-2 number is given by the difference of two bits i.e S = S* - S**. The digit S is represented by 

two bits such that S=S
**

S
*
  

The following codes will be used for conversion from binary to redundant and vice versa.  

   

Table 6.7: (Redundant Arithmetic) [75] 

 Radix-2 digit Binary code bits 

0 1 01 

1 0 00 

2 -1 10 
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Figure 6.2: Radix-2 Adder [75] 

 

Based on the above encoding, a radix-2 adder shown in Figure 6.2 is developed in [75]. This adder 

is used as building block to build the 16-bit radix-2 adder. Since two’s complement representation is 

used here in which both A and B are two’s complement numbers, the adder shown in Figure 6.3 will 

be used that is derived from 6.2 by assigning 0 to the B**. This implies that there is no need to perform 

binary to radix-2 conversion at the inputs to the adders. The 16-bit radix-2 adder developed is shown 

in Figure 6.4 and is derived from the work of [75]. It has three cascaded parts. In the first part, the 

redundant sum digits S
**

S
* 

are generated. In the second part, the sign (s), zero (z), zero_negative ( z ) 

are generated while in the last part the redundant sum is converted back to its two’s complement 

representation through the conversion circuit. The difference lies only in the conversion circuit in  

x
o
r x
o
r
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Figure 6.3: A Radix-2 Adder for Adding 2’s Complement Numbers [75] 

 
which we used multiplexers controlled by only the zero signal ‘z’ in stead of the transmission gates 

controlled by both z and z  used in [75]. The carry bit is generated as is given in [75] and shown in 

Figure 6.4 

The 16-bit radix-2 adder is simulated at RTL and after verifying its functionality at RTL, it is 

synthesized using 0.18µm CMOS technology and Synposys design compiler. The area of the radix-2 

adder synthesized standalone came out to be 2264 µm
2 with 4.06 nsec as the length of the critical path. 

The area of the 16-bit adder used in our NULL module and constrained by a 100 MHz clock is 3309 

µm
2
.  

 

 

Figure 6.4:  16-bit Radix-2 adder [75] 

 
This adder resulted in critical path length of 5.34 nsec. The critical path in the case of radix-2 adder is 

mainly due to the propagation of the sign input from the least significant digit (lsd) to the most 
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significant digit (msd) which in the case of 16-bit propagates through 15 multiplexers or transmission 

gates. Since the aim is to operate our design at 100MHz, the radix-2 critical path imposes no danger of 

bottleneck to the NULL module as its critical path is still less by 1.28 nsec from the conventional 

adder used in the initial NULL module. However, if it needs to reduce the critical path of the radix-2 

adder for use in some high speed applications, it can be reduced by breaking the long propagation of 

the sign bit. For this purpose the entire radix-2 word is broken down into blocks of size b digits. In the 

case of our design b is 4 for 16-bit word length.  

In this design, a pair of 4-digit converters (similar to the converter in Figure 6.4) is used for each 

block except that the first block just needs only one converter for the reason that its sign input is 

known in advance and has zero value. The sign input to each converter block is applied at the least 

significant digit position. For the blocks other than the first block, one of the two converters assigned 

to each block is connected to a sign bit of zero while the other to a sign bit of 1. This is done to 

evaluate both possibilities as the sign of the block to its right can be either zero (positive) or 1 

(negative). It can be seen from the converter algorithm presented in [75] that “the sign of the portion 

of radix-2 number to the right of the current block is actually the sign of the most significant non-zero 

digit in that portion of the word to the right of the current block [75]”. The sign for each block is 

calculated parallel to the computation of digit conversion. The sign of the current block is applied to 

the next block to its left for correct selection of the converted digits. The sign output from the first 

block is applied to the multiplexer in the second block to its left which selects one of the two 

converted bit blocks. Each sign check block also checks for the zero block and sets zero flag ‘z’ if its 

corresponding block is zero and resets it otherwise. The sign output from the second block is 

determined by selecting between the signs generated by the current and previous blocks to its 

immediate right. The selection flag is the zero flag for the current block. If its value is ‘0’, the current 

block is non zero and the final sign of this block is the sign generated by its own sign check circuit 

otherwise the sign of the block to its immediate right is chosen and applied to the block to its 

immediate right. This sign is not only used to select the correct converted bits for the next block but 

also used in its sign determination to be applied to subsequent next block. This sort of conversion is 

called sign-select conversion. 

The sign select radix-2 adder is simulated at RTL and then synthesised using 0.18µm CMOS 

technology and Synopsys design compiler. The area is tabulated in 6.8. This area is slightly less than 

the area of design ware adder in the conventional NULL module. However, its critical path length is 

just 2.06 nsec. This implies that it can operate at approximately 500 MHz.  

  Table 6.8: Area Results for 16-bit Radix-2 Adder 

 Radix-2 Adder Area in µm
2
 

1 Radix-2 add 646 

2 Sign check 691 

3 Sign, zero, zero_neg, generate ckt 781 

4 converter 1110 

 Total 3228 
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6.5 Conventional NULL Module with Radix-2 Adder 

The subtractor, adder and accumulator in the NULL module of Figure 6.1 are replaced with their 

corresponding radix-2 counterparts of Figure 6.4. The NULL module is then synthesized using 

0.18µm CMOS technology. The area figures are provided in Table 6.9. The area is just 2% less 

compared to the area of the conventional NULL module given in Table 6.1. The area reduction should 

be more explicit but the compiler synthesized the radix-2 adder with 2667 µm
2 area compared to the 

stand alone result of 2264 µm
2
 area and this has adversely affected the saving in area. 

Table 6.9: Area result for the conventional NULL module 

  Area in µm2 

1 Multiplier 66091 

2 Registers 5561 

3 Adders / Accumulator 20156 

 Total 91808 

 

The NULL module is then simulated at gate level for power comparison. The power figures are 

given in Table 6.10. If Table 6.10 is compared with Table 6.2, the power table clearly shows a 

reduced switching activity for the radix-2 arithmetic. The overall power of the NULL module has 

been reduced by 15% an acceptable percent reduction that can justify the use of radix-2 adders for low 

power applications. The sign select radix-2 adder has not been tested inside the NULL module.  

Table 6.10: Power result for the conventional NULL module 

  Power in mw 

1 Multiplier 15 

2 Registers 2 

3 Adders / Accumulator 2 

 Total 19 

 

Redundant Multiplier for Low Power application 

The redundant multiplier is believed [124] to reduce the power consumption even more. However, 

we have to build the redundant multiplier from the scratch and we did not try this option due to time 

constraints.   

6.6 Architecture 2 for Nulling criteria 

The strength reduction that is a form of algebraic transformation is used here to replace the high 

complexity multiply operation by the low complexity add operation for reduced area and power 

consumption. Applying strength reduction, complex multiplication is done using three multipliers and 

five adders. The manipulated DFG of the NULL operation used to build architecture 2 is shown in 

Figure 6.5. Here a+jb and c+jd are two complex numbers. NULLing operation takes the same 4 clock 

cycles to compute. At the end of the fourth clock cycle, the output of the accumulator is the 
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corresponding approximate value of the symbol to be applied to the demodulator for detection. This 

architecture also uses redundant addition for reduced switching activity. 
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Figure 6.5: Manipulated DFG of the NULL Operation using Strength Reduction 

 

6.6.1 Simulation and Synthesis Results 

The three multiplier based NULL module shown in Figure 6.5 is simulated at RTL and after 

verifying the outputs, it is synthesized using 0.18µm CMOS technology and Synopsys Design 

Compiler. The synthesized module does not include the two ram buffers used to store the NULLing 

and received vectors. The module is then simulated at gate level using 100MHz frequency to measure 

the power consumption. The power is measured for the detection of only one symbol. The area and 

power figures are provided in Table 6.11 and 6.12.  
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Table 6.11: Area Result for the Conventional NULL Module 

  Area in µm
2
 

1 Multiplier 49568 

2 Registers 4171 

3 Adders / Accumulator 27670 

 Total 81409 

 

If Table 6.1 is compared with Table 6.11 for area reduction, it is clear that strength reduction and 

redundant addition has achieved an area reduction of 13%.  The reduction in switched capacitance due 

to the two optimizations has reduced power consumption from 21 mw (Table 6.2) to 17 mw       

(Table 6.12) that is equivalent to 19%. 

 

Table 6.12: Power Result for the Conventional NULL Module 

  Power in mw 

1 Multiplier 11 

2 Registers 2 

3 Adders, Accumulator and glue logic 4 

 Total 17 

 
Since the objective is power reduction, the architecture 2 of the NULL module that applies strength 

reduction and redundant addition as optimization techniques will be used to build the NULLing and 

Cancellation module. The NULLing and Cancellation module is one of the computationally intensive 

processing blocks of the MMSE-VBLAST receiver.   

6.7 Combined NULLing and Cancellation  

The combined NULLing and Cancellation module is shown in Figure 6.6. It consists of four 

processing elements (PEs) connected in cascade to provide pipelined implementation. Each PE 

consists of NULLing, slicing, a complex multiplier to multiply the channel element with the symbol 

and a subtractor to cancel the effect of the detected symbol from the received symbol vector. A 

processing element (PE) is shown in Figure 6.7. 

The NULL module determines the approximate value of the symbol. The symbol needs to be 

approximated to the nearest constellation point in the constellation map. This type of operation is 

known as slicing. After slicing the symbol needs to be multiplied with its corresponding channel 

column in order to cancel its effect from the received vector r . The modified r is passed through the 

same stages to determine the next symbol. The process is continued till all the four symbols are 

detected. The Processing Element (PE) shown in Figure 6.7 performs this task. The NULLing module 

as explained above determines the symbol s^ which is then approximated to the nearest constellation 

point ‘s’ in the constellation map. QPSK modulation is used here. Therefore, implementation of the 

slicing module is very straightforward. 

    The QPSK constellation map is shown in Figure 6.8. The sign of the real (in phase) and imaginary 
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Figure 6.6: Combined NULLing & Cancellation Module 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Processing Element (PE)  

 
 (quadrature phase) components of the approximated symbol that is output from the NULLing module 

is used to approximate the real and imaginary values of the detected symbol from the constellation 

map. The detected symbol is then multiplied with its corresponding column in the channel matrix (H). 

This is done in order to cancel the contribution of this symbol in the received vector (r). The complex 

multiplier is used to multiply the elements of the column of H with the detected symbol (s). The 

output hi x s is then subtracted from the corresponding received element of the received vector (r). 

The FIFO buffer in the PE is used to synchronize the elements of the received vector with the 

corresponding hi * s. The modified received vector (modified_rk) is applied to the next Processing 

Element (PE2) (Figure 6.6) for the detection of the second symbol. When the second PE (PE2) is busy 
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detecting the second symbol of the first received vector, the PE1 is fed with the second received 

vector. By the time the second symbol of the first received vector is detected (through PE2), the PE1  

 

 

Figure 6.8: QPSK Constellation Map 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Filling and Emptying the Pipeline of Four Processing Elements 

detects the first symbol of the second received vector. This process is continued to fill the pipeline. 

When pipeline of the four processing elements (PEs) are filled, 4 symbols are detected every 4 clock 
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cycles. The pipeline is shown in Figure 6.9. The black circle represents the active processors at any 

given time in the pipeline. Each processor is symmetrical and takes the same number of clock cycles. 

6.7.1 Simulation and Synthesis Results 

The combined module is synthesized using 0.18µm CMOS technology and simulated at both RTL 

and Netlist. Two versions of the combined module have been implemented. The first known as 

conventional combined module uses conventional adders and multipliers. No technique has been used 

for power reduction. The second uses strength reduced complex multiplier and a low power adder (a 

radix-2 adder) to reduce both area and power. The results for the conventional combined module are 

tabulated as shown below. 

Table 6.15: Area Result for Conventional Combined Module 

  Area in µm
2
 

1 PE1 193730 

2 PE2 195067 

3 PE3 195530 

4 PE4 94988 

 Total 679315 

 

Table 6.16: Power Result for Conventional Combined Module @50MHz 

  Power in mw 

1 PE1 23 

2 PE2 43 

3 PE3 56 

4 PE4 28 

 Total 150 

 

The following tables provide area and power figures for the low power combined ‘NULLing & 

Cancellation’ module. The achieved area reduction is 13.4% mainly due to strength reduced complex 

multiplication and to some extent due to redundant addition. 

Table 6.17: Area Result for the Low Power Combined Module 

  Area in µm2 

1 PE1 168572 

2 PE2 168548 

3 PE3 168548 

4 PE4 82662 

 Total 588340 
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Table 6.18: Power Result for the Low Power Combined Module @50MHz 

  Power in mw 

1 PE1 26 

2 PE2 42 

3 PE3 39 

4 PE4 25 

 Total 132 

 

The reduction in power consumption is 12% while the area reduction is approximately 13%. 

6.8 Conclusion 

This chapter uses strength reduction as algebraic transformation to manipulate DFG for power as 

well as area reduction. It also implements redundant addition for possible power reduction. Based on 

the optimizations, two architectures for the NULLing operation are presented: the conventional that 

uses conventional adders and multipliers and the strength reduced that implements redundant addition 

and algebraically transformed complex multiplication. The chapter also presents two architectures for 

the combined NULLing & Cancellation module based on the same optimization techniques. Results 

indicate that algebraically transformed complex multiplication and redundant addition have the 

potential to reduce power consumption by 12% and area by 13% from the combined NULLing & 

Cancellation module. 
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Chapter 7 

 MIMO-VBLAST Receiver for Single 

and Multi Carrier Systems 
 

 

7.1 Introduction: 

This chapter builds the entire MIMO-VBLAST receiver from the primitive modules described in 

the previous chapters. MIMO-VBLAST receiver is first built for single carrier system and then the 

idea is extended to the case of Multi-carrier OFDM system. Only Low Power MIMO-VBLAST 

receiver is built for single carrier system. Power, area and performance results are provided. For 

MIMO-OFDM only estimation results are presented. 

 

7.2 MIMO-VBLAST for Single Carrier Systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: MIMO-VBLAST for Single Carrier System

The VBLAST receiver for a single carrier is developed as shown in Figure 7.1 to support a 4x4 

MIMO system. The constituent modules are Pseudo Inverse, Sorting, Nulling & Cancellation, and Re-

ordering. The receiver works on the assumption of a block Rayleigh flat fading wireless channel with 
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a 20 MHz frequency bandwidth. The assumption of block flat fading channel is not practical but since 

the intention is to develop receiver for OFDM, the assumption then becomes valid. Also in the case of 

a single carrier system, frequency domain equalization can be applied and the receiver we developed 

can be used with some modifications. 

The entire receiver works in a pipelined fashion. The channel estimation module estimates the 

channel matrix and stores channel elements in the channel buffer from which the Pseudo Inverse 

module reads the corresponding elements. The Pseudo Inverse module computes the error covariance 

matrix (P1/2) and the unitary matrix Q from which the nulling vectors are computed. Its takes 460 

clock cycles for the Pseudo Inverse Module to compute the four nulling vectors. At a clock frequency 

of about 100 MHz, it takes only 4.6 µsec to complete Pseudo Inversion. Both the error covariance and 

the unitary matrices have dimensions of 4x4. The Pseudo Inverse module streams the data of the four 

nulling vectors to the Sorting module when ready. The Sorting Module stores the data in its internal 

memory. After providing the output, the Pseudo Inverse module is ready to read another  set of 

channel elements.  

The Sorting Module after receiving the data starts generating nulling vectors by sorting the rows of 

covariance matrix (P1/2). It takes 100 cycles for the Sorting Module to compute the first nulling vector 

while it takes 75 clock cycles to compute each subsequent NULLing vector. Therefore, 2
nd

 to 4
th

 

iteration is each 75 cycles long. The sorting module outputs 4 nulling vectors with each consisting of 

4 elements.  

The ‘Memory and Module Controller’ block synchronizes the operation of the entire receiver. It 

samples the ready pin from the Sorting Module and as soon as it is active, generates the appropriate 

address and control signals to store the nulling vector in the first memory bank. At the same time, it 

generates address and control signals to read the column of the H matrix that corresponds to the 

minimum norm row. This implies that if the first minimum norm row is the row number 3 in the 

covariance matrix, column number 3 is read from the channel (H matrix) memory and stored in the 

memory bank allocated for the channel vector. The process is continued until all the nulling vectors 

and the corresponding channel elements are stored in the memory banks. 

The ‘Nulling and Cancellation’ Module as explained in the previous chapter consists of four 

Processing Elements connected in pipeline. The first processing element takes the nulling vector and 

the H matrix elements from memory w1 and h1. The second processing element takes nulling vectors 

from memory w2 and H matrix elements from memory h2, the third processing element takes the 

corresponding values from memory w3 and h3. The fourth processing element only needs the nulling 

vector and takes it from w4. The nulling vector memories w1 to w4 and the memories that store the 

channel elements are shown in  Figure 7.2. 

The ‘Re-ordering and symbol to bit conversion’ module is shown in Figure 7.3. It consists of four 

FIFO buffers for storing the symbols and four FIFO buffers to store the index of the rows 

corresponding to the symbols. The size of the FIFO buffers is not uniform and decreases linearly as 

we move from Processing Element (PE1) to PE4. This is done in order to synchronize the symbol 

output from the four pipelined 
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 Figure 7.2: Memory Management in MIMO VBLAST Receiver 

 

processing elements. The FIFO buffers associated with Processing Element PE1 have a depth of 4 

for both the symbol and the index FIFO buffers. Symbols enter the FIFO buffer every 4 clock cycles. 

The same is true with the index values. Both the symbols and their respective index values propagate 

through the FIFO buffer at the same instant. Since the second Processing Element PE2 outputs its first 

symbol four clock cycles after the PE1, the depth of FIFO buffer here is 3 compared to 4 for PE1. This 

is done in order for the symbols from both PE1 and PE2 to read out of the FIFO at the same time. The 

size of FIFO buffer associated with PE3 is chosen to be 2. In this way symbols from all the PE’s 

associated with a particular received vector are read out at the same time.  

The four symbols that are read out of FIFO buffers every four clock cycles require reordering. This 

reordering is achieved with the help of two multiplexers and two durams that are controlled with cnt1. 

The controller generates select signals for multiplexers and the two durams. First duram1 is selected 

for writing and wr_addr is used to store the symbols that are output through Mux2. Once this duram is 

filled, it is read every clock cycle. At the same time duram2 is selected for writing the next four 
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symbols. The two durams are written in a ping-pong manner in order to provide one symbol output 

every clock cycle. 

 

Figure 7.3: FIFO Buffers used in Re-ordering 

 

The initial latency is the number of clock cycles taken by the receiver in providing the first output. 

This latency in the case of our receiver is 460 (pseudo inverse) + 325 (sorting) +16 (detection of 

symbol vector) + 4 (ordering) = 805 clock cycles. Subsequent latency is one symbol every clock 

cycle. If the operational frequency is 100 MHz, the output is 100 M symbols/sec and for modulation 

rate of 6 bits per symbol, the throughput from the receiver is 600 Mbps. In order for the continuous 

NULLing and cancellation operation, we used two sets of memory shown in Figure 7.2. They are 

multiplexed so that one memory set is allocated to store the new values while other is used to perform 

operation on the previous data. They are then switched to avoid any intermediate discontinuation and 

to get one symbol per clock cycle. 

The receive buffer overhead is dependent upon the computational latency of the pseudo inverse and 

sorting modules. Since both take together 785 cycles, we need a buffer that can store 785 received 

symbols. If each symbol is represented by 32 bits with 16 bits for real and 16 for imaginary, the 
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memory overhead is then 785 x 4 x 32 /1024 = 98.125 Kbits. The receive buffer memory overhead 

could be reduced by reducing the cycle count required to compute both, pseudo inverse and sorting,  

 which could be achieved by  

1. reducing the number of stages of pipelined CORDIC.  

2. using two supercells instead of one (doubling the area)  

3. Doubling the multiplier blocks in case the pseudo inverse and sorting modules are based on only 

multipliers. 

 

All other memories, except the receive buffer, are included in the synthesis and power estimation 

results. In practice, the received symbols are always stored in memory for the whole subframe or 

frames, therefore, this memory reduction may not be necessary if the symbols are required to be stored 

always. 

7.3 Simulation and Synthesis Results:   

The receiver is simulated at RTL for 10 frames with frame size of 400 symbols. The frame is 

divided among four antennas and each antenna transmits 100 symbols of the frame. The carrier 

frequency assumed is 20 MHz which implies that each antenna can transmit symbols at 20 M 

samples/sec. The modulation assumed is QPSK with 2 bits per symbol. We simulated the system for 

SNR from 0 to 20 dB. After RTL simulation, the receiver is synthesized using 0.18 µm CMOS 

technology. The netlist is then simulated for 10 frames at 50 MHz. The saif file generated is applied to 

Design Power for power estimation. The power and the area figures are provided in Tables 7.1 and 

7.2. 

Table 7.1: (Area figures in µm
2
 for the single carrier MIMO-VBLAST Receiver) 

 (A more detailed distribution is provided in Appendix-2) 

 

whole receiver  2067549  

 duram22  16847 

 duram33  16847 

 Nulling & Cancellation  578057 

 Pseudo Inverse  710290 

 ping pong memory  286215 

 Sorting  429079 

 Glue logic  30214 

 

The area figures provided in Table 7.1 show a hierarchical area distribution for various constituent 

modules in the receiver. The ping pong memory basically consists of two sets of memory as depicted 

in Figure 7.2. Two sets are used in order to provide a continuous output from the NULL & 

Cancellation module as already explained. The overall area of the 4x4 MIMO-VBLAST receiver is 

2.067 mm
2
. The silicon real estate could be reduced by using latch based dual port rams instead of 

flip-flop based dual port rams. This is because approximately 0.8
 
mm

2 silicon has been consumed by 

the memory. The total memory consumed without the receive buffer is 5152 bits or 5 Kbits.  

The power figures are provided in Table 7.2. From the Table, it is clear that Pseudo Inverse, Sorting 

and Nulling & Cancellation are the most power consuming blocks. The more power consumption here 
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for the NULL module is for the reason that we used four pipelined processing elements in order to 

increase the throughput four times. This is the power consumption obtained when low power modules 

for Pseudo Inverse, Sorting and Nulling & Cancellation have been used. The overall power 

consumption is 146 mw. The throughput for the time being is 100Mbps, however, with a modulation 

rate of 6 bits/symbol and a clock of 100MHz, its speed will be 600 Mbps and the spectral efficiency 

achieved be 600/20 = 30 bits/sec/Hz. 

In this receiver, we did not take into account the time dispersion of the channel which is quite 

important and crucial, however, we did this because our intention was to investigate VBLAST 

receiver for OFDM system in which the frequency bandwidth is divided among carriers and symbols 

are transmitted using multiple orthogonal carriers. For each of the carriers of OFDM, the channel 

becomes flat. The investigation is related to finding the feasibility of VBLAST in OFDM environment 

with respect to area and power consumption.   

The investigation performed in chapters 4, 5 and 6 clearly indicates that the receiver built in this 

chapter is low power compared to the receiver available in the literature [16]. Throughout chapters 4, 

5 and 6, the various constituent modules of the low power architecture have been compared with the 

corresponding constituent modules from the literature and it has been proved that the constituent 

modules were low power and area efficient compared to the previous architectures. Therefore, it was 

not considered necessary to compare the low power MIMO-VBLAST receiver built in this chapter.   

Table 7.2: (Power figures in mw for the single carrier MIMO-VBLAST Receiver) 

 whole 

receiver  146  

 duram22  1 

 duram33  1 

 Nulling & Cancellation  80 

 Pseudo Inverse  31 

 ping pong memory  18 

 Sorting  12 

 Glue logic  3 

 

7.4 MIMO-OFDM Receiver 

Another important aspect of this research is to investigate the practicality and feasibility of 

VBLAST when it is applied to OFDM systems used in Wireless LAN as well as WiMax applications. 

The IEEE 802.16-2005 uses a 256 point FFT based OFDM system. The characteristics of this OFDM 

system are given below: 

• IEEE 802.16-2005 based WiMax system 

• Total sub-carriers     = 256 

• Data sub-carriers      = 192 

• Frequency band        = 20 MHz 

• Guard Interval          = 3.2 µsec 

• OFDM Symbol         = 16 µsec 
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OFDM divides a wide spectrum into narrow bands and transmits multiple signals simultaneously 

over multiple carriers. OFDM is used to counter the channel time dispersion and reduce/eliminate the 

inter symbol interference. Channel equalization becomes quite simple because the channel is 

effectively flat over the carrier time period. The challenge is to estimate channel for every data carrier 

and also get equalizers for each carrier.  

For IEEE 802.16-2005, 192 channels are to be estimated. In case of MIMO-OFDM, 192 channel 

matrices are required to be estimated. These 192 channel matrices need inversion. In our VBLAST, 

pseudo inversion can be made to take 400 clock cycles. If the pseudo inverse module is clocked at 100 

MHz, inversion would take 4 µsec and for 192 channel matrices, the time taken is 192 x 4 µsec = 768 

µsec which represents a huge amount of time and for this much delay the receive buffer overhead is 

appreciable. Therefore, four pseudo inverse modules are used in parallel and area overhead is traded  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4: MIMO-OFDM with VBLAST Receiver 

 

for reduced latency and reduced receive buffer overhead. With four pseudo inverse modules, the total 

time for computing pseudo inversion for 192 data carriers is 192 µsec.  

Four Sorting modules are required due to four pseudo inversion modules. The operation of pseudo 

inversion and sorting is done in pipeline. Therefore, total time of NULLing vector computation for 

192 data sub carriers is 192 µsec. During this time we have to store OFDM symbols. The number of 

OFDM symbols stored is 192/16 = 12. Each OFDM symbol carry 192 data symbols and if each data 
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symbol is represented in 32 bits with 16 bits for real and 16 bits for imaginary then the memory 

required is 12 x 192 x 32 = 72 Kbits. For a 4x4 antenna system we have a vector of four OFDM 

symbols and since 12 symbol vectors need be stored, therefore, total memory required for the receive 

buffer is 4 x 72 = 288 Kbits.  

The memory required for the NULLing vectors can be computed as follows: 

     NULLing vector   = 4 weight elements of 32 bits each 

     NULLing vectors per carrier = 4 

     Number of carriers  = 192 

     Memory required  = 192 x 4 x 4 x 32 = 96 Kbits 

 

The same number of channel vectors are also required to be stored, therefore, total memory is 96 x 

2=192 Kbits 

The silicon real estate of the core is 5 mm
2 while for the memory its 31 mm

2. The throughput 

achieved from the 4x4 MIMO-OFDM system is 4 x 192 x 1/16 = 48 M symbols/sec. This implies that 

the NULLing & Cancellation module should be clocked at 48 MHz. For modulation rate of 6 bits per 

symbol, the maximum throughput achieved is 48 x 6 = 288 Mbps. The spectral efficiency achieved is 

288/20 = 14.4 bits/sec/Hz.  

These are the estimations for a 4x4 MIMO-OFDM system. The area overhead is significant due to 

huge amount of memory requirement. This is due to large number of clock cycles consumed in the 

pseudo inversion and sorting. The area of the pseudo inverse module can be doubled to do operations 

in parallel and reduce the latency from 400 to 200 clock cycles. By doing so, the receive buffer 

overhead can be reduced by half at the expense of approximately two times increase in silicon real 

estate for the core which could then be 9 mm
2
. 

The computational time of pseudo inverse and sorting is the bottleneck of VBLAST when it comes 

to multi carrier environment. Due to this bottleneck, the receive buffer overhead becomes significantly 

high making VBLAST very expensive for 256 and high order OFDM systems. For higher order FFT 

or more number of antennas it is recommended to use either MMSE or sorted QR decomposition 

based algorithms because they are less complex compared to VBLAST though VBLAST is better in 

performance and provides BER close to ML.     

7.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the entire VBLAST receiver for single carrier system. The receiver is 

built using low power modules for Pseudo Inversion, Sorting and NULLing & Cancellation The 

receiver is simulated at RTL, synthesized using 0.18 µm CMOS technology and then simulated again 

at gate level for power estimation. The area and power figures are provided in the tables. The receiver 

is then extended to multi carrier environment. Only estimated figures for core and memory overheads 

are provided. The estimated figures provided some insights into the feasibility and practicality of 

VBLAST to OFDM environment. This chapter ends our investigation into low power custom ASIC 

solution for MIMO-VBLAST systems.  
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Chapter 8 

 Optimization of Low Density Parity 

Check Encoder for mobile WiMax 

Applications 
 

 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an adaptive Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) Encoder for LDPC code 

specified in the IEEE P802.16E/D7 standard. The encoder is programmable for frame sizes from 576 

to 2304 bits and for five different code rates ½, 2/3A, 2/3B, 3/4A, 3/4B. PCH (parity check matrix) 

matrix is efficiently generated and stored for a particular frame size and code rate. The encoder is 

implemented and optimized on two architectures: one is the SC140 DSP while the other is RICA 

(Reconfigurable Instruction Cell Architecture). The objectives of this research are:  

1. Introducing adaptive LDPC Encoder that can dynamically adapt itself to code rates and 

frame sizes in the domain of WiMax application. 

2. To reduce the cycle count or execution time of LDPC encoding to as much as possible to 

find out whether the StarCore MSC8126 (which has four SC140) is capable enough to 

meet the throughput requirement of mobile WiMax applications which goes to 72 Mbps. 

3. How much throughput in Mbps is achievable from the encoder when implemented and 

optimized on RICA. Suggest changes or modification in the structure of RICA to achieve 

the desired speed. 

Different general and architecture specific optimization techniques are applied for throughput 

enhancement.  

8.2 Real Time Adaptive/ Programmable LDPC Encoder 

It is often necessary in any type of wireless communication system to adapt its transmission and 

reception to varying channel conditions for maintaining a good BER performance. For such 

adaptation, it is necessary that both transmitting and receiving sections can configure themselves in 

real time. Such configuration or adaptation can be with respect to code length, code rate, modulation 

scheme and or different encoding/decoding algorithms. Inside a particular Forward Error Correction 

(FEC) module, the adaptation is with respect to code length, code rate and decoding algorithm. LDPC 

codes are an example of FEC and the IEEE WiMax standard defines a specific range of both code 

lengths and rates that a WiMax system using OFDMA must support. 

A real time adaptive architecture for the IEEE specified LDPC Encoder is presented in Figure 8.1. 

The encoder consists of two parts, PCH matrix calculation presented in Figure 8.1(B) and the actual 

encoding shown in Figure 8.1(A). The novel aspect of design is the block shown in Figure 8.1B that 

generates the parity check matrix for the corresponding code rate and code length. This block makes 

the encoder adaptive to different code rates and code lengths by generating the parity check matrix or 
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its associated child matrices that correspond to the particular code length and code rate. In the 

previous work, PCH matrix calculation is done offline and the PCH matrix is then stored in the 

memory to be used for encoding.  

The IEEE P802.16E/D7 [115] specification defines LDPC code which is based on a set of one or 

more fundamental LDPC codes. Each of the fundamental codes supports code lengths from 576 to 

2304 with code rates 1/2, 2/3A, 2/3B, 3/4A and 3/4B. The code rates ‘A’ and ‘B’ are different in the 

distribution and density of number of 1’s inside the parity check matrix, however, they are the same 

with respect to the dimensions of the parity check matrix. This implies that 2/3A and 2/3B will have 

parity check matrices of the same dimensions but the density and distribution of 1’s inside the 

matrices will be different and hence their performance. Each LDPC code in the set of LDPC codes is 

defined by a matrix PCH of size m-by-n where n is the length of the code or the columns in the PCH 

matrix and m is the number of parity check bits or the rows of the PCH matrix. The matrix PCH is 

obtained by expanding a binary model matrix PCHbm of size mb-by-nb where n=z x nb and m= z x mb 

where z is called the spreading factor by which each entry in the model matrix is expanded. Its value 

ranges from 24 to 96. The model matrix has integer entries ≥ -1.  A binary model matrix (PCHbm) for 

code rate ½ is given below: 

 

{-1,94,73,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,55,83,-1,-1, 7, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1},  

{-1,27,-1,-1,-1,22,79, 9,-1,-1,-1,12,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1}, 

{-1,-1,-1,24,22,81,-1,33,-1,-1,-1, 0,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1}, 

{61,-1,47,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,65,25,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1}, 

{-1,-1,39,-1,-1,-1,84,-1,-1,41,72,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1}, 

{-1,-1,-1,-1,46,40,-1,82,-1,-1,-1,79, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1}, 

{-1,-1,95,53,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,14,18,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1,-1,-1}, 

{-1,11,73,-1,-1,-1, 2,-1,-1,47,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1,-1}, 

{12,-1,-1,-1,83,24,-1,43,-1,-1,-1,51,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1,-1}, 

{-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,94,-1,59,-1,-1,70,72,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0,-1}, 

{-1,-1, 7,65,-1,-1,-1,-1,39,49,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0}, 

{43,-1,-1,-1,-1,66,-1,41,-1,-1,-1,26, 7,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 0}, 

 

PCH matrix is constructed by replacing each ‘-1’ in the model matrix by z-by-z zero matrix. The ‘0’ 

entry is replaced by z-by-z identity matrix while any other entry greater than 0 is replaced by a z-by-z 

permutation matrix. The permutations used are circular right shifts and each permutation matrix either 

contains the z-by-z identity matrix or its circular right shifted versions.  

The ‘PCH matrix generate section’ in Figure 8.1(B) consists of three modules and memory arrays. 

One memory array stores the model matrices (PCHbm) defined in the IEEE standard. Each code rate is 

represented by a unique model matrix. Five model matrices are stored that correspond to five code 

rates (1/2, 2/3A, 2/3B, 3/4A, 3/4B). The entire memory consumed by the five model matrices is 12 x24 

+ 8 x24 + 8 x24 + 6 x 24 + 6 x 24 = 960 bytes.   
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Figure 8.1: Real Time Programmable LDPC Encoder (8.1A and 8.1B) 

 

All model matrices have 24 columns whereas the rows depend upon code rates with 12 rows for ½, 8 

rows for 2/3A, 2/3B, and 6 rows for 3/4A and 3/4B. The purpose of the Configuration Block is to 

compute the size of the PCH matrix, and the spreading factor ‘z’ for a particular code length and code 

rate. The spreading factor ‘z’ determines the size of the square (identity/zero/shifted identity) matrix 

which is used to replace each entry in the model matrix to construct the PCH matrix. 

Each model matrix stores values that correspond to the construction of PCH matrix for the 

maximum code length of 2304. For any other code length, the entries in the model matrix are 

modified according to (8.1) and (8.2) where z and z0 are the spreading factors for the PCH matrices 
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of the desired code length and maximum code length respectively and z0=96. The shift factor p(f,i,j) 

represents the shift sizes for the corresponding code length and p(i,j) is the shift size for code length of 

2304 and this is the i,jth entry in the model matrix stored initially. The  x  is flooring function giving 

the nearest integer towards - ∞ . Equation 8.2 is used for code rate 2/3A. For all other code rates 

equation 8.1 is used. 

An example shift factor using equation 8.1 is demonstrated for code rate ½. The model matrix 

defines a p(i,j) equal to 94. For code size 576, z=24, z0=96, the corresponding p(f,i,j) is given by: 
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The ‘Base Matrix Generate’ module inputs the model matrix that corresponds to a particular code 

rate, and the spreading factor for a particular code length. It then establishes a base matrix of the same 

size as the size of the model matrix but with entries defined by equations 8.1 and 8.2 to adjust the 

spreading factors for the particular length of code. The output of this module is the base matrix which 

is the basis for the PCH matrix generation. This matrix is applied to the next module that generates 

the child matrices A, B, C, E, and T. These children of the PCH matrix are generated directly instead 

of the PCH matrix. The dimensions of the child matrices are defined in Figure 8.2. If the child 

matrices are stored conventionally, the total memory consumed by all these matrices for a code size of 

2304 and code rate ½ is 1152*2304 = 2.53Mbits = 316Kbytes, where 1152 is the row size and 2304 is 

the column size of the PCH matrix. This is a very huge memory and dedicating this much memory to 

the PCH matrix alone is not recommended to be feasible for either DSP or FPGA or even ASIC 

implementation. The model matrices and intermediate vectors also require storage and the overall 

memory required then becomes prohibitively high. The total memory required for an example code 

length of 2304 and code rate of ½ can be = 2.53Mbits (PCH matrix) +1152(information bits) + 

(1152+1152+96)(for storing intermediate results as well as parity bits) = 324.4Kbytes.    

 

Figure 8.2: Parity Check Matrix Dimensions 
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This large memory storage requirement can be reduced by adopting the methodology in [101] for 

storing the child matrices. Since PCH is sparse regarding number of 1’s, a large memory reduction is 

possible if only the indices of the 1’s inside the PCH matrix or the child matrices are stored. As an 

example, the total number of 1’s in the PCH matrix for 2304 code length and ½ code rate is 8024 or 

approximately 8K. If indices of only 1’s inside the PCH matrix are stored, only 8Kwords or 16Kbytes 

of memory is needed in stead of 316Kbytes which is equivalent to a reduction of about 20 times in 

memory. The authors in [101] have stored the indices of only 1’s inside the child matrices. Each child 

matrix is accompanied by another array that stores a 1 for the index of PCH and zero for the end of 

the row. Therefore, a zero in this array will indicate the end of the row of the associated child matrix. 

This is an extra overhead which is a byte array of size 8K. 

Since the encoder is designed to support all code rates and code lengths, the maximum memory 

sizes are computed based on exhaustive MatLab simulation for all code rates while keeping the size of 

the code length to the maximum value. The maximum memory sizes for A, B, C, E and T matrices 

are determined and then used in the design. It should be mentioned that at the later stage of our 

research with memory optimization, it was found that the addresses of the indices for the ones inside a 

child matrix could easily be computed in real time from the information stored in the model matrix 

and the huge memory needed to store the child matrices could be reduced to just a few registers by 

saving each entry in a particular row of the model matrix inside the registers. The effect of increase in 

cycles or execution time due to dynamic calculation of addresses has not been investigated. 

The ‘A, B, C, E, T’ child matrices Generate’ module generates the child matrices and stores the 

indices of the 1’s inside them in the corresponding memory array. The ‘x-row’ in the memory array 

(Figure 8.1B) stores ‘0’ for each entry of 1 in a row and ‘1’ for the end of each row. Here x represents 

a child matrix and can be A, B, C, E or T. This array is used as pointer to indicate the end of the row 

for matrix-vector computation.  

When child matrices are generated, they are applied to the encoder (Figure 8.1(A)) together with 

information bits. The processing in each block is similar to the processing defined in [101]. Here 

MVM is the matrix-vector-multiplication with a vector output. Forward Substitution is used to obtain 

y x T
-1 

= z using y =T x z. Matrix-Vector-Multiplication, Forward Substitution and Vector Addition 

are modulo-2 operations. 

The first two MVM modules in Figure 8.1(A) generate F = C x u
T
 and G = A x u

T
. The vector G is 

applied to the next module to generate D = E x T
-1

 x G
T
. D and F are added in the next VA (vector 

addition) module shown by the encircled plus sign. The output of the VA module is P1 which is a 

subset of the parity check bits that contribute to the code bits. The next MVM module generates the 

vector        M = B x P1
T
. The VA adder module then adds using modulo-2 addition and generates N = 

M + G. The last module uses forward substitution to generate P2 = T
-1 

x N
T
 and the frame is then 

given by c = [u P1 P2]. This is an example of systematic code in which the information vector is 

accompanied by the parity bit vector. 

The serial implementation can be implemented on either ASIC, FPGA or DSP. For speed 

improvement on either ASIC or FPGA a pipelined version of the encoder is presented as shown in 

Figure 8.3. 
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This is a four stage pipelined encoder which promises to improve the speed by approximately 2.5 

times at the expense of increased memory of size (1152+1152) x 3 bits.  

 

 

Figure 8.3: Pipelined Real Time Encoder 

The 2.5 times is because of the second stage as it is the most time consuming block and cannot be 

divided into smaller blocks.  

 

8.3 MatLab Modelling of LDPC Encoder 

Before implementing the LDPC Encoder in either ASIC, FPGA or DSP, it is important to model the 

algorithm in either MatLab or C for functional verification. The functional block diagram of different 

modules that constitute LDPC Encoder is shown in Figure 8.4. The Encoder is coded in MatLab in a 

way similar to its implementation on the target platform. Test harnesses are generated for testing the 

modules individually as well as for the whole Encoder. After functional verification, the encoder is 

migrated to the DSP environment for implementation and optimization. 

 

Figure 8.4: Structure of LDPC Encoder 
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8.4 Implementation and Optimization of LDPC Encoder on Star Core DSP 

8.4.1 Introduction to StarCore DSP 

The StarCore MSC8126 [116] is a highly integrated system-on-chip device consisting of four 

SC140 [117] DSPs that can achieve a maximum of 8000 Million MAC operations per second at a 

frequency of 500 MHz. The device is built to implement efficiently computationally intensive DSP 

algorithms. The heart of the MSC8126 is SC140 DSP which has parallel processing units. The 

diagram of SC140 core is shown in Figure 8.4. The data path of SC140 consists of  

a. Data Arithmetic and Logic Units (DALU) 

b. Address Generator Unit (AGU)  

c. Program Sequencer Unit (PSEQ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.5: SC140 DSP Core [117] 

 
The DALU as the name indicates is dedicated to arithmetic and logical operations on data operands. 

The DALU consists of 4 ALUs operating in parallel, sixteen data registers and eight data bus 

shifter/limiters. Each ALU contains a Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) unit and a bit-field unit (BFU). 

The AGU has two address generation units (AAU) to perform two address generation operations at 

every clock cycle. Because of the DALU and AGU, the SC140 can perform four MAC and two 

address operations in one clock cycle. The real time LDPC encoder is first implemented and 

optimized on the SC140 DSP core. 

 

8.4.2 Optimization on SC140 

The objective of this research is to reduce cycle count to as much as possible for the purpose of 

finding out whether the StarCore MSC8126 (which has four SC140 DSP processors) is able enough to 

meet the throughput requirement of mobile WiMax applications that goes to 72 Mbps. It was also 

required to suggest layouts for LDPC deployment on StarCore for achieving the optimum speed limit 
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of 72 Mbps. The serial encoder is considered for optimization as it suits the environment of a DSP 

Processor.  

The code is initially implemented without any manual optimization and then manually optimized to 

exploit the parallel processing of SC140. There are three major optimization techniques for increasing 

the throughput [118]. These are classified as Loop Unrolling, Split Computation and Multi Sampling. 

Loop unrolling is applied to independent iterations, each one of the independent iterations is 

performed on a single DALU. Since there are four DALU, the theoretical speed improvement will be 

4 times compared to the original case.  

The code for encoder consists of functions like Vector_Add, Matrix_Vector_Mult, 

Forward_Substitution, Base_Matrix_Generate, and PCH_Matrix_Generate. Of all these modules 

Base_Matrix_Generate and PCH_Matrix_Generate are called once at start up or whenever the 

parameters on which PCH matrix generation depends get changed. These parameters are the code rate 

and the number of information bits used to produce code word of a particular length.  

The code is first simulated on StarCore Integrated Development Environment (IDE) ‘Metworks 

CodeWarrior’ without applying any manual optimization techniques. The CodeWarrior provides both 

simulation and emulation environments for the StarCore MSC8126. Motorola Enterprise Linker is 

used with a ‘big’ memory model. Compiler specific optimization level is set to maximum 3 with 

optimization targeting for faster execution speed. The ‘On Host’ profiler is used to record the number 

of cycles consumed by different modules and processes or statements. The cycles consumed by 

different modules are given in Table 8.1.  

 

Table 8.1: Profile Information for the Un-optimized LDPC Encoder 

F CALLS F TIME (CYCLES) F+D TIME (CYCLES) 

Main 1 75 571335 

LDPC_Encoder 1 89422 571260 

Matrix_Vector_Mult 3 76057 76057 

Vector_Add 2 17310 17310 

Forward_Substitution 2 38674 38674 

PCH_Matrix_Generate 1 347463 347463 

Base_Matrix_Generate 1 2334 2334 

 

Of all these modules the Vector_Add, Matrix_Vector_Mult, Forward_Substitution and the 

associated glue logic of LDPC_Encoder module are used in actual encoding while 

Base_Matrix_Generate and PCH_Matrix_Generate are called only when the encoder is configured for 

different code rate and or frame size from the previous one. This implies that cycles consumed in 

processing Vector_Add, Matrix_Vector_Mult, Forward_Substitution and the associated glue logic 

will be used to determine the throughput from the encoder whereas cycles consumed by 
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PCH_Matrix_Generate and Base_Matrix_Generate would be considered as configuration cost. The 

frequency of configuration is determined by the MAC layer. 

From Table 8.1, it is evident that total cycles consumed during execution of the un-optimized 

encoder for code rate ½ and frame size 2304 is (571335-2334-347463=221538). This corresponds to 

221538/1152=192.31 cycles per bit and 500 MHz/192.31 = 2.60 Mbps. The throughput has been 

increased to 6.62Mbps for the same rate and frame size by applying manual optimization to different 

modules. These are discussed below:  

Since PCH matrix generation is not considered part of encoding process, these modules do not 

contribute to the total cycle count. Optimization of these modules is, therefore, not much important 

and only Base_Matrix_Generate is manually optimized using loop unrolling. The cycle count has 

been reduced from 2334 to 643. The loop unrolling though handled by compiler directly, however, in 

the case of StarCore SC140, this is not always guaranteed. This could be due the reason that StarCore 

is a multi processor System and Compilers have not been built efficiently to handle optimization in a 

multiprocessor system. The code execution must be aligned to the parallel DALUs and upto 4 

alignement is possible.  The alignment is a compiler directive that guides compiler to align code to the 

DALUs and activates its built in loop unrolling. In some cases SC140 compiler did unroll the loop 

with the align directive, however there were cases where the loop was unrolled manually in order to 

activate loop unrolling.  

8.4.2.1 Optimization of Vector_Add 

The aim of this module is to provide modulo-2 addition of two input vectors. Since the addition is 

bit wise, enough parallelism is present inside the module. This parallelism is exploited for increased 

throughput through simple loop unrolling. 

The original code is as: 

for (i=0;i<zf;i++)  

Ptrtovout[i] = Ptrtovin1[i] ^  Ptrtovin2[i]; 

 

In manual optimization, the loop in unrolled by a factor of 4 and the code that supports this is as 

below: 

#pragma align Ptrtovout 8 

#pragma align Ptrtovin1 8 

#pragma align Ptrtovin2 8 

 

for (i=0;i<zf;i+=4) { 

Ptrtovout[i+0] = Ptrtovin1[i+0] ^     Ptrtovin2[i+0]; 

Ptrtovout[i+1] = Ptrtovin1[i+1] ^     Ptrtovin2[i+1]; 

Ptrtovout[i+2] = Ptrtovin1[i+2] ^     Ptrtovin2[i+2]; 

Ptrtovout[i+3] = Ptrtovin1[i+3] ^     Ptrtovin2[i+3]; 

                                } 

 

 A significant reduction in cycles occurred due to loop unrolling. 

The pragma together with manual unrolling guarantees loop unrolling.  

8.4.2.2 Optimization of Matrix_Vector_Mult  

This module performs multiplication of a matrix with a vector. Initially this module was written 

such that one module supports all code rates ½, 2/3A, 2/3B, 3/4A and 3/4B. With this module, loop 
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unrolling was not effective and instead of reducing the cycles, it got increased. The compiler had to 

assign extra code for the processing of the unrolled code which increased the cycle count. The module 

is split and separate modules have been written to support a single code rate. This simplified the code 

to be optimized using loop unrolling. Knowing the code rate, we were able to know in advance the 

number of 1’s inside the row of a matrix and hence, applying loop unrolling was straightforward. E.g. 

for code rate ½, the matrix A has four 1’s in each row and we unrolled the loop four times. However, 

we only got 2.4 times reduction in cycle count.  We used align directive and manual unrolling of the 

loop to force compile to definitely apply its built in loop unrolling.  

8.4.2.3 Optimization of Forward_Substitution 

This module performs y = T
-1

 x x. The T matrix is given by 
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Direct inversion is computationally intensive and time consuming. Moreover, after inversion, T will 

not remain sparse. T must remain sparse as the parent PCH is sparse. The inversion is, therefore, 

avoided and the equation is solved using forward substitution T x y = x. The elements of vector y are 

determined using the following set of equations.  
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Loop unrolling is used which resulted in an appreciable reduction in clock cycles by aligning the code 

to be executed by a particular ALU inside SC140.  

8.4.2.4 Optimization in initializing fixed arrays 

In situations where it is necessary to initialize a fixed array, the array is aligned to activate loop 

unrolling. This was the case in which alignment alone activated loop unrolling.  

#pragma align PtrtoAu 8 

for (i=0;i<m;i++)  

{  

PtrtoAu[i] = 0;  

} 

 

A significant reduction in cycle count has been achieved with this optimization.  
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8.4.2.5 Reducing Memory Accesses: 

Coding Style 1: 

TmpBvalue  = PtrtoB[j]; 

if(TmpBvalue==-1)       

PtrtoBp1[i] = 0; 

else    

PtrtoBp1[i] ^= Ptrtop1[TmpBvalue];   

if(PtrtoBrow[j])      i++;   

 

Coding Style 2:      

if (PtrtoB[j] == -1 )     

 PtrtoBp1[i]   =   0;  

else     

PtrtoBp1[i]   ^=   Ptrtop1[PtrtoB[j]];  

if(PtrtoBrow[j])      i++;    

   
 In coding style 2, PtrtoB[j] is used twice. The compiler calculates the effective address twice 

and then reads the value stored at the effective address twice as well. This can be reduced to one 

access and one calculation by storing the value on stack in a temporary variable and then using the 

value stored in the variable for further processing. This type of coding style shown in ‘Coding Style 1’ 

reduced the memory access operation and resulted in some cycle reduction for the entire encoder. 

These were the optimizations applied to reduce cycle count. For code rate ½ and 1152 information 

bits, the cycle count is tabulated in Table 8.2. The total cycle count used to generate a code of 2304 

bits has been reduced to (75 + 30793 + 31640 + 6855 + 17238 =) 86601 which is equivalent to 

86601/1152= 75.1 cycles per information bit and using SC140 with 500 MHz, the throughput 

achieved was 6.65 Mbps. For other code rates like 3/4 and using the same frame size, the cycles per 

information bit achieved were 50.82 which resulted in 10 Mbps throughput. 

Table 8.2: Profile Information for the Optimized LDPC Encoder 

F CALLS F TIME F+D TIME 

Main 1 75 434707 

LDPC_Encoder 1 30793 434632 

Matrix_Vector_Mult 3 31640 31640 

Vector_Add 2 6855 6855 

Forward_Substitution 2 17238 17238 

PCH_Matrix_Generate 1 347463 347463 

Base_Matrix_Generate 1 643 643 

 

The optimization results presented for SC140 is the result of preliminary work and further reduction 

in the number of cycles per bit is possible not only by exploiting the parallel processing elements (4 

ALUs and 2 AGUs) of SC140 but also by exploiting the uniformity inside the model matrices 

specified in the IEEE P802.16E standard. It has been observed later in our research that computation 
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of T matrix can be avoided completely by exploiting the information inside the model matrices. This 

can further enhance the throughput using algorithmic modification. It has also been observed that 

assembly language implementation and optimization can result in tremendous reduction in cycle 

count, however, the research was focussed on optimization of ‘C’ code due to time limitation.  

This research work has provided the basic information that LDPC encoder can be feasible on 

StarCore because the StarCore consists of four SC140 DSPs that are operated in parallel and we could 

theoretically achieve 40 Mbps with the current optimized ‘C’ code. As mentioned before, the C code 

can be optimized further for throughput enhancement.  

Parallel Processing: Either distribute one encoding among four SC140s and synchronize their 

operations or implement single encoder on each SC140 and use them in a parallel fashion to process 

four information frames simultaneously and then pipeline the input information vectors and the coded 

output frames.  

8.5 Optimization on Reconfigurable Instruction Cell Architecture (RICA) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.6: RICA Core [127] 

RICA [119, 127] is a dynamic reconfigurable fabric which has coarse grained heterogeneous 

functional units (cells) connected to each other through a reconfigurable interconnect fabric. A block 

diagram of RICA is shown in Figure 8.6. The functional units support primitive operators that can 

perform addition/subtraction, multiplication, logic, multiplex, shift and register operations. Additional 

functional units (cells) are provided to handle control/branch operations. Each functional unit operates 

on 32-bit operands, however it can be configured for 8, 16 and 32-bit operands. Some of the 

functional units like shifts, logic and multiplexers can be configured to work as four 8-bit or two 16-

bit functional units inside a single functional unit. This implies that a 32-bit adder can work as four 8-
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bit or two 16-bit adders independent of each other. This type of re-configurability is very useful in 

packed data computation for speed improvement. 

The RICA tool flow consists of a compiler for converting C to assembly, a scheduler for converting 

assembly into configuration bits for configuring interconnect and functional units, and a simulator for 

simulating the code. The flow is automatic from C to configuration bits and the user need not have a 

detailed understanding of RICA or hardware design. RICA exploits instruction level parallelism by 

spreading the execution of instructions spatially as in an FPGA or ASIC and temporally as in DSPs. 

This gives RICA a significant performance advantage over existing DSP processors.  

RICA executes the code in steps. Inside each step, functional units are configured to carry out the 

task specified by the configuration bits. A flow graph for a generic step is shown in Figure 8.7. The 

step in RICA is equivalent to group of instructions executed either in parallel or sequential in a 

general purpose DSP Processor. The size of step is determined by the number of jumps, general 

purpose registers and functional units and the length of the critical path. Each step supports only one 

jump. If there is no jump, the resources determine the step. If the code requires more resources than 

are available, the RICA compiler fills the first step with as many operations as possible and then 

forms another step to carry out the remaining operations which could otherwise be done in one step if 

the resources were in sufficient quantity. If the length of the critical path exceeds 32 nsec, the 

scheduler breaks the code into more than one steps. 

The RICA compiler was built on gcc and the output of gcc is written with the supposition that the 

instructions are executed in sequence with one instruction per cycle. RICA compiler did not have any 

knowledge about the parallelism available on the RICA at the time of this research work. It was able 

only to allocate variables to registers, handle stack and prologue/ epilog [127] definitions. All 

optimizations performed here cannot be handled by the RICA compiler and are thus novel.  

 

Table 8.3: Profile for the un-optimized code while executed on RICA 

F CALLS EXECUTION 

TIME (µSEC) 

NET EXECUTION 

TIME (µSEC) 

main 1 2.96 776.02 

LDPC_Encoder 1 132.01 774.75 

Matrix_Vector_Mult 3 123.13 123.13 

Vector_Add 2 29.40 29.40 

Forward_Substitution 2 41.42 41.42 

PCH_Matrix_Generate 1 443.63 443.63 

Base_Matrix_Generate 1 3.47 3.47 
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In any communication system, forward error correction is computationally very intensive, its 

optimization on RICA can definitely give more insights about the architecture and how to structure it 

in order to exploit the parallelism inside the algorithm and handle computationally intensive parts 

efficiently and effectively. LDPC encoder is considered for implementation and optimization on the 

fabric. 

There are three major optimization techniques for increasing the throughput [118]. These are 

classified as Loop Unrolling, Split Computation and Multi Sampling. Loop unrolling is applied to 

independent iterations to use the resources as much as possible. 

The current implementation of RICA is structured so that it can have 4-to-16 memory read and 4-to-

16 memory write interfaces and 16 memory banks. The memory width of each bank is 8-bit and 16 

banks provide four 32-bit memory accesses in parallel. With each memory interface, 32-bit word can 

be accessed thus allowing four 32-bit memory access operations in parallel. RICA has other 

optimizations like converting small conditional branches into simple multiplexing operations, storing 

intermediate results in distributed registers to avoid more costly memory access and providing more 

functional units for parallel execution of operations. The functional units and interconnects in RICA 

allow the possible exploitation of instruction level parallelism inside the code to as much as the 

number of functional units. In this chapter, the objective is to exploit generic and RICA specific 

optimizations for increased throughput. 

As already explained, the code for the encoder consists of Vector_Add, Matrix_Vector_Mult, 

Forward_Substitution, Base_Matrix_Generate, and PCH_Matrix_Generate. Of all these modules 

Base_Matrix_Generate and PCH_Matrix_Generate are called once at start up or whenever the 

parameters on which PCH matrix generation depends get changed. The code is first simulated without 

applying any optimization techniques. The execution time achieved is 776.02 – 443.63-3.47=328.92 

µsec for 1152 information bits and ½ code rate. This corresponds to 3.5 Mbps throughput. The 

breakdown of the execution for the code is shown in Table 8.3. Because of the jumps and the memory 

access time of 4 nsec, the Matrix_Vector_Mult and the glue logic took most of the time. The 

throughput has been increased to 10 Mbps for the same rate and code length by applying generic and 

RICA specific optimization to different modules. These are discussed below:   

8.5.1 Optimization specific to algorithm    

This is carried in Forward_Substitution and Matrix_Vector_Mult modules. The T matrix used in 

Forward_Substitution consists of two sets of sub-matrices. One set is the non-permutated zf x zf 

identity matrix where zf is the spreading factor and the other the zf x zf 0 (zero) matrix.  The 

construction of the T matrix inside a model matrix is given below by the red letters. 

Here 0 is zf x zf  identity matrix while -1 represents zf x zf  zero matrix. The T matrix is used in the 

forward substitution block in the encoder. Usually it is required to find Y in Y = T
-1

x.   

In a conventional way, the indexes of the 1’s inside T matrix are stored in an array called PtrtoT. 
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{-1,94,73,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,55,83,-1,-1, 7,  0,-1,-1,-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1},  

{-1,27,-1,-1,-1,22,79, 9,-1,-1,-1,12,-1,  0, 0,-1,-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1}, 

{-1,-1,-1,24,22,81,-1,33,-1,-1,-1, 0,-1, -1, 0, 0,-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1}, 

{61,-1,47,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,65,25,-1,-1,-1, -1,-1, 0, 0, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1}, 

{-1,-1,39,-1,-1,-1,84,-1,-1,41,72,-1,-1, -1,-1,-1, 0,  0, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1}, 

{-1,-1,-1,-1,46,40,-1,82,-1,-1,-1,79, 0, -1,-1,-1,-1,  0,  0, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1}, 

{-1,-1,95,53,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,14,18,-1,-1, -1,-1,-1,-1, -1,  0,  0, -1, -1, -1, -1}, 

{-1,11,73,-1,-1,-1, 2,-1,-1,47,-1,-1,-1, -1,-1,-1,-1, -1, -1,  0,  0, -1, -1, -1}, 

{12,-1,-1,-1,83,24,-1,43,-1,-1,-1,51,-1, -1,-1,-1,-1, -1, -1, -1,  0,  0, -1, -1}, 

{-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,94,-1,59,-1,-1,70,72,-1, -1,-1,-1,-1, -1, -1, -1, -1,  0,  0, -1}, 

{-1,-1, 7,65,-1,-1,-1,-1,39,49,-1,-1,-1, -1,-1,-1,-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,  0,  0}, 

{43,-1,-1,-1,-1,66,-1,41,-1,-1,-1,26, 7, -1,-1,-1,-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,  0}, 

 

Figure 8.7: T matrix inside the Model matrix is shown red 

 
This index (which is the location of 1 inside the T matrix) is then used as pointer to either the input 

array x which is represented by Ptrtovin or the output array Y represented by Ptrtovout. The equation 

Y = T
-1

x is solved using forward substitution TY = x and the code for this equation is given below, in 

which loop unrolling is already used. 

for (i=0; i<zf; i+=4)                    

    {   

 *(Ptrtovout + i+0) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+0)+ Ptrtovin);  

       *(Ptrtovout + i+1) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+1)+ Ptrtovin); 

       *(Ptrtovout + i+2) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+2)+ Ptrtovin); 

       *(Ptrtovout + i+3) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+3)+ Ptrtovin);   

    } 

 

count = zf; 

for (i=zf; i<indext; i+=8)    

   {                 

*(Ptrtovout + count+0) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+0)+Ptrtovout) ^ *(*(PtrtoT+i+1)+Ptrtovin);    

*(Ptrtovout + count+1) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+2)+Ptrtovout) ^ *(*(PtrtoT+i+3)+Ptrtovin); 

*(Ptrtovout + count+2) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+4)+Ptrtovout) ^ *(*(PtrtoT+i+5)+Ptrtovin); 

*(Ptrtovout + count+3) = *(*(PtrtoT+i+6)+Ptrtovout) ^ *(*(PtrtoT+i+7)+Ptrtovin);   } 

 

Figure 8.8: (unmodified code for forward substitution) 

 
If we look at the model matrix in Figure 8.4, the distribution of 1’s inside the T matrix provides 

enough information to avoid the computation of T matrix. The first row and column of T matrix starts 

with zf x zf  identity matrix while the rest of columns of the first row are zeros and can be ignored. This 

implies that there exists only a single 1 in each row of T matrix for the first zf rows. The second row of 

the model matrix has two 0’s which correspond to two zf x zf  identity matrices. This shows that each of 

the zf rows represented by second row of the model matrix has two 1’s respectively at locations i and 

i+zf  where i = 0, 1, 2, ……, zf. The third and subsequent rows except the last one follow the same 

pattern as of the second row.  

This implies that there is no need to compute the indices of the 1’s inside the T matrix. All we need 

is to remember the index from the start which is 0, the size of the spreading factor and the number of 

rows inside the T matrix which is dependent upon the code rate chosen. By doing this the memory 

operations required to read the indices from the T array are eliminated which will result in subsequent 

saving of both energy and execution time. The following code has been written to exploit the 

information in the model matrix about the T matrix.  
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index = m-zf;     // m is the total  rows and zf is the spreading factor   

for (i=0; i<zf; i+=4)     

    {  Ptrtovout[i]      =   Ptrtovin[i+0];   

           Ptrtovout[i+1]  =  Ptrtovin[i+1];  

     Ptrtovout[i+2]  =  Ptrtovin[i+2];  

     Ptrtovout[i+3]  =  Ptrtovin[i+3];     }     

     

count=0; //zf 

for (i=zf;i<index;i+=4) //8) 

   {  Ptrtovout[i]      = Ptrtovout[count]      ^  Ptrtovin[i]; 

  Ptrtovout[i+1]  = Ptrtovout[count+1]  ^  Ptrtovin[i+1]; 

  Ptrtovout[i+2]  = Ptrtovout[count+2]  ^  Ptrtovin[i+2]; 

  Ptrtovout[i+3]  = Ptrtovout[count+3]  ^  Ptrtovin[i+3]; 

  count +=4;   } 

Figure 8.9:  Modified Code for Forward Substitution 

The code has been simulated on RICA and the simulation time for unmodified and modified code 

achieved 20.62 µsec and 14.224 µsec respectively. This corresponds to a reduction of 31% in 

execution time for the forward substitution module. Further reduction was made possible by 

increasing the number of resources and using a compiler that allowed the use of 256 temporary 

registers instead of the initial compiler that supported just 32 registers. Increasing the temporary 

registers helped compiler reduce unnecessary memory accesses. 

8.5.2 Optimization of Vector_Add 

The aim of this module is to provide modulo-2 addition of two input vectors. Since the addition is 

bit wise, enough parallelism is present inside the module. This parallelism is exploited for increased 

throughput through simple loop unrolling. The original code is as: 

 

for (i=0;i<zf;i++)  

{     // zf is spreading factor and ranges from 24 to 96 

Ptrtovout[i]  =  Ptrtovin1[i]  ^  Ptrtovin2[i];  

       } 

 

The above code has 2 x zf read and zf write memory operations. It will take 3 x zf cycles in any DSP 

processor and if 4 nsec is taken as the memory access time then its execution will take 12 x zf nsec on 

a DSP Processor. If the code is expanded as below then all the four memory reads from the same 

memory array can be done in just one 4 nsec time and all the four writes to the same memory array 

can also be completed in just one 4 nsec time. The memory access time is then (zf/4(read) + 

zf/4(read)+ zf/4(write)) x 4 = 3 x zf which is equivalent to a theoretical 4 times reduction in memory 

access time.  

 

for (i=0;i<zf;i+=4) { 

  temp11 = Ptrtovin1[i];  

temp12 = Ptrtovin1[i+1];  

temp13 = Ptrtovin1[i+2];  

temp14 = Ptrtovin1[i+3]; 

temp21 = Ptrtovin2[i];  

temp22 = Ptrtovin2[i+1];  

temp23 = Ptrtovin2[i+2];  

temp24 = Ptrtovin2[i+3]; 
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Ptrtovout[i]  =  temp11 ^ temp21;  

Ptrtovout[i+1]  =  temp12 ^ temp22;  

Ptrtovout[i+2] =  temp13 ^ temp23;  

Ptrtovout[i+3] =  temp14 ^ temp24; } 

 

 

In the case of packed computation in which four independent data bytes are accessed as one data 

pack and processed as separate and independent 4 data bytes, only two read interfaces and one write 

interfaces are required thus reducing the burden on the resources. RICA also supports 8 adders and 8 

XOR operations. This implies that address calculation and XORing can be done in parallel thus saving 

more execution time. The net reduction is 3.4 times and the execution time is reduced from 14.7 to 

4.32 µsec. 

8.5.3 Optimization of Matrix_Vector_Mult  

 This module performs multiplication of matrix (A) with a vector. The matrix consists of only 1’s 

and 0’s and only the indices of 1’s inside the matrix are stored in PtrtoA. In such a case, the 

multiplication becomes picking the bits in the array Ptrtovin at the location pointed by the indices of 

1’s (inside the matrix) and XORing for one row of the matrix A. The code for this multiplication is 

given below: 

                  for (j=0;j<=index;j++) {    

                                 a = PtrtoA[j]; 

                                 *(Ptrtovout+j)  ^= *(a+Ptrtovin);} 

 

The total memory access operations are 2 x index (read)+ index(write) = 3 x index. The memory 

access time is 3 x index x 4 nsec. If the code is written as below: 

for (j=0;j<=index; j+=4) {  //temp0 to temp3 are short integers  

temp0 = *(PtrtoA+j+0); 

temp1 = *(PtrtoA+j+1); 

temp2 = *(PtrtoA+j+2); 

temp3 = *(PtrtoA+j+3); 

 

*(Ptrtovout+i) = *(temp0+Ptrtovin) ^ *(temp1+Ptrtovin) ^ *(temp2+Ptrtovin) ^  *(temp3+Ptrtovin); } 

 

 In the modified code, 4 memory read operations temp0 to temp3 take two memory read accesses (2 

x 4 nsec). The next 4 memory read operations take four memory accesses (16 nsec) and the write 

operation also takes 4 nsec. Thus 2(read) + 4 (read) + 1(write) = 7 memory access per loop iteration 

and a total of (7/4 x index) memory access operations which takes (7/4) x 4 x index = 7 x index nsec. 

The current RICA is reading only 4 sequential bytes in one memory access time. If these four bytes 

were random, it would take four memory access times.  

Another modification that we made is to write separate functions for each of the code rates and read 

the model matrix instead of the values in PtrtoA array. The model matrix that corresponds to the 12 

columns and the 11 rows on the left hand side in Figure 8.4 represents matrix A. If we store only the 

non-zero constants, then the memory required for matrix A is 44 bytes. Since each row contains four 

constants, they can be read and then from the four constants, we can generate the addresses for the 

remaining 96 rows. We can have four consecutive byte reads per 96 iterations. With multiplexers, 

constants, registers, adders and shifters we can compute the addresses of the locations (temp0 to 
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temp3) inside the Ptrtovin array. We can thus eliminate the two memory accesses used to read PtrtoA 

for values inside temp0 to temp3. In this way we can have 4 reads and one write operation in an 

iteration of the unrolled loop. Therefore, we will be having 5 memory accesses and a total of ‘5 x 

index/4 = 5/4 x index’ memory accesses. If this is compared with ‘3 x index’ of the un-optimized 

code, the reduction is 2.4 times. This strategy together with enough number of resources resulted in 

further reduction in execution time.  

8.5.4 Optimization in initializing fixed arrays 

In situations where it is necessary to initialize the fixed array, loop unrolling is used in array 

initialization. Significant reduction in memory access time has been achieved with this optimization as 

four memory bytes can be accessed in just one memory access time assuming the RICA supports 4 

parallel memory banks.  

8.5.5 Replacing Jumps with Multiplexing 

RICA executes the code in steps. A step is defined as combination of instructions that can be 

executed in the fabric provided by RICA. The group of instructions need not be necessarily 

independent of each other. A step is determined by the number of available resources, conditional 

branch and the length of the critical path. 

RICA is structured to support only one jump per step. If a function or a piece of code generates more 

than one jumps, RICA places them in separate steps. The main idea behind optimization is to place as 

much code inside one step as possible. If the entire function is placed in one step, maximum 

utilization of resources can be achieved and the time of execution will most probably be less than the 

case in which the same function takes more than one step. This can be achieved due to two reasons. 

The first is that more steps will have more overhead of configuration time and the chances of 

executing the code in parallel in one step are more compared to spreading the code in more than one 

steps because RICA executes steps in sequence. For the jump to be replaced with multiplexing, the 

variables and the paths for the execution must be independent of each other and must not include a 

memory read in its conditioning. This can be explained from the following code. 

if(*(PtrtoMrow+j))     {     *(Ptrtovout+i) = *(*(PtrtoM+j)+Ptrtovin) ^ *(Ptrtovout+i); 

        j++;    } 

The above code will definitely produce a jump as the memory access in the code inside the 

parenthesis is made dependent upon the ‘if’ condition. If the ‘if’ condition is true, there will be 

memory access otherwise not. The jump produced by this code will cause underutilization of 

resources. This code can be structured like the following to avoid the instantiation of jump cell. 

temp1      =    PtrtoMrow[i];  

temp3      =    Ptrtovout[i]; 

temp4      =    PtrtoM[i];     

temp2      =    Ptrtovin[temp4] ^  temp3;  

Ptrtovout[i]   =    temp1  ?  temp2  :  temp3; 

temp2     =    j++; 

j        =    temp1 ?  temp2 : j; 
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Table 8.4: (Profile for the optimized code while executed on RICA) 

F CALLS EXECUTION 

TIME (µSEC) 

NET EXECUTION 

TIME (µSEC) 

main 1 2.96 558.878 

LDPC_Encoder 1 35.33 555.918 

Matrix_Vector_Mult 3 45.36 45.36 

Vector_Add 2 8.64 8.64 

Forward_Substitution 2 19.488 19.488 

PCH_Matrix_Generate 1 443.63 443.63 

Base_Matrix_Generate 1 3.47 3.47 

 

By storing the intermediate values in the registers and making the variables independent of each other, 

the instantiation of the jump cell has been avoided. The same strategy has been adopted in all other 

places inside the code to either reduce or eliminate the jumping and using multiplexers to perform the 

same functionality as is performed with jump cell. 

Loop unrolling has been used in addition to the above mentioned techniques and the execution time 

and throughput has been calculated from the data given in table 8.4. 

 

The net execution time    = 558.878 – 3.47 – 443.63 = 111.7 µsec.  

Execution time per bit                                                = 111.7/1152 = 97 nsec/bit 

Throughput                                                                 = 1/97           = 10.3 Mbps (½ rate). 

 

For code rate ¾, the throughput is measured to be approximately 19 Mbps. This is the highest code 

rate that IEEE 802.16 defines for the irregular LDPC codes. 

8.5.6 Hardware Pipelining the code 

The hardware pipelining is about pipelining the memory read, computation and memory write 

operations inside a code. If a loop consists of all these processes and brought inside one step then the 

step will loop into itself. Such a step can be pipelined and using a two stage pipeline, the execution 

time can be reduced by about 2.5 times or a maximum of 3 times. 

An example of a hardware pipelining is shown in Figure 8.10 and 811. This is the DFG of data path 

that reads from the memory, adds together the words read from the memory and then writes the results 

to the same location inside the memory. The complete datapath has been brought into one RICA step 

and it loops to itself. The execution time of non-pipelined version of this step has been measured to be 

28 nsec and if the maximum iteration is 120, the execution time of the entire loop is 28 x 120 = 3.36 

µsec.  

Using pipelining, the data path can be divided into three smaller data paths with critical path length 

not exceeding 10 nsec. The time of execution of the step is now approximately 2.5 times less than the 

total time and is about 3.36/2.5 = 1.344 µsec. By using hardware pipelining, the throughput that can 

be achieved from the encoder is in the range from 26 Mbps for ½ code rate to 47 Mbps for ¾ code 
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rate. This is better than FPGA [101] implementation which achieved 22 Mbps from a real time 

programmable LDPC encoder for regular codes. This experimentation is carried out on a 128 cell 

RICA architecture which is 2 mm
2 

while the FPGA architecture [101] consumes 870 slices and 19 

block RAMS. The power consumption on RICA is definitely much less than its FPGA counterpart, 

however, we cannot give quantitative comparison for the power consumption because no power 

information about [101] has been documented. 

The discussion about restructuring RICA is left till the end of the next chapter because the next 

chapter discusses optimization of LDPC decoder which is computationally more intensive than its 

corresponding encoder. 

8.6 Summary 

The chapter presented a novel architecture for the real time adaptive LDPC encoder as specified in 

the IEEE P802.16e/D7 standard targeting WiMax applications and discussed its optimization on 

SC140 and RICA. Several algorithmic and architecture specific optimization techniques have been 

applied. The throughput achieved from SC140 is in the range from 6.62 Mbps to 10 Mbps while from 

RICA, it is in the range from 10 to 19 Mbps without pipelining and from 26 to 47 Mbps with 

pipelining. The next chapter covers optimization of LDPC decoder. 
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Figure 8.10: Non-pipelined RICA Step  

(rmem is read memory cell, wmem is write memory cell, const is a cell to store   constant values, add 

is adder cell, reg is register cell and shift is shifter cell, comp_jump is logical cell) 
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Figure 8.11: Pipelined RICA Step 
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Chapter 9 

 Optimization of Low Density Parity 

Check Decoder for mobile WiMax 

Applications 
 

 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents implementation and optimization of adaptive Min-Sum belief propagation 

decoder (Min-Sum BPA) for decoding irregular Low Density Parity Check Codes (LDPC) as 

specified in the IEEE P802.16e/D7 standard on two architectures: one is SC140 DSP while the other 

is RICA). The decoder is real time programmable and can decode frame sizes from 576 to 2304, with 

five different code rates. Different general and architecture specific optimization techniques are 

applied for throughput enhancement.  

 

9.2 Implementation and Optimization of LDPC Decoder                         

This section describes implementation of LDPC decoder based on belief propagation algorithm 

(BPA). The decoder consists of variable node and check node processors which are interconnected 

through interleaver. The decoder works iteratively by passing messages on the edges of the bipartite 

graph that contains variable and check nodes [83]. The different processors are explained below: 

Variable Node Processors:  Each variable node receives one message 
)0(

vLLR (Log-Likelihood 

Ratio) from the channel and one message 
i

cvLLR  for the corresponding check nodes to which it is 

connected to. In each iteration, a variable node has to calculate two messages: one 
i

vcZ  (9.1) for each 

check node and the other a-posteriory LLR estimate
i

vA  (9.2) for the bit in the frame which it 

represents. Here C(v) is the set of neighbouring check nodes of variable node v. 
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Check Node Processors: Each check node gets the LLR values from the variable nodes to which it is 

connected to and performs parity checks. The valid codeword is the word for which all the parity 

check equations from all the check nodes are satisfied. The message from check node ‘c’ to a variable 

node ‘v’ is given in equation (9.3).  
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(The V(c) represents the set of neighbouring variable nodes of a check node c) 

The equation (9.3) can be implemented with look up tables. However, there is an approximation for 

(9.3) similar to the Max-Log-MAP algorithm known as min-sum decoder 
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)(min
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                         (9.4) 

The performance of the min-sum is improved using offset belief propagation with density evolution 

of β=0.25 or 0.15 

)0,max()( β−⋅← i

cv

i

cv

i

cv LLRLLRsignLLR                (9.5) 

Router (Interleaver):  Router is needed to route messages from the variable nodes to the 

corresponding check nodes and vice versa. The performance of the decoder is dependent upon 

efficient implementation of the router.  

 

Figure 9.1: Real Time Programmable LDPC Decoder  

 

A real time Programmable LDPC Decoder is shown in Figure 9.1. It has two sections. The section 

shown in Figure 9.1.B generates the interleaver and the maximum count for the check and variable 

nodes while the section shown in Figure 9.1.A performs the actual decoding based on the information 

got from section 9.1.B. The section 9.1.B makes the decoder adaptable to all code sizes and code rates 

as specified in the standard. First Base Matrix is generated from the model matrices depending upon a 

particular code length and code rate. The base matrix is then applied to the interleaver generation 

block to generate interleaver as well as the maximum count for the check and variable nodes. The 

Max_Vnode and Max_Cnode are applied to Variable Node and Check Node Decoders respectively to 
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determine the maximum loop iteration. This way, the interleaver, and the two decoders are configured 

in real time to adapt to the input frame size and code rate. This adaptation or configuration is triggered 

by the prevailing channel conditions in order to maintain or improve BER performance.  

The IEEE P802.16E standard defines LDPC codes that have non uniform variable and check node 

distribution. This implies that a variable node processes varying number of check node messages and 

vice versa. The different types of variable and check nodes defined in the IEEE based codes are 

explained below:  

9.2.1 Types of Variable Nodes  

9.2.1.1 Four-message Variable Node:  

This type of variable node is connected to three different check nodes and receives three messages 

(LLR values), one from each of the check nodes. The fourth message it receives from the channel and 

is the LLR value of the bit in the coded frame which this particular variable node represents. This 

variable node is supposed to process these four messages. The process inside a variable node is a 

simple majority voting and for this it simply sums together algebraically LLR values of the 4 

messages. If the net value is positive, the bit it represents is 0 otherwise 1. To generate message for a 

particular check node to which it is connected to, the variable node subtracts the LLR message of that 

check node from the total sum. This implies that the message which it sends to a particular check node 

is the belief about the type of the bit which this variable node represents and is obtained from the 

beliefs of all other check nodes and the channel. The sign represents the type of the bit while the 

magnitude of the message represents the strength of the belief about the type of the message. The 

four-message variable node is represented diagrammatically in Figure 9.2: 

 

Resources required:   

For an ASIC implementation, this variable node can be implemented using 4 registers, 6 adders and 

three shifters. However since RICA is implementing this from C, the resources required are a bit 

different. This variable node is implemented on RICA and from the netlist, the number and types of 

resources are calculated and tabulated in Table 9.1. 

 

Table 9.1: Resources of 4-input Variable Node Processor 

Type of cell Quantity 

 RICA ASIC 

Adder/subtractor 6 6 

Const 7 0 

Logic 1 0 

Reg 8 4 

Shift 3 3 
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Figure 9.2: Four Input Variable Node Processor 

 

9.2.1.2 Five-message Variable Node:  

 

This variable node processes 5 messages with four received from the check nodes to which it is 

connected to and the fifth from the channel. It is represented diagrammatically as shown in Figure 9.3. 

When this node is implemented on RICA, the number of resources required is given in Table 9.2. 

  

Table 9.2: Resources of 5-input Variable Node Processor 

Type of cell Quantity 

 RICA ASIC 

Adder/subtractor 8 8 

Const 9 0 

Logic 1 0 

Reg 8 5 

Shift 4 4 
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Figure 9.3: 5-Input Variable Node Processor  

 

9.2.1.3 Seven-message Variable Node:   

This variable node processes 7 messages with 6 received from the check nodes to which it is 

connected to and the 7th from the channel. It is represented diagrammatically in Figure 9.4. When this 

node is implemented on RICA, resources required are given in Table 9.3. 

Table 9.3: Seven-input variable node processor 

Type of cell Quantity 

 RICA ASIC 

Adder/subtractor 12 12 

Const 14 0 

Logic 2 0 

Reg 8 7 

Shift 6 6 
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Figure 9.4: 7-input Variable Node Processor 

 

9.2.1.4 Three-message Variable Node:   

 
This variable node processes 3 messages with 2 received from the check nodes to which it is 

connected to and the 3rd from the channel. It is represented diagrammatically in Figure 9.5 and the 

resources required for its implementation are given in Table 9.4. 

 

 

Figure 9.5: 3-Input Variable Node Processor 

 

 

 

Table 9.4: 3-Input Variable Node Processor 
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Type of cell Quantity 

 RICA ASIC 

Adder/subtractor 4 4 

Const 5 0 

Logic 1 0 

Reg 6 3 

Shift 2 2 

 

9.2.2 Types of Check nodes 

9.2.2.1 Six-Input Check Node: 

The check node performs parity checks on all the six incoming messages and provides the LLR of 

the bit which it believes to be either one or zero. The check node generates six messages for its six 

neighbouring variable nodes. The six-input check node when implemented cost RICA with the 

resources tabulated in Table 9.5. The block diagram of this check node processor is given in Figure 

9.6. 

 

Figure 9.6: 6-Input Check Node Processor  

Table 9.5: 6-Input Check Node Processor (RICA) 

Type of cell Quantity 

Const 16 

Logic 29 

Reg 18 

Shift 6 

Mux 24 
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9.2.2.2 Seven-Input Check Node:  

The check node performs parity checks on all the incoming messages and provides LLR of the bit 

which it believes to be one or zero. The seven input check node processor (shown in Figure 9.7) when 

implemented on RICA took the resources presented in Table 9.6. 

 

 

Figure 9.7: 7-Input Check Node Processor 

 

Table 9.6: 7-Input Check Node Processor 

Type of cell Quantity 

 RICA 

Const 31 

Logic 55 

Reg 29 

Shift 8 

Mux 29 

 

9.3 Simulation of the Real Time Programmable LDPC Decoder 

The encoder and decoder are simulated for sample code length of 576, rate ½. The Eb/No values 

chosen is from 0 to 3.5 with 10,000 frames used for a particular Eb/No value. The algorithms simulated 

include Min-Sum BPA, LLR-BPA, Offset BPA with density evolution factors of 0.15 and 0.25. The 

various constituent modules of the LDPC decoder are shown in Figure 9.8. VNode_Decoder, 
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CNode_Decoder and Hard_Decision modules are operated iteratively inside the Message_Decode 

module to detect the code word. The results are provided in Figures 9.9 – 9.11: 

 

Figure 9.8: Hierarchy of the modules used in non-optimized C implementation 
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Figure 9.9: BER Performance of Min-Sum Algorithm under different decoding iterations 
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Figure 9.10: FER Performance of Min-Sum Algorithm under different decoding iterations 
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Figure 9.11: Performance of Different Decoding Algorithms 

 

The results as shown in Figure 9.9 – 9.11 are based on irregular code as specified in the IEEE 

P802.16e/D7 specification. Figure 9.9 provides BER performance of Min-Sum SPA for varying 

number of maximum decoder iterations. Four different values were chosen for the maximum decoder 

iterations and they are 5, 10, 15 and 50. The 10 iterations provide acceptable BER performance and 
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can be selected the maximum decoder iteration for implementation on either DSP or a reconfigurable 

fabric such as RICA. It is also evident from the simulation results that for higher SNR values, the 

decoder reaches to a valid code even in less than 10 iterations. The variation in iteration count with 

respect to the SNR is plotted in Figure 9.12. Figure 9.11 provides results for different decoder 

algorithms keeping the maximum iteration constant at 10. The algorithm chosen for optimization is 

the Min-Sum SPA with density evolution of 0.25. 

The performance of decoding algorithm varies from one type of LDPC coding to another and is 

therefore dependent upon the type of coding selected. Since this is the first kind of implementation for 

this type of coding, exact comparison cannot be carried out due to non-availability of the previous 

work done on LDPC coding for WiMax applications. However, approximate comparison can be made 

with the implementations carried out in the literature. For example, [95] has carried out an FPGA 

implementation of the Min-Sum SPA algorithm and its modified version. The authors in [95] have 

compared the result with some reference publications. The iteration chosen is 7 and 20. The result of 

Min-Sum as depicted in Figure 9.11 is comparable with the result of improved min-sum algorithm in 

[95] though the result in [95] has been obtained for 20 iterations as opposed to the 10 iterations.  
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Figure 9.12: Iteration Count vs SNR for the Real Time LDPC Decoder 

 

Another implementation of the Min-Sum algorithm for irregular LDPC code with code length 1268 

is done in [96]. The results presented in this report are better by 1 to 3 dB than the results of the ideal 

min-sum implementation presented in [96]. The same is true with the result shown in [97]. With [98] 

the results are comparable. 

The implementation in [99] is carried out for Min-Sum SPA with density evolution. Regular LDPC 

with code rate 0.5 is used. The implementation in [99] results in better performance compared to this 
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implementation. The performance is almost the same for SNR from 0 to 1.3, however, after 1.3 there 

is an abrupt decrease in the BER in the case of [99]. This can be the result of density evolution 

function which is most suited for that particular type of LDPC coding. 

Overall there are merits and demerits of this implementation compared to the work in the literature. 

As far as the ideal Min-Sum is concerned, the performance is either better or comparable to that in the 

literature. However, certain implementations of the modified Min-Sum are better than this 

implementation but this should not be taken as the argument to question the implementation in this 

thesis as these implementations are targeted for different types of LDPC coding. 

9.4 Optimization on SC140 

The objective of this optimization is to reduce the cycle count to as much as possible for achieving 

1) reduction in energy consumed which is directly related to the number of clock cycles taken by the 

application and 2) finding out whether the StarCore MSC8126 is capable enough to meet the 

throughput requirement of mobile WiMax receiver which goes to 72 Mbps. The standard uses LDPC 

as an optional FEC coding. It is also required to suggest ways of LDPC deployment on StarCore for 

achieving maximum possible throughput. 

The decoder for LDPC (Figure 9.8) consists of the following modules VNode_Decoder, 

Message_Decode, LDPC_Decoder, Hard_Decision, PCH_Matrix_Generate, PCH_Matrix, 

CNode_Decoder, Block_Interleaver, Base_Matrix_Gen 

Of all the modules PCH_Matrix_Generate, PCH_Matrix, and Base_Matrix_Generate are used only 

to calculate the parity check matrix, and Block_Interleaver is used to calculate interleaver address for 

interleaving messages from check node to variable node and vice versa. They are called just once 

either at start up or when the parameters on which they depend get changed in order to adapt it to the 

new channel conditions. The parameters are the same as in the case of the encoder i.e. code length, 

code rate and type of code rate. 

The Base_Matrix_Generate is the same module used in the encoder and, therefore, its optimization 

is the same as is carried out in the encoder. The modules for parity check matrix and Interleaver 

computation are not optimized as they are not needed in mainstream decoding. 

The fixed point implementation of the Min-Sum decoder resulted in the following cycle count after 

removing some of the unnecessary operations which initially were used like the use of deinterleaver, 

the use of callocs and mallocs, and unnecessary use of long integers. The table below shows the cycle 

count of the ‘C’ implementation for the un-optimized decoder the performance of which is shown in 

Figures 9.9 – 9.12. 

 

Modules  F    F+D 

VNode_Decoder  86491    86491 

Message_Decode  27106    204780 

LDPC_Decoder  126    4904276 

Hard_Decision  4901    4901 

PCH_Matrix_Gen 74534    74534 

PCH_Matrix  77    271369 
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CNode_Decoder  86282    86282 

Block_Interleaver 4238124    4303919 

Base_Matrix_Gen 26416    196106 

 

Since Message_Decode is the mainstream decoding module, its cycle count is used to calculate the 

cycles/bit/iteration. The total cycle count is 204780 and the length of code word used is 576. 

Therefore, (86491+4901+86282) *10 +27106 = 180385/288 = 626 cycles/bit/iteration is the cycle 

count from the decoder without applying manual optimization techniques. With 626, the throughput 

from the StarCore is just 1.6 Mbps/iteration and with 10 iterations, the decoding throughput is reduced 

to 0.16 Mbps which is an insignificant output from the DSP processor.  

9.4.1 Optimization of Check Node Decoder (CNode_Decoder):  

The CNode_Decoder implements equations (9.4) and (9.5) using the check node processors given in 

Figure 9.6 and 9.7. The processors first find the absolute values of the incoming messages and then 

search for the minimum value for the particular variable node excluding the incoming message 

received from the same variable node. The cycle count of the un-optimized CNode_Decoder is 86282 

which resulted in 626 cycles/bit/iteration. The following manual optimizations were used to reduce the 

cycle count. 

1. Initially local arrays of type short integers were used to store the intermediate results from the 

check node decoder. The array indexing consumes more cycles and the compiler is not able to 

bind arrays to registers [ACDI-storage binding and symbolic registers] inside the architecture. 

Arrays were replaced with an equal number of distinct and independent local variables. This has 

facilitated the compiler to bind local variables to registers as well as store them on stack without 

any indexing computation. The result is the reduced cycle count for the check node decoder. 

2. Inside the module, two built in functions ‘abs’ and ‘min’ are used in the order determined by 

Figures 9.6 and 9.7. When ‘min’ function is removed and replaced with its substitute code as 

given, z1 =  (x1 < x2 ) ? x1 : x2  , the cycle count increased from 86282 to 141237, a tremendous 

increase. The built in ‘min’ function is proved to be more optimized than its substitute code and 

therefore, ‘min’ function is reinserted into the code.  

3. Changing all ‘char’ type variables to ‘Word16’ has resulted in some cycle reduction.  

4. The ‘C’ code has been tested with and without using built in ‘abs’ function. It was clear that the 

‘abs’ function resulted in increased cycle count and therefore its use was avoided completely 

form the module. 

5. The loop unrolling used in reading and writing messages to the Message Memory reduced the 

cycle count from 86282 to 35969. The compiler was not able to apply loop unrolling 

automatically as seen from the profiler information that provided the % utilization of the DALUs 

against the whole execution time. For more than 80% of the time, it was only DALU1 that was 

involved in executing the code. The rest is non-uniformly distributed among the other three 

DALUs. We have been instructed by Freescale to use both align and manual unroll for the 

optimization to be effective. In order to save time align was used in conjunction with manual loop 
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unrolling. With the two applied together, the processing load was then distributed almost evenly 

between DALU1 and DALU2 with DALU3 and DALU4 taking bigger portion of code execution 

than the previous case of no alignment as well as manual optimization.  Another optimization 

carried out is to store the absolute values as well as signs of the variable node messages on stack 

using local variables. Initially they were stored in two global arrays named MessageSign and 

VnodeMessage. By eliminating these arrays and storing the sign and absolute values of the 

variable node messages in local variables, the cycle count reduced from 35969 to 7824. 

6. The memory array PtrtoCnDist stores the number of variables nodes connected to a particular 

check node. This array can be eliminated if separate functions are written for each code rate and 

the major loop is unrolled. E.g. for code rate ½, the CNode_Decoder uses both 6-message and 7-

message check node processors and the major loop iterates 288 times (with 1152 in case of 

maximum code length of 2304). If separate function is written and the major loop is divided 

between two sub-loops such that one uses 6-message check node processor while the other 7-

message check node processor, then the array PtrtoCnDist becomes redundant and can be 

eliminated.  

7. In a similar way, some other memory access operations were made redundant and eliminated. 

This caused reduction in cycle count from 7824 to 4323.  

It was not possible with the IEEE style coding scheme to reduce the cycles further inside the C 

code. It is highly likely that with the assembly coding, the cycles could be reduced further as assembly 

instructions allow more utilization of the 4 ALUs and 2 AGUs. 

9.4.2 Optimization of VNode_Decoder:  

This module calculates messages to be sent to check nodes and implements equations (9.1) and 

(9.2). VNode_Decoder uses different variable node processors ranging from 3-message to 7-message 

subject to code rate.  It reads the messages from the Message Memory using interleaver. Only a single 

variable node decoder has been implemented on StarCore. The single variable node decoder processes 

all variable nodes (maximum of 2304) in a sequential manner reading 3 to 7 messages from the 

memory per variable node processing. The number of messages to be read for a particular variable 

node processing is stored in an array of size 2304. This array is called ExplicitVnDist. Later in the 

optimization process, this array has been eliminated. The code is compiled on StarCore with 

optimization level 3(4) and took 86491 cycles upon execution. To reduce the cycle count the 

following manual optimizations were used. 

1. Initially local arrays of type short integers were used to store the intermediate results from the 

variable node decoder. The array indexing consumes more cycles and the compiler is not able to 

bind arrays to registers [ACDI-storage binding and symbolic registers] inside the architecture. 

Arrays were replaced with an equal number of distinct and independent local variables. This has 

facilitated the compiler to bind local variables to registers as well as store them on stack without 

any index computation. The result is reduced cycle count for the variable node decoder.  

2. The ExplicitVnDist is an array, used inside the VNode_Decoder that stores the number of 

neighbouring check nodes connected to a particular variable node. This array can be eliminated if 

separate functions are written for each code rate and the major loop inside each function is broken 
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into sub-loops such that each sub-loop has a pre-determined and fixed number of memory 

accesses. E.g. for code rate ½, the VNode_Decoder uses 3-message, 4-message and 7-message 

variable node processors and the major loop iterates a maximum of 2304 times (it iterates 576 

times for the selected code). If separate function is written to support only the ½ code rate and the 

major loop used inside the function is divided between three sub-loops such that one uses 3-

message, another uses 4-message and the other uses 7-message variable node processor, then the 

array ExplicitVnDist becomes redundant and can be eliminated. This will save 2304 bytes of 

memory as well as reduce the execution time by eliminating the unnecessary memory accesses. In 

a similar way, some other memory access operations were made redundant and eliminated. This 

caused tremendous reduction in cycle count. This optimization is totally algorithmic or structural 

and cannot be handled automatically by the compiler. 

3. Loop Unrolling: Loop unrolling is applied together with the align directive for reasons similar to 

the case of Check node processor explained under subsection 9.4.1. 

4. The variable node decoder reads interleaved messages from the Message memory through 

addresses stored in the interleaver array. The array was read each time the variable node decoder 

used to communicate with the Message Memory. This was not an efficient implementation. The 

code is modified so that addresses (for accessing Message memory) are read from the interleaver 

and stored in local variables probably either in registers or on the stack whichever is convenient 

to the compiler. Doing this the interleaver array is accessed once per iteration to extract addresses 

for reading/writing the message memory as opposed to the initial two times access once for 

reading and then for writing the message memory. Storing addresses in separate and individual 

variables facilitated the compiler to do as much optimization as possible and take much use of the 

multiple ALUs and AGUs. 

With these optimizations, the cycle counts were reduced from 86491 to 25970. 

9.4.3 Optimization of Message_Decode module:  

This module first initializes the Message Memory with the values received from the channel. It then 

calls VNode_Decoder and CNode_Decoder iteratively for message passing to determine the correct 

codeword. When either the end of maximum iteration is reached or a valid code is found, it exits from 

the loop and extracts the valid code word which is then written to another array called PtrtoLQi. The 

glue logic written for initializing Message Memory, stopping criteria and code bit storage in PtrtoLQi, 

is targeted for optimization. The glue logic initially took 27106 cycles.  

Memory accesses are reduced to as much as possible in the initialization of Message Memory by 

storing the data in registers or variables on stack. Loop unrolling is used in storing the code bit in 

PtrtoLQi array. This optimization resulted in cycle reduction from 27106 to 16772. 

The Hard_Decision module in which the anticipated code word is multiplied with the parity check 

matrix has been replaced with a simple check criterion based on the sign of the messages from the 

check nodes. The product of the sign of the messages from all the check nodes is calculated. If at least 

one sign is negative, the code word is not a valid code word else if none is negative the code word is 

valid and the iteration is stopped. This check node stopping criterion has also contributed to reducing 
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the cycles from 27106 to 16772. However, this is nothing to do with the optimization, it is simply a 

different check criterion used for stopping the iterations. 

With all these optimizations, the cycle count was reduced to (4323+25970)*10 + 16772 = 

(319702/576)*1/10 = 55.5 cycles/bit/iteration. This cycle count can result in 4.5 Mbps/iteration  

throughput with a 500 MHz clock. Further reduction is possible if packed computation is used in a 

way as suggested in [99], however, this was not investigated.  

Since StarCore uses four SC140s, a theoretical speed improvement would be 4 times by either 

dividing single LDPC to run on four processors or running a LDPC decoder on each of the SC140s, 

thus four frames will be decoded in the time of one which is for the time being 55.5 

cycles/bit/iteration. This is still far low as required by the specification. Therefore, Star Core is not 

considered a feasible solution for implementing LDPC decoder to meet WiMax speed requirements 

which is 72 Mbps at maximum. 

9.5 Optimization on RICA 

All optimizations done here cannot be handled by the RICA compiler and are thus novel. The 

purpose of optimization is to look for ways of structuring RICA for providing the best possible 

throughput and maximum resource utilization. Another purpose is to reduce power/energy 

consumption by structuring the code so as to reduce the number of steps and hence time of execution. 

By reducing the number of steps, memory fetches for configuration bits are reduced and hence the 

power consumed in these fetches.  

The simulation results for the un-optimized ‘C’ code on RICA are presented below: 

Execution time for calculating PCH matrix and Interleaver    = 14925.8 µsec 

Steps taken                 =  2141433 

 

Initial execution time for the decoder              =  15060.7 µsec 

Steps taken                 =   2165765 

 

Execution Time per iteration for the decoding  

blocks used in actual decoding               =   15060.7 – 14925.8 = 135  µsec 

 

Throughput per iteration                             =   ½ * 576/135 = 2.15Mbps 

Total number of iterations                             =   10 

Net throughput                 =   0.215 Mbps 

 

Throughput per iteration of StarCore              =   4.5 Mbps 

Net throughput on StarCore (10 iterations)                           =   0.45 Mbps 

 

The straightforward implementation of decoder on RICA proved to be 52% slower than StarCore. 

The ‘C’ code for the decoder uses efficient utilization of memory because it requires only one block of 

memory for storing messages from check to variable as well as from variable to check nodes. The 

present ‘C’ code for LDPC decoder though good for a conventional DSP is inefficient for a cell based 

architecture like RICA which is closer to an FPGA or ASIC implementation rather than a DSP. This 

inefficiency is attributed to the following: 

 

a. Large number of jump cell instantiations due to large number of conditional  if statements 

b. Insufficient combinational cells like adders, logics etc 
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c. Insufficient number of temporary registers to store intermediate values 

d. More than required memory accesses due to lack of temporary registers 

e. Generation of large number of steps due to a, b, c and d 

  

Since the decoder is adaptive, we have chosen the maximum sizes for all the memory arrays that are 

used inside the ‘C’ code. The execution time of the decoder in Figure 9.1 is 135 µsec. In this decoder 

the Message Memory has to be initialized with the soft values from the channel through the 

interleaver because the sequence was to execute first the check node and then the variable node. The 

time taken to initialize the Message Memory is 38.11µsec. If the decoder is implemented as shown in 

Figure 9.13 in which there is no need to initialize the Message Memory with the soft values from the 

channel because the variable node decoder is executed first and then the check node decoder. Also the 

interleaver is placed between the variable node decoder and the Message Memory, the overhead of 

memory initialization through the interleaver can be avoided and in this case the execution time can be 

reduced by 17.65 µsec to 135 – 17.65  =  117.35 µsec that corresponds to 0.25 Mbps of decoding 

throughput. With this modification RICA is now 46% slower than StarCore. 

  

 

Figure 9.13: Another LDPC Implementation 

 

9.5.1 Effect of increase in the number of resources: 

The effect of increase in number of resources is first tested on check node decoder. Initially the 

check node decoder had one major loop whose iteration was determined by the number of rows inside 

the PCH matrix for particular code rate and frame size. The following resources are required by the 

check node decoder that is embedded inside one loop and generic to support all code rates. 

 

constants: 108 

   adders:  33 

   logic:  110 

   wmem:  26 

   rmem:  26 

   muxes:   8 
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It should be noted that these resources were calculated for the single loop check node decoder 

which was directly migrated from gcc with RICA specific adaptation. By putting these resources, the 

execution time is reduced by about 12.062 µsec and the total execution time is now 117.35 – 12.062 = 

105.288 µsec. The throughput is now 0.33 Mbps. The breakdown of this execution time is given as 

follows: 

 

Initial Memory setup  = 20.61   µsec 

C Node Decoder         =  57.924 µsec 

V Node Decoder         =  23.5     µsec 

Code write up              =  3.254   µsec 

 

Loop unrolling in the initial memory setup reduced the time from 20.61 µsec to 12.114 µsec. Now 

with this implementation the total execution time is 105.288 – 20.61 + 12.114 = 96.8 µsec which is 

equivalent to 3.35 Mbps per iteration.  

The objective of this optimization is enhanced throughput from RICA by either modifying the code 

such that RICA is able to exploit the parallelism inside the algorithm or structure the RICA with 

regard to number of resources as well as architecture necessary for speed enhancement. The LDPC 

decoder has two major iterative blocks. One is variable node decoder and the other check node 

decoder. To achieve better optimization, each one is individually optimized by testing the effect of 

increase in memory banks, resources, temporary registers and reducing memory accesses. 

9.5.2 Optimization of Variable Node Decoder: 

 
Optimization is carried out using the following techniques. 

     Loop distribution:  

The initial implementation of variable node decoder contains only one major loop and the code 

inside the loop supports all code rates and code lengths. Different number of memory read and write 

operations are associated with not only each code rate but also with different variable nodes which are 

separated using ‘if’ statements. This type of coding style though very compact is highly complex for 

the RICA compiler to optimize due to a large number of conditional ‘if’ statements and read/ write 

memory operations. These resulted in extra jumps and steps that would otherwise be avoided. 

Separate code is written to support a specific code rate. Inside the ‘C’ code that supports only one 

code rate, the major loop has been broken into several sub-loops. For the case of ½ code rate, the 

major loop that iterates a maximum of 576 times, has been broken into three sub-loops: These support 

processing of four, seven and three messages. Loop distribution has facilitated for further optimization 

and reduced some redundant statements and branching that has reduced the number of steps. 

 

Hardware Multiplexing: The use of ‘if’ statement causes jumps which not only time but also 

power consuming in the cell based architecture. The ‘if’ conditional statements are reduced to as much 

as possible and the irreducible ones are replaced with multiplexers. 

Memory Access Reduction: In variable node decoder, four different memory arrays are used. They 

are PtrtoexplicitVnDist, Ptrtoy, Message_Memory and PtrtoLQi. The first stores the number of check 
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nodes that are connected to a particular variable node. This also represents the number of messages to 

be read or written to the Message_Memory. The second stores the channel symbols. The third stores 

LLR messages from variable to check nodes and vice versa. The fourth stores the LLR for the code 

bits. Out of the four, two arrays PtrtoexplicitVnDist, Ptrtoy are always read, PtrtoLQi is always 

written while Message_Memory is read as well as written in a iteration. The array PtrtoexplicitVnDist 

can be removed by using the Loop distribution. Since separate sub-loops are used. These sub-loops 

have the priori information about the number of messages to be read or written into the 

Message_Memory, hence the array can be avoided. The removal causes significant reduction in 

execution time by reducing the number of memory accesses and facilitating reduction of execution 

steps. 

Parallel execution of Variable node processors: The architecture has 16 memory read and write 

interfaces that can support 16 bytes of data to be read as well as written in one memory access time. 

This allows us to implement several variable node processors in parallel by unrolling the sub-loops. 

E.g. we can unroll the sub-loop that reads two messages from the Message_Memory as well as one 

from the Ptrtoy array by 5 and can read the 10 bytes from Message_Memory in one memory access 

time and the 5 bytes from the Ptrtoy array in another memory access time. Thus, 5 two-message 

variable node processor (Figure 9.5) can be executed in parallel. The number of adders/subtractors, 

shift registers and temporary registers are also increased to accommodate the parallel execution of the 

variable nodes. This caused tremendous reduction in execution time. 

Register Allocation: RICA compiler can allocate temporaries and objects to registers. If 

temporaries are stored in registers, unnecessary memory accesses can be avoided hence reducing both 

execution time and power consumption. How many registers are needed to provide the optimum 

throughput is another subject of this research. Through trial and error, it was found that about 150 

distributed registers are needed for LDPC decoder to significantly improve the speed and eliminate all 

intermediate memory accesses. The RICA was assigned 256 distributed registers. With this many 

registers it was not only producing significant effects on LDPC throughput but also on Turbo decoder. 

With these optimizations, the execution time for processing 576 variable node processors (frame 

size is 576) came out to be 12.124 µsec per iteration. 

Pipelining the code:  Each variable node processor has three operations: memory read, 

computation and memory write. If they are pipelined, the architecture can be clocked at a frequency 

higher than the frequency used by the combinational counterpart. This will reduce the execution time 

by almost 3 times. All it needs is to bring the loop inside one step. Within one step, the loop jumps to 

itself and can be pipelined. The number of resources is increased to bring the loop inside one step. 

Another necessary condition observed with RICA compiler for bringing the code to one step is to 

make the ‘limit’ of the loop a constant. This is done by writing separate functions for each code 

length. This increased the size of the code but also made it possible to bring the code inside one step 

which is necessary for throughput enhancement.    

The step is pipelined by inserting registers between memory read and computation, as well as 

between computation and memory write blocks. The pipelined ‘C’ code runs three times faster than its 

non-pipelined counterpart. An example pipelining of a sample step is shown in Figures 9.17 and 9.18. 
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The pipelining has been implemented at the Netlist level due to lack of support at ‘C’ level from the 

current compiler. However, this is in agenda to modify the compiler to support the pipelining of code 

from the ‘C’ level. Pipelining is a compromise between speed and power consumption. The increased 

frequency increases the throughput but reduces power saving.  

With pipelining, a reduction of 2.5 times has been achieved. The execution time for the 

VNode_Decoder came out to be 4.85 µsec per iteration. 

9.5.3 Optimization of Check Node Decoder 

The IEEE 802.16 standard defines several check node processors to execute parity check equations. 

They range from processing 6, 7, 14 and 15 messages from the variable nodes in order to generate 

messages for the corresponding variable nodes. As an example, a 6 and 7-message check node 

processors are shown in Figure 9.6 and 9.7. 

 

Loop distribution: In this case, the ‘C’ code is written separately for each of the code rates. Inside 

each code rate, the loop is divided among sub-loops which for the case of ½ code rate is divided 

between two sub-loops: one processes 6 messages while the other 7 messages. This distribution has 

eliminated some redundant ‘C’ code as well as conditional ‘if’ statements. 

 

Hardware Multiplexing: The ‘if’ conditional statements are reduced by restructuring the ‘C’ code 

and the irreducible ‘if’ statements are replaced with hardware multiplexers to avoid the time 

consumed in jumps.  

 

Memory Access Reduction: In check node decoder, only Message_Memory is read or written. 

However more temporary registers are needed to store the data read from the memory as well as the 

intermediate results. The lack of such registers causes extra memory read/write accesses which can be 

avoided by increasing the number of registers. The maximum number of registers are found after 

exhaustive simulation and used to eliminate any redundant memory accesses. Approximately 150 

registers were needed, therefore, 256 temporary registers were used in RICA that helped eliminate all 

memory accesses for temporary data storage. 

 

Parallel Execution of Check node processors: Since a check node processor requires considerable 

resources, only the 6 and 7-message sub-loops are unrolled by 2 to execute two check node processors 

in parallel. 

With these optimizations, the entire 288 check nodes for code rate ½ and code length of 576 were 

executed in 8.64 µsec. 

Pipelining the code: The check node processor is pipelined similar to pipelining variable node 

processor and approximately 2.5 times reduction is execution time has been achieved. This 

optimization resulted in 3.5 µsec execution time per iteration for the check node decoder. 

The interleaver is implemented as well to support the routing of messages between the two 

processors. With 16 independent memory banks, we were able to read 16 messages in one memory 

access time. Parallel execution resulted in (900 + 900) nsec = 1.8 µsec per iteration. The pipelining 

has further reduced the execution time by 2.5 to 0.72 µsec per iteration.  
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Pipelining is also used in the initial memory setup and the hard bits write up. The overall execution 

time of the decoder is given below 

 

C Node Decoder   =  3.5  µsec per iteration 

V Node Decoder   =  4.85  µsec per iteration 

Interleaver                                     =  0.72   µsec per iteration 

Initial Memory Setup   =  4.84   µsec 

Hard bits write Up                        =  1.28   µsec  

 

The overall execution time for 10 iterations is (3.5 + 4.85 + 0.72) x 10 + 4.84 + 1.28 = 910.82 

µsec. This corresponds to a 2.97 Mbps. This is now 6.6 times the speed achieved with SC140 and 

equivalent to the speed achieved in [99]. However, the work in [99] does not provide a sound 

reference for comparison due to its implementation for a single code length, type and rate. 

9.5.4 The idea of Packed Computation: 

RICA is using bus width of 32 bits for each of its cells. In ASIC implementation of LDPC decoding 

the data width normally used is 6 bits with 1-bit for sign, 2 bits for whole number and 3 bits for 

precision. In DSP applications, 8 bits can be used instead. This implies that with a 32-bit cell only the 

first 8 bits will be performing useful operation while the remaining 24 bits will be idle. If the 

configuration is chosen such that the 32-bit cell can act as a single 32-bit cell or two independent 16-

bit cells or four independent 8-bit cells, then a single cell can be used for up to a maximum of four 

same operations which would otherwise require the use of four 32-bit cells. For example take a 32-bit 

mux as shown in Figure 9.14. The 32-bit mux is divided into four 8-bit muxes as shown that can be 

configured as four independent 8-bit muxes, two independent 16-bit muxes or one 32-bit mux. The 

same idea can be applied to all those cells required by LDPC decoder. It should be noted that LDPC 

does not require multiplication and division cells.  

The packed computation will be used to execute four variable node processors in parallel. The idea 

is to pack the four 8-bit soft values from the channel in one integer and store the integer in four 

consecutive memory banks through a one 32-bit memory interface. When the integer value is read, it 

will have soft values for the four consecutive variable nodes. These integer values will automatically 

get divided among four 8-bit values and will be processed in the logic independently. It should be 

noted that the result of the variable or check node decoder is always adjusted to fit in 8-bit. The 

variable node decoder is a sequence of adders. The intermediate result is stored in 16-bit registers but 

the output is scaled down to fit the 8-bit as only the 8-bit is stored in the Message memory.   
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Figure 9.14: Configurable Multiplexer 

 

The distribution of the messages inside the four banked Message Memory for the variable node 

decoder is given in Figure 9.15. Here vi,j  represents the messages from variable to check nodes with 

‘i’ being the number of the variable node and ‘j’ the number of the messages required to read or write 

by the i-th variable node. With this arrangement, it is possible to read 4 messages for 4 variable node 

decoders in just one memory read cycle. If we use 8 memory read/write interfaces, then the code 

inside each sub-loop can be brought inside one step for possible pipelining. The speed of the variable 

node processing can be increased four times due to parallel execution of four nodes. This implies that 

variable node processing can be completed in 4.85/4 = 1.2 µsec per iteration. 

   

 

Figure 9.15: Distribution of Variable Node Message inside Message Memory  
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Figure 9.16: Distribution of Check Node Messages Inside Message Memory 

    

After processing the variable node, interleaver is used to rearrange the messages inside the Message 

Memory. After interleaving the messages, the Message Memory looks like as shown in Figure 9.16. 

Here ck,m  represents the messages to check node decoder with k being the number of the check node 

decoder and m being the messages that the kth check node decoder are reading from or writing to the 

Message Memory. Since the check node decoder is divided into two sub-loops: one processes six 

while the other processes seven messages at a time. The execution time previously calculated is 3.5 

µsec. With packed computation, it can be reduced to 3.5/4 = 0.875 µsec per iteration. 

The memory initialization and code write up would ideally take 4.84/4=1.21 µsec and 1.28/4=0.32 

µsec. The new execution time would be 

 

C Node Decoder   =  0.875 µsec per iteration 

V Node Decoder   =  1.21  µsec per iteration 

Interleaver                                     =  0.72   µsec per iteration 

Initial Memory Setup   =  1.21   µsec 

Code Write Up                              =  0.32   µsec  

 

The overall execution time will be 29.58 µsec. This is equivalent to 20 Mcbps. This is totally based 

on estimations as no packing is implemented on RICA for LDPC coding. 

9.5.5 Memory is the bottleneck: 

By evaluating separately the memory access and computation times, it was observed that in LDPC 

coding memory access is the bottleneck because it takes 70-80% of execution time. Though RICA can 

support any number of parallel memory banks, the realistic value is determined by practical 

constraints and initially 4 memory banks were considered with 4 read and 4 write interfaces. 

Theoretically four messages (each message is one byte long) should be read or written in one memory 

access time assuming four parallel memory banks, however this is true only for ordered messages of 

the same array. If different arrays are read then the memory access becomes sequential for the reason 
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that different arrays may be using the same memory bank for which the access becomes sequential at 

run time. If we have two arrays as array1 and array2 and if we want to do the following read 

operations then the time taken to access these three messages will be 2 memory read accesses instead  

 

Read array1[0] 

Read array1[1] 

Read array2[0] 

 

of one for the reason that in the first read cycle two bytes from array1 will be read while in the next 

cycle one byte from array2 will be read. This is underutilization of the parallel memory banks 

available in RICA. However if we do the following read operations, Then the four read operation is 

done in just one  

Read array1[0] 

Read array1[1] 

Read array1[2] 

Read array1[3] 

memory access time which exploits the parallelism in the memory banks to its optimum. Such 

scheduling of the banks is very efficient in applications where a 4-byte integer value is read or written 

as all the 4 bytes will be read or written in just one memory read or write cycle. This behaviour of 

memory access is thought to be a serious design challenge because the probability of more than one 

different arrays in any application is very high. Therefore, it is necessary to mention that if 

independent memory banks or small chunks of temporary registers that can act like independent 

memory arrays are provided, this could increase the performance of RICA considerably. 
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Figure 9.17: Non-Pipelined RICA Step 

  (rmem is read memory cell, wmem is write memory cell, const is a cell to store   constant values, add is adder cell, 

reg is register cell and shift is shifter cell, comp_jump is logical cell) 
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Figure 9.18: Pipelined RICA Step      

         

9.6 Summary 

 
A real time LDPC decoder for Mobile WiMax applications as stated in IEEE P802.16E standard has 

been implemented and optimized on SC140 as well as RICA. Several general purpose and architecture 

specific optimization techniques have been applied for throughput improvement. We have been able 

to achieve 10 Mbps throughput with these optimizations on RICA. This is preliminary work on 

optimizing ‘C’ code on RICA architecture. The architecture can provide a throughput of as much as 

100 Mbps subject to putting enough resources on the reconfigurable fabric.  
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Chapter 10 

 Summary and Conclusion 
 

 

10.1 Introduction 

The thesis is divided into two sections. The objective of the first section is to build low power 

architecture for MIMO VBLAST receiver for single carrier system and investigate the feasibility and 

practicality of VBLAST for the case of multi-carrier system such as OFDM used in Wi-Fi and WiMax 

applications. The main receiver blocks investigated for low power are Pseudo Inverse, Sorting and 

‘NULLing & Cancellation’. The power consumption of the whole receiver is reduced by using 

dynamic power management, algebraic transformation (strength reduction and operation substitution), 

resource sharing, clock gating, algorithmic modification, redundant arithmetic and bus encoding as the 

low power techniques applied at different levels of design abstraction ranging from system to the 

architecture. The second section implements forward error correction coding namely LDPC as defined 

in IEEE 802.16E on a reconfigurable fabric named as RICA for reduced cycle count or execution 

time. The execution time is directly related to energy consumption and reducing execution time not 

only enhances speed but also reduces energy consumption.  

The two algorithms are selected for their possible unification in a SIC based LDPC receiver in 

which equalization would be performed using a successive interference cancellation (SIC) based 

MIMO equalizer such as VBLAST and the equalized layers would be decoded using the LDPC 

decoder. The decoded layers would again be modulated to form the replicas and then subtracted from 

the received symbol vector for successive interference cancelation. 

10.2 Summary: 

The thesis has investigated optimization of advanced telecommunication algorithms from power 

and performance perspectives. The algorithms chosen were MIMO and LDPC. MIMO was 

investigated from a custom ASIC perspective while LDPC was investigated on a reconfigurable fabric 

specifically RICA for both power and performance optimization. The selection of the two algorithms 

was made for their possible unification in a MIMO SIC-based LDPC receiver for WiMax 

applications. 

The thesis was organized implicitly in two sections. The first presented selection and analysis of 

VBLAST receiver used in MIMO wireless system from custom ASIC perspective and identified 

processing elements of high power consumption due to complex signal processing. The thesis 

modelled a scalable VBLAST architecture based on MMSE nulling criteria and proposed low power 

and area efficient VLSI architectures for not only the basic blocks but also for the whole receiver. 

The thesis applied dynamic power management, algebraic transformation (strength reduction), 

resource sharing, clock gating, algorithmic modification, operation substitution, redundant arithmetic 

and bus encoding as the low power techniques at different levels of design abstraction ranging from  
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system to architecture, to reduce both area and power consumption. It has built the low power 

VBLAST receiver for single carrier system and provided its area, power and performance metrics. It 

then investigated into the practicality and feasibility of VBLAST into an OFDM environment. It 

provided analytical data with respect to silicon real estate and throughput which was considered 

beneficial in the feasibility of VBLAST in a multi-carrier environment. 

The second section presented novel architectures for the real time adaptive LDPC encoder and 

decoder as specified in IEEE 802.16E standard for WiMax application. It also presented optimization 

of encoder and decoder on RICA. It applied loop unrolling, pipelining, IF condition 

elimination/simplification and register binding as the main optimization techniques. It also 

investigated the restructuring of code for efficient utilization of RICA resources for concurrent 

execution in order to reduce the time of execution. The thesis also suggested improvements inside 

RICA architecture. 

10.3 Conclusions 

The thesis presented optimization of MIMO-VBLAST and LDPC algorithms from power and 

performance perspectives. MIMO-VBLAST was investigated for power optimization from a custom 

ASIC perspective while LDPC was optimized for both power and performance on a dynamically 

reconfigurable fabric (RICA). It also presented the practicality and feasibility of MIMO-VBLAST 

receiver in a Multi-carrier environment.  

For the MIMO-VBLAST the application of low power techniques at different levels of design 

abstraction achieved power savings by 25% and area savings by 24% compared to the previous 

architecture. The thesis also presented novel alternative architecture for realization of the same 

algorithm and provided the evidence of it being power and area efficient compared to all the previous 

architectures with and without power optimization. The MIMO-VBLAST receiver was broken down 

into its constituent sub modules (Pseudo Inverse, Sorting, Nulling & Cancellation) which were 

individually optimized for power and area savings. The pseudo inverse was first realized in a hybrid 

multiplier and CORDIC based architecture and then in architecture consisting of only multipliers. The 

application of low power techniques in the first architecture resulted in 36% power and 35% area 

reduction compared to the previous architecture. With multiplier based pseudo inverse module, area 

reduction of 47% and power reduction of 40% was achieved.  

The multiplier based architecture proved to be more power and area efficient than its corresponding 

mixed CORDIC and multiplier based architecture, therefore for the Sorting module the multiplier only 

based architecture was selected.  

The application of strength reduction and redundant arithmetic in the ‘Nulling & Cancellation’ 

block resulted in an overall reduction of 13% in area and 12% in power consumption compared to the 

conventional ‘NULLing  & Cancellation’ module. The VBLAST receiver was then built from the low 

power constituent modules and proved to be both area and power efficient while maintaining the same 

throughput and execution time as of the previous architectures.  

The LDPC decoder was implemented and optimized on RICA. The Min-Sum SPA with density 

evolution of 0.25 was selected for implementation on RICA. Since RICA compiler was not supporting 

any optimization techniques, loop unrolling, IF simplification, hardware pipelining and register 
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binding were applied manually to execute the instructions in parallel to as much as possible for 

reduction of execution time. The optimization achieved 2.6 times reduction in execution time 

compared to conventional DSP processors. The thesis also pointed out that by increasing the number 

of distributed registers and using parallel banks of memory accessible independent of each other, the 

execution time could improve considerably. The two algorithms were selected for their possible 

unification in a SIC based LDPC receiver to be used in future WiMax systems. 

10.4 Future Work: 

The objective of the research discussed in this thesis was to provide a thorough investigation into 

the research for low power MIMO-VBLAST and high throughput LDPC Codec. However, no 

research can provide a complete investigation and emerging issues can be resolved through further 

research. The issues that require further research are: 

• Bus width analysis with respect to area, power and performance. The bus width chosen here 

is 16 bits with 8Q8 format. This bus width though provide sufficient accuracy, however, it 

may be more than required for some processing. An analysis of bus width with area, power 

and performance should be made in order to choose optimum bus width for each individual 

module used in the VBLAST system.  

• The VBLAST system uses appreciable number of multipliers. The effect of a redundant 

multiplier on the power efficiency should be investigated. Just like redundant adder, we 

achieved enough power reduction, similarly, it is expected that with redundant multiplier, 

power can be reduced. 

• The power reduction on the whole receiver level should be investigated. For the time being, 

we investigated power reduction on module by module basis and then built the whole 

receiver from the low power modules. In addition to the low power modules, power could be 

reduced on the system level as well by looking at the entire receiver. This can be done by 

controlled clock gating of the modules that are inactive during some portion of the entire 

processing time.  

• Other algorithms like sorted QR decomposition should be implemented with low power 

techniques and should be compared with VBLAST with respect to area, power and 

performance. 

• The VBLAST single carrier receiver is practical only if frequency domain equalization is 

used. The power and area impact on the whole receiver for frequency domain equalization 

should be investigated. 

• A hardware implementation of VBLAST in a MIMO-OFDM should be made in order to get 

more accurate figures about area, power and computational latency. 

• Uniformity in the model matrices for LDPC coding should be investigated further for its 

exploitation to enhance the throughput. 

• The custom interleaver for LDPC decoder that is reconfigurable in the domain of LDPC 

codes defined by the IEEE 802.16 standard should be built as additional RICA cell. With this 

cell, LDPC should be implemented and optimized further for throughput enhancement. 
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